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By Freeman J. Dyson ;
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force-strong enough to-

. abolish nuclear ,'''.'

weapons is the military

; ......

:
.'

.
: :.,.

,:
- :

,

butdloo'in the structure

relations and ;ri our ways
.
difficuitic imagine the'

o: ..'.
us from (he world of today to a time when,
nuclear weapons would no longer be
important. But the fact'thaia historic

transition is unimaginable before.!!

happens does noi-lmpiy \\-<ai lt vm never

if

transitions that upset deeply entrenched-
.: institutions and aeepiy h^d beliefs/'-.

.;.' II has happened no: irsiiequenily that a
elegy oted ov

onle> .. ..
.,

i: ':
.

:•

ishino swiftness Spmotruos a technology
' disappears because if Is replaced by
something. more powerful; Sailing ships

.

succumb to steam,- and'oaha^s succumb
...to. railroads. Sometimes a technology-
disappears beeauseiifs^eoiaee'd by ..

.: something -isss'povvefliJl:- there.'rnay-'-
''.' :':

: be social or political forces -that .cause a
less powerful ie chnology. to prevail, i

'-.'p'

.call a tran&tion from loss to more .powerful
technology a transition of the first kind.

less 'powerful
technology a transition -of the second.

'

kind- Transitions
;
d(;ne first .lund.

:

:a're.
:;''.'.

familiar to us.- transitions of the second
' Kino are rarer and less well-known. Since-
the transition to a world without' nuclear:: .,:

j :
...,

;

second kind, it is important for us to siudv
.transitions of the second kind with-.

special care to understand how and' why
ibey have happened; :

\
-. 'In his book

1

The : Camel- aridthe Wheel.
Richard SuilieL.a historian of early Arab
civilization. deso;inos a sfrlKIng example '

of a transition oi the second. Kind. He

'

oe;nor,Bi;stes w:'m ample documentation'
in- Ron : entire Arab
world, extending rougniy from Tunis to :

Afghanistan, based its economic-life
:

;'the Roman'-
bmpire, nameiy, on the technology- of
wheeled vehicles. *Ki ps^d roads.: South,
east, and north of the' :tv)edilerranean v

'
'"'':

'the basic 'unit otfraiah; transportation was'
.
the oxcart. About a.d. 5G0. a few hundred ''

.years before, ihs rise of islam, .a drastic
change occurred. Throughout the Arab'
territories, caravan:;, of c;-meis took over '

pi... .

disrepair, and wheeled, vehicles disap-'v
-'

:

geared. For more than 1,000 years, unti;

Europeans moved in with steel, rails

and ioeomotives during the Industrial ' '

.Rev

Anothnr ai i of the second 'kind,

'

described by'Nqel renin in his-book
Giving. Up. the Gun;/ occurred in-Japan /'.'

in'.thei.seventoentn century. Sn'lhe
.''

Sixteenth century, after the first European'
'

"
! - ..

:

smiths quickly learned to make guns: '

I
.:....:.:-.. ....

Quality Large numbers of Japanese guns

oe.rs

ad
and at home. Perrin illustrates his book

./'with did Japanese drawings o! seven- ".-

.
ieentb-ceniury warriors carrying and firing

'

guns For naif a -i Lc :he corps of
"

;

;
samurai was heavily addicted toguhs;.'- .

The warriors fought gun battles- with -P'-.''

.
great losses of life. Trie losses were so

.. hea^y ihatihe leaong samurai became
.

'
convinced that guns were ruining, their

'

honorable profession. They decided
;
'.to go back-to. fighting with swords. For'
' two-.-.and'a-haif centuries the sword was
-reinstated, as- the'- basis of military power.

.

while guns were used only n small
numbers tor ceremonia; purposes. The

'.-'.- -I-., word was maintained"
.

until. 1879, when The sarnura. we re
defeated by a new-sty is a r ^-\ 'mem

.

" upon. modernization and armed with

'These two transitions of Ihe second -'.

kind have much to roach us. in t nth

; cases',- i'he driving force of the :rap?i: on
was- the- political power of a ski! : :.

professional elite— the camei drivers in

Africa and the samurai, in Japan In cc;";

cases me ideology of the transition was
conservative, aiming to perpetuate an old
'social order and a traditional way of '

:

e

fn neither case was the transition perma-
i.'.'i < ::,

i . ..

in Afnca, more than 200 m Japan, if

we v
weapons and make the abolition stic* for

200years,..iha! would give our species
time to adapt itself to new.Eechnotoc-es

. and. to tackle-some of the other urgent
problems of survival.

A practical orogram -loading toward the
.-abolition of nuclear weapons must oe
based upon three principles. Frst ? ; no;

, .
.':,;..

.. ii i'o .

:
„:q .-,

camef Our camei must be a rebus:
and- versatile technology oi nonnuc:ea,r

iier-

estsand our allies without destroying
us, Second, the only poiiiica! force strong
enough to abolish nuclear weapons is

the military itself. The move away from
.',...! • .' . ::.: !,..

"presented to ihe public not as a response
'

to fear but as' a resppnse to the demands
o* mfiifory horror- and self-respeci Th.rp

the military establishment o H the 5:-e:
Union must be allowed to snare eauanv m
shaping the program. The stabilization

of anonnuciearworld' is a conservative .

' l
objective, and the hope of achieving it

.

"

"
JS

rests mainly.'on the profoundly conserva-
tive traditions, of the miilita ry professionals.

:<n all countries: To succeed, we need. to-'.

have ;bn' our side, hot only the camei
drivers'-bui also, the samurai.OQ

Fieemar: J. Dysan is pTO/s¥opr of physics ai
the- insunil? k,' Advanced Study, in Princeton.

. , .: ;:,:,. .

(Harper & Row}, otscijssesthe siru'aglss wan
rr;;j.s\ yai raoe in Hbafehinc! r-a-dfiar'^ehoons.
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I I satellites in geosynchronousw I orbit, 22,300 miles above
Earth, keep track of potentially hostile

rocket launchings. Many others handle a
steady flow of defense-related data
whizzing by at billions of bits an hour,

The high sentinels appear invulnerable.

But in an exclusive report, "Pearl Harbor in

Space," distinguished space writer
James E. Oberg describes a frightening

scenario. He warns that our fleet in

space could be wiped out by a single,

unmanned enemy spacecraft.

Oberg's warning comes as the United
States continues to test a highly sophisti-

cated air-launched antisatellite (ASAT]
weapon. Experts believe the missile
is superior to the Soviet ground-launched
ASAT But current ASATs under develop-
ment by both superpowers are no threat
to satellites in high orbit. The Soviet
weapon's range is estimated to be only
1,400 miles. Our ASATs range is classified

but would certainly fall short of 22,300
miles. Oberg's alarming conclusion,
however, is that no new technology would
be required to loft a hostile vehicle into

a position to threaten our geosynchronous
satellites. "The attacker would need no
nuclear weapons; a small cloud of plastic

pellets thrown in the path of the oncom-'
ing satellites would turn our space fleet to

rubble." He reveals on page 42 how it

could be done.

The currenf frostiness in relations

between the Soviet Union and Ihe United

10 OMNI

States makes Oberg's scenario all the
more frightening. But America's best-
known prophet and pollster, George
Gallup, Jr., reports this month that

Americans remain resiliently optimistic

about the coming century. Far from
fearing scientific advances, Gallups
subjects base their optimism in part on
the promise of future technology. The
excerpt on page 84 is from the book
Forecast 2000, by George Gallup. Jr..

with William Proctor. It will be published
in July by William Morrow and Company.

Futurists base their insights on massive
polling of experts and the public at large.

Russian-born Nobelist Wassily Leontief

has another technique for predicting the
future: an input-output table. And in this

month's interview (page 70), conducted
by Anthony Llversidge, Leontief explains
how it works. Most economists, Leontief
grumbles, are too enmeshed in theory
to generate specific predictions.

When it comes to microprocessors,
however, predictions are fulfilled before
we can contemplate their effects.

Technology appears to be running away
with itself. Tomorrow's chip will be
designed for those of us who don't know
bauds from bytes and don't speak
Pascal. According to freelance writer
Richard Wolkomir, "Computers will explain,

offer support, and act as your associate.
They'll learn your job and adapt to your
needs." But this sophisticated capability

depends on hardware just now coming
into the marketplace; IBM recently

announced a new chip, as small as a
shirt button, that can hold 1 million bits of

information—about 100 pages of text.

In "Megachip" (page 74), Wolkomir
provides a preview of these new technol-

ogies—from Intel's latest bubble system
to Silicon Valley's latest advances in

"parallel processing."

In "Mission to a Mind," on page 50,

investigative journalist James Reston, Jr.,

explores an even more impressive kind
of hardware: the human brain. In the

late Fifties, Robert Monroe was just

another upscale radio executive working
in New York. Then he began to have
strange experiences in his sleep.

Removed entirely from his own body, he
reported he could pass through walls

and explore unknown "energy systems."
He gave up his career to explore these
realms. After years of research into

altered states of consciousness, he has
concluded that it is possible to mass-
produce out-of-body experiences.

Reston allowed himself to be subjected
to several short mind-expanding tests.

"Even asleep in the preparation room,"
Reston comments, "I never thought more
intensely.

I know I exist now ... all the
time. Will

I exist when my body fails me?
Stay tuned." Reston has just completed
the book Sherman's March and Vietnam,
which will be published by Macmillan.

This month's fiction story, "New Rose
Hotel" (page 46), is a high-tech thriller by
the hot, new punk writer of ihe Eighties,

William Gibson.OO
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Computers and the Law
I read with considerable interest Daniel

Kagan's "Locking Up Data" [Artificial

Intelligence, March 1984], As the chairman
of a science and technology subcommit-
tee that held hearings last year on
computer security, I am interested in

technological advances that make it diffi-

cult to tap into computer systems.
It should be noted, however, that we

still have a problem with the laws

concerning computer usage. For example,
no law exists to address such questions
as, Who owns the information in an
electronic mail system? Does the owner
have the right to search through the

information? Is he liable if the system loses
mail or if an employee uses information

in the system for private gain? Congress is

currently dealing with videotaping and
copyright laws, but what of the writer's

work stored on a word processor?
Certainly, technological advances must

be made to deal with the kinds of security

issues discussed in this article, but
legal aspects must be dealt with as well.

Hon. Dan Glickman
House of Representatives

Washington, DC

Senses Given a Lift

Thanks for the informative interview with

Dr. Robert G. Heath [April 1984],

As a depressive patient,
I was encour-

aged to learn to what extent mental
illness seems to be based on physiology.

I know of some other patients who could
be helped by Dr. Heath's treatment, rather

than by the current methods of intermina-

ble talk therapies and symptom-masking
drugs thai cause as many adverse side
effects as the original problems do.

My pleasure cenfer was greatly

stimulated, and my sensory deprivation
was alleviated by reading this interview.

Mickie Hanna
Newport News, VA

Obsessive Puzzler

It is two o'clock Monday morning. At
twelve noon on Friday I purchased a copy
of Omni Games, a book that caught my
eye in a local bookstore. Since Friday

afternoon I've made my way through

most of the book, including the Omni-
Mensa I.Q. test (quite flattering to find my
alleged I.Q. is 148 + ),

Unfortunately, this book has taken up
most of my time since I laid down the

cover price plus tax, and I haven't done
a bit of homework since.

I've already subjected my three

roommates and my mother to spelling

tests. And I am expecting my first issue

of Omni soon, I can jusf see this sort

of obsessive attitude toward puzzles
repeating itself monthly.

You've created a monster I just wanted
you to know that.

Roxanne Richardson

New York

False Rumors
Peter Rondinone's article "Unmarked
Helicopters" [Antimatter, March 1984]

twists sentences in such a way that

it leaves the strong impression that I

suggested fhat "the virus [which is being
spread by these black helicopters]

comes from Lowry Air Force Base [as

part of] a top-secret experiment in

biological warfare, with the U.S. govern-
ment using us as guinea pigs." Rondinone
is attributing fo me a statement that I

explained to him was a rumor I heard and
to which I gave no credence.

It is true that I and others have seen
unmarked black helicopters over Denver.

The facts surrounding this whole affair

can be found in an article in Up the

Creek, a weekly Denver newspaper. In it,

I am quoted straightaway as discounting

the rumor.

Carl Raschke
University of Denver

Peter Rondinone replies: In my article I

mention that Raschke is aware of the

theories behind unmarked helicopters.

And theory, according to the dictionary,

has a number of meanings. One is

speculation. Thus from the very

beginning ofmy article, the reader is made
aware that Raschke is relating speculative

information—not fact or something he
necessarily believes to be true.DO



DIALOGUE
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Omni welcomes speculation, theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from
readers in this open forum. We invite

you to use this column to voice your hopes
about the future and to contribute to

the kind of informal dialogue that gener-
ates breakthroughs. Please note that
we cannot return submissions and that

the opinions expressed here are not
necessarily those of the magazine.

Don't Do Unto Animals . .

.

I found Frank Kendig and Lisa Buck's
article "Guinea Pigs" [February 1984] to

be rather thoughtless in the way it side-
stepped some importanl issues regarding
the use of animals in research labs.

The article makes it clear [hat when
studying human problems, humans make
the best subjects. But it also indicates

that humans are not willing to allow
researchers to do to them what they do
to animals. And no wonder! One of the

main reasons animals are utilized is

because they cannot say no to physical
and mental abuse.

I am in no way against medical
progress, but research does not have to

include animal experimentation. The
solution lies in alternatives.

The article attempts to end on a cheery
note by reminding us of the wonderful
agreement we have with lab animals. But
it takes two to strike a bargain, and I

seriously doubt that any lab animal has
given its consent.

Stacy Aspey
Long Beach, CA

Forum editor Leslie Epstein replies: The
massive and stately American Museum of
Natural History, in New York City, is an
unlikely setting for an angry demonstra-
tion. But in a highly publicized drive to

end animal experimentation (specifically,

research on the sexual functions of cats)
in the museum's laboratories, animal-
rights activist Henry Spira and his followers

-

marched to the museum's steps. They
vowed to stay until the research was
halted. Faced with the prospect
ol continued protests and a lot of bad
publicity the museum's directors were
14 OMNI

persuaded to end the experiments.
Demonstrations protesting experimen-

tation on animals have challenged
scientists across the United States. And
recently, the animals have been winning.
At Howard University, in Washington,
DC, a group of activists broke into the
school's laboratory and released the
animals from their cages. Later, new
homes were found for the freed animals.
National Institutes of Health researcher
Dr. Edward Taub's work on nervous
disorders was permanently halted when
he was tried and convicted of cruelty

to animals. An activist had infiltrated

Taub's lab and photographed the proce-
dures taking place. Taub insisted that
his techniques were justified and humane.
'He appealed the court's decision and
won, but the National Institutes of Health
did not renew his grant.

Scientists insist that animals are
essential to their research. "Virtually

every medical and surgical advance of
the past century was based on the study
of animals," according to Frederick
King, of the Yerkes Regional Primate

Lab animals: suffering for science's sake?

Center, in Atlanta. Without animals,
researchers could not have developed a
vaccine for polio, or insulin for diabetes.

Surgeons would not have dared perform
organ transplants without first trying
the procedures on primates and cattle.

The protests are harder to deflect

when they are aimed at cosmetic
companies. One test for chemicals in

cosmetics involves placing droplets
of test substances into the eyes of rabbits.

The procedure, called the Draize test,

takes advantage of the fact that rabbits'

eyes are more sensitive than those of

humans. 7s it worth blinding rabbits in

order to have a new shampoo or longer
lasting eye shadow?" asks Spira, head
of the Coalition to Stop the Draize Rabbit
Blinding Test. After an ad appeared in

The New York Times with the headline how
MANY RABBITS DOES HEVLON BLIND FOR
beauty's sake? the cosmetic company
donated $750,000 toward finding an
alternative method of testing. But so far

no new test has been approved. "We
try to reach companies on a humanitarian
as well as an economic level," Spira
says. "Tests like the Draize and LD^
[Lethal Dose SO percent—a test that

studies how much of a substance would
kill 50 percent of the test animals] are
redundant and not true indications of
human reaction to any given substance.
They waste money and are cruel.

"

Alternative methods are currently being
explored. Computer simulations and
test-tube studies have been adopted as
auxiliary tests. But cell cultures in test

tubes do not go blind, and a computer
does not have a brain. The alternatives

can't totally replace living creatures.

Scientists contend that although they
continue to look for alternative methods of

testing, there is not enough research
money available. They argue that they
would be losing valuable—perhaps life-

saving—time if they did not continue to

use methods already available.

"Live animals," according to King, "are
still essential and wilt continue to be so
for many, many decades if we are to

continue our advances in human physical
and psychological health. "DO



ORANGE IN NAM

EARTH
By Ben Barber

Early in January 1983, a planeload

of American scientists surveyed

mutilated forests and farmlands

en route to their destination, Ho Chi

Minh City {formerly Saigon), Vietnam.

The desecrated landscape below was a

grim reminder of the purpose of their

visit. They would soon be convening with

a panel of international researchers to

discuss the lingering effects of the potent

herbicide agent orange.

In all, some 11 million gallons of agent
orange (laced with 500 pounds of the

powerful carcinogen dioxin) rained on

South Vietnam between 1961 and 1971.

Initially, when Operation Ranch Hand
began its systematic destruction of jungles

and crops, Vietnamese newspapers
published reports of stillbirths, rampant

reproductive disorders, and "monster"

babies born in the sprayed areas. But by
1975 the last American advisers were
fleeing by helicopter from the roof of the

U.S. embassy in Saigon, and the country

had grown silent on the wounds inflicted

by the deadly toxin.

The seven-day conference, called by

North Vietnamese physician and former

health minister Dr. Ton That Tung, repre-

sented the first attempt in almost a decade
to lift the veil of secrecy. The gathering

drew more than 100 interested experts,

including representatives from West
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden,
England, Israel. Czechoslovakia,

Australia, and Vietnam. Although the

conference was closed to the press, the

participants did write a report that was
made public. It was sober in tone, but

several attendees later revealed that they

had found extensive—perhaps irreversi-

ble—damage to people, plants, animals,

water, and land. Here is a sampling of

their posiconference comments:
"The most dramatic evidence was a

tenfold increase in molar pregnancies

among Vietnamese women," says

Columbia University Medical School
epidemiologist Maureen C. Hatch. Molar

pregnancies, also called hydatid moles,

are pregnancies in which the placental

tissue clings to the uterus and may cause
cancer of the reproductive organ.

Ordinarily, molar pregnancies are rare.

s people, Vietnam speaks up.

"There is a ring of truth that only women
exposed to agent orange have it," notes

Elof Carlson, professor of genetics at

the State University of New York at Stony
Brook. In the United States, he adds,

geneticists have linked molar pregnancies

to genetic damage from chemical

exposure, but Vietnamese scientists were
unaware of this link before their experi-

ence with agent orange.

"I'd like to see a scientific exchange
with Vietnam," Carlson proposes. "It's a

perfect laboratory of an exposed popula-

tion. It's not like Seveso, Italy, where a

chemical-plant explosion spread dioxin

over the city. The population of South
Vietnam really got clobbered."

During the six months prior to the

international conference, Vietnamese
doctors assessed the number of birth

defects and stillbirths among 4,064

women who lived in the unsprayed north

but whose husbands had probably been
exposed to the herbicide while fighting

in the south. Dr. John Constable, surgeon
at the Massachusetts General Hospital,

in Boston, estimates that the incidence of

"reproductive misadventures" in these

families is 500 times that of the prewar

level in Vietnam.

Hundreds of nonhuman populations

were also exposed to the herbicides.

Ecologist Mark Leighton, of Harvard
University, says, "It's hard to convey the

amount of destruction the south under-

went. Who knows what the payoff was for

such an assault on the environment?"

Leighton links the disappearance
of animal species, including the already

endangered rhinoceros, to the destruc-

tion of huge swaths of forest up to 12

miles long and two miles wide. Many of

those areas remain economically useless

savannas or grasslands, unsuitable for

the animals that once lived there. What's

more, by dividing the forest into isolated

islands crisscrossed by barren patches,

the spraying has made it impossible

for wide-ranging species to forage.

Dr. Vo Quy, of the University of Hanoi,

and his colleague Dang Huy Haynh
took counts of birds and mammals in the

heavily sprayed forests of A Luoi valley.



ELECTRIC ANESTHESIA

By Brian Goldman

4^\ forty-two-year-old Russian

M^^k woman was wheeled into the

# % operating room at the Vishnev-
sky Surgical Institute, in Moscow, for

surgery to remove her gallbladder. Dr.

Mikhai Kuzin, her surgeon and the director

of the institute, motioned to the anesthe-
siologist to attach electrodes to the
woman's forehead and behind each ear.

He then switched on the nearby
Anesthelic-MP02 electroanesthesia

device, developed in France by Aime
Limoge, professor of physiology at Rene
Descartes University, in Paris. Instantly.

the current began coursing through
the woman's brain, gently placing her

into a deep level of anesthesia. The
operation proceeded as scheduled, and
the woman was spared the risk of drug-
induced death. In North America alone,

about 1,000 people die from the effects of

anesthesia each year.

Using electricity to anesthetize the
brain is not a new idea. Research
abounded on both sides of the Atlantic

during the first half of this century. But
American anesthesiologists lost interest

in the early Sixties, when experiments
that used a single current produced
convulsions, muscle twitching, heart
irregularities, and closure of the test

animals' air passages.
But Limoge. then a dentist and electro-

physiologist, refused to let the idea die.

After experimenting with a variety of

different currents, he developed a device
that combined two currents: The combi-
nation, he reported, eliminated the side

effects. Still, no one is certain today what
effect the current has on the brain.

Preliminary studies indicate that the
Limoge current stimulates the release of

endorphins, which help relieve pain.

AJ the Vishnevsky Surgical Institute,

Kuzin says lhat surgeons now use
Limoge's invention for the whole gamut of

surgical procedures. "Patients wake up
two or three minutes after the current
is stopped," he explains, "and without the
usual postanesthetic drowsiness."
Over the past three years, Limoge's

company, E3A, has produced and sold
more than 200 Anesthelic-MP02 machines,
costing $3,500 each, to interested physi-

Electricity
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n be used to anesthetize the brain without risking drug-induced d

cians in France, Belgium, Switzerland,

Spain, and the Soviet Union. Those
physicians have found electroanesthesia
to be useful in many situations, including

lengthy neurosurgical procedures and
open-heart surgery. Dr. Jean-Claude
Pire, an anesthesiologist at the Centre
Hospital Regionale Robert Debre, in

Reims, France, has used the Limoge
current on more than 1 ,000 patients. "The
major advantage," says Pire, "is that we
can obtain a seventy-five percent reduc-
tion in the amount of narcotics required

during or after surgery." This, he explains,

is beneficial when dealing with elderly

people or those with chronic respiratory

diseases. In such cases, narcotics can
depress the patients' breathing.

Other anesthesiologists have found the
Limoge current to be particularly

successful in treating postoperative pain
in infants (another high-risk group) and
in women giving birth.

Despite its popularity in Europe, the

Limoge current remains controversial in

the United States. In part the skepticism is

a result of shoddy experimental
evidence. Jean-Pierre Thierry, a public-

health technologist with the Center for

the Study of Advanced Technology,
a French government-funded agency
that has tested the device, admits that

Limoge "learned to run before he learned
to walk," promoting the current for clini-

cal use before extensive animal and
human studies had been performed. Only
now are targe-scale double-blind studies

being carried out.

Some American anesthesiologists,

though, are greeting the invention more
optimistically. Dr. Theodore Stanley, a
professor of anesthesiology at the
University of Utah, observed Limoge's
techniques while he was a visiting fellow

in France. He also collaborated with

Limoge on two published studies

demonstrating the current's effectiveness

when combined with other anesthetics.

He agrees that more research is needed
to convince the North American medical
establishment. "It could be an invaluable

addition to medical science," he says.

"But it has a long way to go."DQ



APOLLO PLUS FIFTEEN

By James E. Oberg

^^\ small news item earlier this year
#^^» held both literal and metaphori-

# % cal truth, distanceto moon
sets 2-century mark, ran a New York Times
headline on March 2.

"Tonight the moon will be farther away
from Earth than it has been since the

year 1750," the story began, "and it will

not be as distant again until the year
2100." The record distance, 252,719 miles,

resulted partly from the rare planetary

lineup that occurred a few months previ-

ously, according to University of

Minnesota astronomer Mark Slovak.

Fifteen years after the first manned
lunar landing (and more than 11 years after

the last), our natural satellite seems
distant in practical, as well as absolute,

terms. NASA's next big project is a

permanently occupied space station,

and some scientists believe that a manned
lunar trip is a project not for the next

decade but for the next millennium.

But the moon is coming back, both

literally and figuratively. It's beginning to

stir old longings and new plans for a
lunar quest. The long hiatus in lunar

exp :oratior and in mankind's interplanetary

voyaging is probably just about half over.

Plans currently under discussion call

tor a return to the moon "by the end
of the decade"—John Kennedy's bold

marching order—although today's

planners are looking toward the end of

the Nineties. The missions would not

be a replay of the halt dozen quick dashes
of Apollo. Instead, the expeditions would
be more rewarding—and less costly.

Since the Apollo missions told us what
the moon is made of, future voyagers
can go armed with plans to use lunar

resources. The moon's maierials could

support in-space construction and trans-

portation, The cost of getting up the

first 200 miles from the earth's surface is

greater than the cost of getting all the

way back down from the moon. So even
the added expense of lunar manufactur-

ing may still allow economic use of the

moon's resources, such as oxygen for

rocket propellant. After future astro-

naut/engineers set up oxygen-mining
bases, lunar metals and slag for radiation

shielding would become profitable.

's materials to buiia colonics

Science, too, can expect a new harvest.

Planetary geology will have digested

the revolutions in knowledge brought by
Apollo and will then face a new genera-

tion of questions. The long-awaited

"backside radio observatory," enabling

us to look deep into space, may be
feasible once the original bridgehead is

established for other purposes.
The Apollo program's rewards were

far-reaching. Revolutions in science and
technology were ushered in far more
quickly than scientists predicted, and
some of the harvest was possible only

because of the project. The same massive
payoff can be expected from a reprise.

Thanks to Apollo, a whole new genera-

tion—the first in history—has been
raised with unlimited horizons. They know
they are not locked onto their homeworld
by any lack of capabilities or technology

but merely by will. And they have the

will to go wherever they choose.
If there is one major disappointment in

the way in which Apollo has, like a fly

in amber, been petrified in history, it Is that

John Kennedy's 1961 vision has been
blunted. He wanted the project to

demonstrate American technological

superiority to the world and particularly

to the Soviet Union. There was a frantic

"moon race" in progress, and the United

States was years behind. It appeared
that it would take a miracle to catch up.

But when the miracle, a product of

American political, managerial, and
technological virtuosity, was delivered,

its heart and soul—the victory in the race

to the moon—was torn out. The story

was changed by a clever Soviet propa-

ganda ploy and the eagerness of leading

Western newsmen to swallow il.

A decade ago Walter Cronkite said that

there never had been a moon race. He
was voicing the views of his colleagues,

but not of the experts. That is also what
the Soviets said, but they had lied.

Recent evidence shows that in the

Sixties the Soviets were trying their

utmost to build spacecraft and boosters

to fly cosmonauts arouna the moon and,

ultimately, to land them on its surface.

This new evidence consists of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 73



SELF-HARM

ruiiruD
By .Patrick Huyghe

For days, the twenty-two-year-old

woman has felt a sense of intol-

erable dread. "It overwhelms
me," she says. "I don't know what to do,

but I feel that I must do something." Then
panic strikes. She reaches for a razor

and makes three cuts on her wrist. She
feels immediate relief, no pain. "I feel

good now," she says. "I'll be okay for a
week. Then it'll start all over again."

The scars covering her body are testi-

mony to previous episodes of self-

mutilation. But the woman is neither

psychotic nor suicidal, Though self-

destructive during these bizarre and
gruesome episodes, she does not wish
to die. Between the attacks, she functions

quite normally.

Because this kind of behavior is distinct

from suicide, two psychiatrists at the

Medical College of Georgia, in Augusta,
have proposed that such cases be
regarded as a distinct new category of

mental disorder. Doctors E. Mansell
Pattison and Joel Kahan call it the Delib-

erate Self-Harm syndrome, or DSH.
'This is a syndrome of late adoles-

cence," explains Pattison, head of the
school's psychiatry department, "in which
young people do some type of low-
lethality damage to their bodies without

the intent to kill themselves. The behavior
is repeated an average of [en to fifteen

times over a -period of eight to ten years."

Deliberate self-harm is a world apart
from both psychotic and suicidal behavior.

To begin with, those who practice DSH
behavior do things that, while horrifying,

are not life-threatening: deliberately

biting or burning themselves, cutting or

otherwise mutilating their genitals, even
cutting off an ear or gouging out an
eye or the tongue. Psychotic and suicidal

behavior, by contrast, is marked by one
or two episodes in which a person may
attempt to perform a potentially fatal act:

'

shooting or hanging himself or jumping
from a great height.

After analyzing 56 cases of self-harm,

Pattison and Kahan found there were
also differences in age and motivation

between the suicide-prone and those with

DSH. Suicidal individuals usually are
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middle-aged—forty-five years old and
older—and are plagued by feelings

of worthlessness and helplessness. Self-

mutilators tend to be much younger and
act from despair, anxiety, or anger.

According to Pattison, self-harm is

more prevalent than suicidal behavior.

Each year there are four times as many
incidents of DSH as there are suicide

attempts. But he suspects that this

estimate may be too low, because many
cases of the syndrome are incorrectly

included in the suicide statistics.

While the suicide rate is relatively

unchanged over the past two decades.
according to Pattison and Kahan, the
incidence of DSH has increased, One
reason, they suggest, is that an ever-

increasing number of young people are

being placed in penal institutions. "We
have more institutionalization today than
we had thirty years ago," says Pattison.

It is his guess that DSH behavior is a by-
product of incarceration. "This is an
everyday occurrence in prisons. At a
juvenile reformatory, you're likely to see it

every couple of days. At a youth deten-

tion center, every week. We might be
artificially provoking such behavior."

Some cases of DSH may be overlooked
altogether. "Often no one will pick up
on them," Pattison notes. The injury will

be treated with no thought to what caused
it. During the DSH victim's first visit to

an emergency room, he might be treated
by a surgeon. The next time, he might
see an internist, and a year later, an
ophthalmologist or dermatologist. "Very
few of these cases are referred to a
psychiatrist," Pattison says. Even when
they are noticed, these people may
be dismissed as manipulators, malinger-
ers, or attention seekers, because their

self-destructive acts are not lethal,

Self-mutilation, sometimes labeled

parasuicide, autoaggression, or symbolic
wounding, is not a new concept to

psychiatrists. (Pattison himself prefers

the term self-harm to self-mutilation

because it includes consciously harmful
acts that produce no external mutilation:

pill swallowing, heavy drinking, even
staring straight into the sun.) Doctors have
usually regarded this sort of behavior
as a symptom of the borderline-personality

disorder, a condition found in people
who have not formed strong egos, Yet,

studies by Pattison and other psychiatrists

have not found any clear association

between deliberate self-harm and any
specific personality disorders. One feature

DSH victims do seem to have in

common, says Pattison, is that fhey never
adequately separated from the nurturant

maternal object—their mothers—at a
critical time in their lives.

It is during the second year of life that

most children first start to notice when
their mothers are absent. Typically, a
child will become anxious and will search
frantically for her and may even begin
beating, hitting, or clawing himself when
she disappears,

The behavior, according to some
psychologists, is the child's misguided
attempt to duplicate the mother's physical

contact. If the mother returns and holds
him, the child's anxiety disappears.
Normal children are usually able to

resolve that anxiety by age three, but those

CONTIYJEDONPAGE 124



SUPERCRITICAL POTATO CHIPS

BREAKTHROUGHS
By Richard Wolkomir

I ^% I hen he greets visitors in his

1 i ill Cambridge, Massachusetts,
%J ^m office, Richard de Filippi,

the president of Critical Fluid Systems,
Inc. (CFS), likes to offer them potato chips.

"Go ahead, don't worry about calories,"

he says. "These are special potato chips."

They are. in fact, high-tech potato
chips, just one product of a new technol-

ogy that could prove to be an industrial

blessing, improving everything from corn
oil for cooking to offshore peiroleum
drilling in the Atlantic. The technology,

called supercritical fluids, is based on a
facf chemists have known since the
nineteenth century. At a specific combi-
nation of pressure and temperature, a
gas reaches its critical point, becoming
neither a gas nor a liquid, but a substance
with many of the properties of both
states. In particular, it becomes an
unusually powerful solvent.

Consider, for instance, the effect of

such a substance on the humble potato
chip, in a laboratory at CFS's parent
firm, the international consulting company
of Arthur D. Little, Inc., De Filippi holds
up a slice of raw potato, "Cook this

in a deep frier, drain it, salt it, and you've
got the standard potato chip—thirty-

five percent oil," he says. "Treat it with

critical fluid carbon dioxide and you cut
the oil content to virtually zero.

71

Most citizens, confronting a new solvent,

maintain their calm. But industrialists

get the tingles. Thai is because most
wares, at some stage in their iransition

from raw material to finished product, rely

on solvents for such services as stripping

grime or decontaminating chemical
goos about to solidify over electronic

components. Thus, potent new solvents .

can be worth billions to industry, To tap
that market, Arthur D. Little began CFS
and hired De Filippi, a chemical engineer,
to develop new chemical processes.
De Filippi's team patented a way to use.
critical fluid carbon dioxide as an industrial

solvent, and they are now putting ihis

magic gas-liquid to work on a broad
range of projects.

For example, offshore-oil drillers must
avoid certain promising sites because
28 OMNI

the drilling process poses a pollution

threat. But now CFS has designed a
solution that could open up new areas for

peiroleum exploration.

Drillers use fluids—called drilling

muds—to lubricate and cool their drill

bits. Generally, these muds are water-

based and nonpolluting. But when the
drill must bore into the seafloor at a
sharp angle or at a great depth, drillers

need the lubricating power of oil-based
muds. To prevent pollution, they must
clean these oily muds from the cuitings
their drills bore from ihe seafloor. Usually,

'that means transporting tons of oil-

saturated dirt and rock to shore for treat-

ment, but the process is so costly that

drillers frequently forgo exploring such
sites, however promising they may be.

CFS proposes using critical fluids to clean
the cuttings at sea, "You can dump the
cleaned dirt and rock back into the ocean
without risk of pollution," says De Filippi,

"and turn the oil you recover with the
critical fluids into more drilling mud."

Critical fluids may also eventually be
used to help clean up the country's toxic-

waste problems. For instance, when
Missouri was puzzling over what to do
about the dioxin-contaminated soils

in Times Beach, De Filippi's company
offered to develop a crmcai-'iuid technique
for extracting the contaminant. The state

never approved the plan, but De Filippi is

confident the technique would have
worked. In laboratory tests, CFS engineers
have extracted lubricating oils from
steel-mill refuse, and vegetable oils from
clays used in food processing.

In addition, CFS recently licensed the

Illinois Water Treatment Company (a

division of Allegheny International) to

market the critical-fluid technique for

cleaning chemicals Irom industrial waste-
water. The chemicals, pollutants if

allowed to enter the environment, are too
valuable for industry to simply discard.

Using critical fluids, industries can extract

the chemicals from their effluents and
then reuse them.

CFS is not alone in developing this

new technology. The U.S. Department of

Agriculture is now experimenting with

supercritical carbon dioxide, using it at a
pressure of 8,000 pounds per square
inch and a temperature of 122°F to extract

oils from corn, soybeans, and other
crops. As Agriculture Department chemist
John R Friedrich points out, this is a
job currently handled by hexane, a

solvent—made mostly from imported
oil—that costs ten times what it did a
decade ago. Critical carbon dioxide is

considerably cheaper, and food-process-
ing companies can recycle it. In addition,

Agriculture Department chemists have
discovered that once supercritical carbon
dioxide has absorbed a vegetable oil,

the oil is easily recovered by simply
increasing or reducing the pressure, "It

just falls out," Friedrich says.

Industrialists, then, have good reason
to be excited, as does the average
consumer, who may benefit from at least

one recent application of the process.
De Filippi's engineers have successfully

extracted oils from avocados, a
process that the cosmetics industry will

eventually use to create supercritical

—

and supereftective—body oils.DO



The quality ofSmirnoff

is classical. .

lis value merits

a standing ovation"

"When I play, I strive for

the highest quality in my performance.

"I look for the same standards in myvodka. I know
that Smirnoff

9vodka is distilled from the finest grain,

and then checked 47 times for quality and smoothness. In short, it offers a

virtuoso performance. You may pay a little more, but

you'll find Smirnoff is worth more.

"When it comes to vodka, Smirnoff

plays second fiddle to hone." There's vodka, and then there's Smirnoff.
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SUBLIMINAL SOFTWARE

ARTIFICIAL
IfUTELLIEEnJCE
By Phoebe Hoban

avid Murray, an employee with

Michigan's State Health Depart-
ment, and his wife, Marcia,

have discovered a new way to lose weight.

Every evening, the couple turns on the
TV and watches the MacNeiltLehrer
NewsHour, but it's not current events that

kills their appetites. Whether they tune
in to the national news or the latest juicy

episode of Dallas, the Murrays are
digesting the same messages cleverly
masked behind the medium:

i am thin;
i am

ATTflACTIVE; I AM SECURE. He's lost 11

pounds. She's shed 16.

If this smacks of the Hidden Persuaders,
Vance Packard's classic indictment of

the media's use of advertising to secretly

subvert the public's subconscious,
there's one major difference. The Murrays'

subliminal seduction is strictly voluntary.

They are plugged into a new product
called Expando-Vision, which uses
computer technology to zap suggestive
messages right into their living room.

Psychiatrists have argued about the
effect— if any—of subliminal programming

ever since a scandalous New Jersey
screening of the movie Picnic, back in

1957. Star Kim Novak's performance
didn't set tongues wagging, but what
could not be seen on the silver screen
did: split-second messages urging
audiences to buy soft drinks and popcorn.
Viewers reportedly rushed the refresh-

ment stand and bought record quantities.

Since then, volumes have been written

on subliminal perception, but many
researchers remain unconvinced.

"It's a wonderfully romantic idea." says
Joe Smith, president of Oxtoby-Smith,
a consumer-research firm, and past
president of the American Psychological
Association's consumer-psychology
division. "But to my knowledge, subliminal
programming doesn't exist. There simply
is no corroborative evidence that can
be reproduced."

Meanwhile, research into the technique
continues. Subliminal programming is

based on the theory that the unconscious
can absorb information that is impercep-
tible to the conscious mind. This effect

The open mind: Some programmers believe the computer can communicate with the unconscious
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can supposedly be achieved visually or

aurally—by flashing messages so fast

that the eye cannot catch them or by
playing soft audio messages.

This may well be the year that subliminal

programming makes it into the home.
Expando-Vision is just one of several

programs designed to communicate
directly with your subconscious.
Manufactured by Stimutech, in East

Lansing, Michigan, Expando-Vision is a
$90 black box—called an electronic

interlace device, or EID—that connects
any home computer with a TV set. The
user loads disks or software cartridges
containing the subliminal programs into the
home computer. The EID interrupts the
television program at random intervals to
flash the text onto the screen for just

one thirtieth of a second.
Eight self-help programs are available,

and sell for $40 each. Goals range from
controlling weight and smoking, to

improving sports scores, io building
sexual confidence. (One bliplike message:
LET US BE NAKED.)

How much TV do you have to watch to

get the message? According to Wallace
LaBenne, the Michigan psychotherapist
that Stimutech hired to write the

messages, an hour of Expando-Vision a
day should have a noticeable effect

within a three-month time span.
LaBenne does not believe the programs

pose any serious danger to most people,
since TV viewers naturally filter out painful

or unpleasant messages. But not every-
one agrees. Lloyd Silverman, a New
York University professor and author of

the book The Search for Oneness (Inter-

national Universities Press), cites his

own research. He discovered that the
ostensibly harmless message people are
walking, delivered at high speed, struck

terror into the heart of one young woman
whose father had punished her by making
her walk in the snow. "There's no doubt the

technique is effective," he says. 'And
there are exciting possibilities. But to

ensure that a Frankenstein monster isn't

created, there should be strict govern-
ment regulations to protect people."DO



Atari presents the
five greatest advances
in the creative arts
since someone put
72 crayons inone box.

What would Cezanne say to an
electronic orange? Surely Van
Gogh would go for some flowers

painted in phosphors (those glow-

ing things in your TV screen). And
you bet Beethoven would be blown
away by a computer synthesized

symphony
Too bad. They were all born too

early But luckily you weren't. Be-

cause Atari makes several home
computer products to help you
create all these things and more.

First, there's ATARI Paint* the

program that turns the joystick you
already own into a computerized
paintbrush that helps you explore

the fascinating world of computer
art.

Get the magic touch with
AtariTouch Tablet.

| The ATARI- Touch
Tablet with Atari-

Artisf" software

cartridge rums
yourTVintoa

magic palette of

128 dazzling colors.

The Touch Tablet woTks a
little like an electronic slate. Hook it

into anyATARI Computer and what
you draw on the tablet will in-

stantly appear on your TV screen.

You can draw on the Touch Tablet

with the unique electronic stylus

that comes with ii—or even with

your finger.

And all the on-screen com-
mands-that control your Touch Tab-

let are labelled with simple sym-

bols as well as words. So everyone
from preschoolers to grandparents

can create without going near the

keyboard.

Atari Light Pen lets you
write right on the screen.

ATARI Light Pen with Atari-

Graphics™ software cartridge is

among the best tools available for

teaching hands-on computer cre-

ativity. To draw circles, rect-

angles, or simply fool around with

freehand sketching, just press the

pen to your TV screen and VOILA
., . Atrail of sparkling color follows it.

You can fill in your sketches with

one or more of 128 colors, Or
choose from over 2.800 patterns.

Soil over Beethoven,
AtariMusic Is here.

Sure, Beethoven took music les-

sons. But even he didn't get the

head start you'll get with
AtariMusic 111

I or AtariMusic 1 " II.

And once you understand the

basics you'll be ready to move up to

ATARI Music Composer" and
create original compositions in four

part harmonyl
All of these programs were de-

signed to get the best from your

ATARI Computer, including the

ATARI 800XL™ or the less expensive

ATARI 600XL™ Both machines give

you unsurpassed Atari graphics

and four sound channels. And
whether you're painting with light

or composing at the com-
puter keyboard, you can store

your creation on the ATARI
1010'" Program Recorder
or the more sophisticated

1050™ Disk Drive.

And if all that doesn't

convince you that our new
programs are a giant step beyond
crayons, consider this: the kids

will never write on the wall with a
computer.
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WHATYOUAND
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CAN DO.
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ICROCHIPS FOR MICRONESIA
imagine a plane! on which the haves play with microchips,

: lasers, and robots while the have-nots lack televisions, tele-

:
, phones, and even running water. On such a planet, which

B we'll call Earth, the technology gap belween rich and poor

worried one science-fiction visionary. Arthur C. Clarke, so much
that he recently spent $25,000 from his Marconi Prize to help

launch a center, headquartered at the University of Moratawa,

in Sri Lanka, to grapple with the problem. The Sri Lanka parlia-

ment, the university, and UNESCO also chipped in to fund the

Arthur C. Clarke Centre, which aims to bring such things as

computer chips and Earth stations to the Third World,

It may not strike you as especially tragic that untold millions

in Zambia or Indonesia are deprived of The Dukes of Hazzard,

but consider: "Right now the Third World has four hundred mil-

lion people unemployed or underemployed," according to Jo-

seph N. Pelton, the organizer of the Arthur C, Clarke Foundation

of the United States, a support group for the Sri Lanka center.

'And by 2000 those countries will need six hundred twenty-five

million add/f/ona/jobs."

There are, of course, humanitarian reasons to slice up the

technological pie a bit more evenly. And then there's the cold-

blooded fact that Western firms will simply run out of markets

for their gadgets if they leave the Third World out of their long-

range- plans, That, at any rate, is Pelton's message. Take tele-

vision sets, 90 percent of which are presently in the hands of a

bare 15 percent of the world's population. The TV market is

nearly saturated in Ihe West, according to Pelton, but helping

the Third World boost its video capabilities would add an im-

mense new popuiation of viewers. Third Worlders would, of

course, have to be able to afford the sets, yet another reason

to provide developing countries with high-tech jobs.

The same fortunate minority that is endowed with sitcoms and

network news also owns 90 percent of the world's telephones.

Thanks to the technical ingenuily of Massachusetts Institute of

Technology scientists, however, there's a new group of phone
customers in Egypt. The typical Egyptian village has one tele-

phone, perhaps belonging to a well-to-do merchant; so a joint

MIT-Cairo University team developed a chip that converts a

private line to a party line, enabling the less prosperous villagers

to buy phones. Whenever the private line's owner wishes to use

his telephone, a ten-second warning tone sounds, and the party-

liners get disconnected. Thus, Egyptian telephones proliferate

(at minima! cost), and the private-line owner's only penalty is an

occasional ten-second delay in reaching out to touch someone.

This sort of east/west cooperative venture, Pelton thinks, ought

to be the wave of the future.

What does the Arthur C. Clarke Centre have to do with all

this? Its sponsors envision it as a catalyst in the great technology

transfer of the coming decades, and the organization is already

training engineers and technicians to install high-tech equip-

ment in low-tech lands. Meanwhile, back in the United States,

the Clarke Foundation will arrange for American engineering

professors and industry experts to teach at the center while on

sabbatical. It will also ship donated textbooks, software, and

leaching equipment to the Sri Lanka center.

The long-range plan is to design new technologies in four

major areas—telecommunications, broadcasting, computer

science, and energy—according to Third World needs. The or-

ganization's energy scientists, for instance, will probably work

on generating electricity from ocean waves, a technology that

is currently a very low priority in the United States. If the oil runs

out, however, we may be happy to find that Clarke Centre re-

searchers already have wave power harnessed.

The center will also foster technological seed projects in de-

veloping countries. For example, one member of the Clarke

Foundation board, Albert Horley, head of the Vitalink Commu-
nications Corporation, is considering a low-cost Earth station lo

market in the Third World. Horley's U.S. firm would manufacture

the electronics and have companies in developing countries

make the antenna reflector and other components.

Could anybody oppose such a laudable goal as technology

transfer? The Reagan administration, for one, is seeking ways

to stem the flow of high tech out of the country, since consid-

erable U.S. know-how oozes under the Iron Curtain. Besides,

technological innovation is costly; Why give it away?
Needless to say, Pelton disagrees. "What our government's

attitude might be, I can't say," he states, "but I'm convinced we
have to think differently about technology—for everybody's

good. Why must it be a zero-sum game in which someone has

to lose for us to win?"—RICHARD WOLKOMIB
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BONES IN SPACE

One consequence of

extraterrestrial travel may
be broken bones, according

to researchers who have
been examining the skele-

tons of astronaut rats.

Our bones constantly

renew themselves, explains

orthopedics professor

Myron Spector, of Atlanta's

Emory University, and
they do so partly in reaction

to the pressure of gravity.

It makes sense, then, that an
astronaut's bones would
stop growing temporarily

during spaceflight, only to

resume normal growth
as soon as he or she returns

to Earth's gravitational

field. But a memento re-

mains— in the form of a
hairline defect at the bone's

stop/start point—and that

could lead to fractures.

Evidence for his theory,

Spector says, comes from
experiments with laboratory

animals, which generally

develop bone defects after

only 19 days in space.

"Since the bone-cell behav-
ior seems to be similar in

humans," he points out,

"astronauts might have
problems after only a few
weeks."

These minuscule skeletal

defects eventually do get
replaced by healthy bone,
but Spector and colleague

Russell Turner warn space
travelers not to exercise

too vigorously too soon after

touching down. Ironically,

Spector adds, the rigorous
in-flight exercise that astro-

nauts now perform to coun-
teract the bodily effects of

weightlessness may actually

harm their bones.

—Paul Dusseault

"The tongue is the deadliest

of all blunt instruments."—Shannon Fice

"All sunshine makes a

desert."
—Arab proverb

Can you hear the northern lights? Most likely, birds can. and the
bursts of infrasound may interfere with their homing systems.

Bone of astronaut rat: The hairline defects are mementos of
growth start/stop points that could lead to fractures on Earth.
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LISTENING TO
THE LIGHT

On a not-so-clear day,

you can hear the northern
lights, according to Eskimo
folk wisdom. And if you
don't believe the Eskimos,

believe the birds. Not only

do they hear such things,

according to the University

of Pittsburgh's Metvin

Kreithen, but their naviga-

tional know-how depends on
this ability

The exquisite homing
system of birds has often

been ascribed to electro-

magnetism, but Kreithen

proposes a different solution

to the mystery—infrasound.

When charged particles

from the sun bombard the

ionosphere—during periods

of aurora borealis activity,

for instance—the atmos-
phere is abuzz with low-fre-

quency noise. (Since some
of it falls within the lower

ranges of human hearing,

the Eskimos aren't kidding.)

Birds seem to be spe-
cially equipped to detect in-

frasound, according to

some recent experiments,

and a newly discovered
sense organ, the lagena,

may have something to

do with this, At least, that's

Kreithen's theory, and it

might explain "both the suc-

cesses and bizarre failures

of bird navigation." If birds

do use infrasound cues
to find their way around the

atmosphere, what happens
when auroral activity is

high? Kreithen thinks that

the resulting sudden bursts

of low-frequency sound
(and not the accompanying
electromagnetism) play

havoc with avian homing
systems, driving birds miles

off course.

"All the fuss over birds

navigating with the magnetic
component of the aurora

borealis may be just so
much mythology," he says.

"Infrasound may well turn

out to be the ultimate key to

bird navigation."

—Anthony Serafini

"Man is the only animal that

spits.

"

—Dr. Donald A. Laird



LEFTOVER AFRICA?

A rare fossil of an ancient

"crab" discovered in South

Carolina has many geolo-

gists convinced that part of

the southeastern United

States was once African or

European soil.

University of South Caro-

lina geologist Donald Se-

cor, Jr., received a National

Science Foundation grant

to seek the boundaries

of the "foreign soil belt" after

one of his graduate stu-

dents stumbled upon the

fossil. On a field trip near

Balesburg, South Carolina,

Sara Samson found a Para-

doxides trilobite. This par-

ticular type of horseshoe-

crab-like creature, which

lived 500 million years ago,

is "definitely not American,"

Secor says.

For years geologists have

argued about whether or

not the Carolina slate belt,

which runs from Alabama
to eastern Virginia, repre-

sents foreign soil picked up

when continents

collided, then

about 400 million years ago.

Samson's find, with others

discovered at the site,

convinced even skeptics.

"These fossils are the first

hard evidence that a piece

of Africa or Europe was
left behind when the conti-

nents collided," Secor

explains.

Now Secor and his grad-

uate students are looking

for "boundary terrain with

contrasting geological his-

tories," he says. What
appears to be one important

boundary has already

been found in Union, South

Carolina. "The southeast

and northwest sides have

different deformational

and thermal histories," he

maintains.

Secor hopes to match the

fossils and rocks on the

southeastern boundary with

those of Africa, France, or

Spain.—Allan Maurer

Treatment for facia) paralysis often /eaves the patient with

stiff and unnatural expressions. Now there's a new method. ,

CHEWING WITHOUT
BLINKING

An estimated 5 million

persons in this country

suffer facial paralysis From

disease, injuries, or faulty

plastic surgery. Most opera-

tions to correct the condi-

tion are only partially effec-

tive: The patient can't smile,

for example, without having

his eyes close; and chew-
ing produces a weird,

synchronized blink.

Now a surgeon at the

New York Eye and Ear Infir-

mary has come up with a
new operation, providing a

more natural-looking solu-

tion than ever before.

The problem, according

to the operation's inventor,

Dr. Michael E. Sachs, occurs

when the facial nerve is

severed by accident or dis-

ease. The nerve acts like

a bundle of phone lines. A
main line emerges from

in front of the ear and
branches into five trunk

lines that carry signals to

various parts of the face.

Doctors have long been

able to repair the main fiber

but could not prevent the

smaller fibers from firing at

the same time.

Sachs's operation im-

proves on all that. Like oth-

ers, he patches the main

trunk line with a piece

of another nerve, restoring

movement to the upper part

of the face. But he then

attaches part of the chewing

muscle, or masseter, to

the upper and lower lips,

giving the mouth a brand

new source of control.

A couple of years of eating

and smiling gives the pa-

tient enough practice to

make the new system work.

"It's still not completely

natural looking," says Sachs,

who's performed the opera-

tion on more than 50 pa-

tients so far. "But it improves

things significantly. The
patient can chew without

blinking and blink without

smiling."—Douglas Starr

"Parenthood remains the

greatest single preserve of

She amateur."

—Alvin Tofiler
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SECRETS OF THE
KANGAROO RAT

Each year the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture

(USOA) and the Food and
Drug Administration sink

millions of dollars into re-

searching effective ways to

protect our nation's grain

supply from insects, micro-

organisms, and rodents.

But now USDA mycologist

Don Wicklow is actually

looking to one predator

—

the kangaroo desert rat—for

answers.

According to Wicklow, the

kangaroo rat is so good at

storing and preserving its

seed supply in an under-

ground burrow that

farmers may someday bor-

row its methods.

To uncover the animal's

technique, Wicklow and
colleague John Reichman,
a rodent ecologist from

the University of Kansas,
spied into rats' burrows with

a fiberoptoscope, a small,

flexible microscope. The
scientists thus discovered
that kangaroo rats divide

their seeds by species and
move the seeds to different

areas of the burrow. They
do this, Wicklow theorizes,

because they know which
varying environmental

conditions, such as airflow

and temperature, will pro-

mote the growth of particu-

lar molds.

"Molds produce mycotox-
ins," Wicklow explains,

"substances that cause dis-

ease in many of the animals

that might eat the kangaroo
rat's- food." So the rats seem
to be manufacturing their

own natural pesticides,

Wicklow points out. "The
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rats live only two to two and
a half years," he adds,

"so they can consume the

toxic seeds with impunity,"

To illustrate their method,
Wicklow explains that the

rats stored legume pods in

the very location that would
spur the growth of the

moid Eurtium amstelodam:
"Legume pods are often

infested by bean beetles,

but there weren't any in

these pods. So the rats

must've known this mold
would keep them away."

Besides observing the
rats at work, Wicklow and
Reichman also installed

plumbing tubes in the

burrows, with seeds
screened off at both ends
so that they were out of

reach. Then Wicklow com-
pared those seeds to seeds
that the rat had harvested
in his burrow to "see what
had happened microbiotog-

ically in the two sets,"

According to Wicklow, "the

seeds the rats had man-

Scientists spied on this

grain-storing techniques.

aged were much less rotted

and malted than the oth-

ers," demonstrating that by
moving the seeds around,

the rat can not only promote
but also control the growth

of certain molds and thus

prevent the molds from

ruining his seed supply.

Human application of the

rat's technique still lies in

the future. "Now we're just

looking for new ideas,

but the rat may lead us to

some method we never

thought of for storing grain,"

says Wicklow.

—Kathrine Jason

"Nothing in progression can
rest on its original plan.

We may as well think of

rocking a grown man In the

cradle of an infant."

—Edmund Burke

"It is change, not love, that

makes the world go round.

Love only keeps it popu-
lated."

—Charles H. Browser

BUCKTEETH

Most people with buck-

teeth owe their overbites to

underdeveloped jaw-

bones—not the position of

the teeth themselves. As
a result, efforts to correct

the problem with standard

braces often prove unsatis-

factory. Many youngsters

are chagrined to see their

buckteeth reemerge
after the braces come off.

In and around Atlanta,

however, bucktoothed
children are finding that a
simple, passive device
developed in Germany
some 30 years ago is ac-
tually changing the shape of

their jaws. Named after its

inventor, Dr. Rolf Frankel, the

Frankel appliance is unlike

braces in that it exerts

no pressure or force. Made
of stainless-steel wire and
acrylic, it is basically a
training device that the child

wears most of the day to

exercise his muscles and
facilitate normal bone
growth. If used for 18 to 24
months, conventional

braces need be worn for

only a relatively short time
(less than a year) to adjust

the position of the teeth.

Dr. Michael Dierkes,

of Emory University School
of Dentistry, who worked
to introduce the Frankel

appliance in this country,

has used it successfully with

about 1,200 children since

1976. "Every orthopedic

doctor knows that muscles
influence bone growth,"

Dr. Dierkes explains. "Bone
yields to muscle, The Fran-

kel appliance reminds the

child to hold his jaw in

a forward position. This



effort strengthens the jaw

muscles, and when they are

working well, they promote

normal growth of the bone."

Dierkes and his

colleagues at Emory have
set up the first American

university program to train

orthodontists to use the

appliance. "The technique,"

he concedes, "is almost

in its infancy in this country."

—Eric Mishara

"What is the use of running

when we are not on the

right road?"

oroverb

MIGRAINE
BREAKTHROUGH

Medical science may be
an the verge of a break-

through in the treatment of

migraine headaches.
Using a class of drugs

known as calcium channel
blockers, which were origi-

nally developed to relieve

the symptoms of such
cardiovascular diseases as

angina and hypertension,

John Meyerand Jeffrey

Hardenburg, of Baylor Uni-

versity, in Waco, Texas,

and the Veterans Adminis-

tration Medical Center,

in Houston, have been able

to "significantly reduce"

migraines in up to 90 per-

cent of their patients.

Calcium channel blockers

are so named because
they stop the movement of

calcium ions across the

cell membranes of smooth
muscle tissue in the blood

vessels. Since calcium

ions are at least partially

responsible for constricting

btood vessels, cutting

those ions off at the pass,

as it were, allows the blood

vessels to open again.

That's where migraine

comes in. The headache it-

self is preceded by con-

striction of blood vessels in

the head. The pain begins

when those vessels open
again and fill rapidly with

blood. Meyer and Harden-

burg reasoned that if the

constriction phase could be
short-circuited with calcium
ihannel blockers, the mi-

iraine itself could be
stopped before it started.

Tests with 35 migraine

sufferers showed that Meyer

and Hardenburg were
right. Of the four calcium

channel blockers used
in double-blind experiments,

"the best by far," says

Meyer, "is nimodipine [Ni-

motop], because it's de-

signed specifically for blood

vessels in the head."

According to Meyer, side

effects of nimodipine are

minor: slight constipation in

some patients or mild

muscle cramping in women.
Doctors hope that the drug

will be approved by the

Food and Drug Administra-

tion and released sometime
in 1985.— Bill Lawren

RIVER ROLAIDS

R-O-L-A-l-D-S is how
Seattle artist Buster Simpson

spells relief from the acid

rain that is killing America's

freshwater ecosystems.

He has carved oversize ant-

acid pills (each one weighs

42.5 pounds and is 18

inches in diameter) and
plopped them into a half

dozen acid-polluted rivers

and reservoirs in Washing-
ton and New York.

"The Rolaids are lime-

stone, which neutralizes

acid," Simpson says. "They

j
work in incredibly slow,

;

time-release fashion."

i But river Rolaids don't

i have a measurable impact

|
on the acid that poisons

the rivers and reservoirs,

!
Simpson admits. Instead, he

|
intends his limestone pop

j
sculptures to heighten

j

public awareness of the

I acid-rain problem.

A major source of acid

I
rain are the smokestacks at

coal-burning plants that

emit sulfur dioxide, which

chemically changes in

the atmosphere and rains

acid down on the earth. But

rather than do something

constructive to clean up the

plants, Simpson says, big

government temporarily

neutralizes acidified bodies

of water by dumping mas-
sive amounts of powdered
limestone.

'Are we going to continue

dusting lakes with lime-

stone, constantly increasing

the dosage as the situation

gets progressively worse?"

Simpson asks. "The Ro-

laids," he says, "area
metaphor for this situation,

where the bigger the prob-

lem becomes, the bigger

the pill that's needed to

treat it."— Eric Mishara

"Man's progress is but a
gradual discovery that

his questions have no

meaning.

"

—Antoine de Saint-Exup6ry
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A cool cow is a happy cow. Better still, a well-cooled udder
will pump put an extra 700 to 1,200 pounds- of milk per year.

COW SHOWERS

Want to keep old Elsie

content and productive

during those hot summer
months? Then keep her

cool, says University of Ari-

zona agricultural engineer

Frank Wiersma.
A cow, Wiersma explains,

has to work her metabolism
overtime to keep up a
normal output of 50 to 100
pounds of milk a day during
the summer, when the heat
can raise body temperature
from the normal 101 .5°F

to as much as 104°. And
things get especially bad
when cows are huddled
together in crowded condi-
tions such as outdoor sheds
or holding pens, where
they wait as long as 45
minutes for their turn to be
milked. "I don't know if

you've ever stood in the

middle of a cattle-holding

pen on a hot day," says
Wiersma, "but I can tell you
it's right on the borderline

of unbearable."

Retdgnizing Ihe problem.
Wiersma first installed

evaporative coolers in out-
door sheds, thus lowering
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the ambient temperature
from 107° to about 90c

Cows exposed to the cool-

ers delivered about 1,200

pounds more milk per year
than their hotter sisters.

Next Wiersma tried giving

cold showers to cows wait-

ing in those unbearable
holding pens. Again pro-

duction rose, this time by the

equivalent of up to 700
pounds a year per cow. At
current milk prices, this

amounts to an increased in-

come of nearly $100 per
cow, far more than the per-

animal cost of the cooling

system itself, which is a
modest $10.95,

So far cow showers have
been installed in three

Arizona dairies, with at

least two more in the plan-

ning stages. But ihe sys-
tem's advantages are not

restricted to the bake-oven
heat of desert summers.
'Although !he improvement
in yields may be somewhat
less in humid climates,"

Wiersma says, "I think the

system would be good any-

where where dairying is

done in hot weather."

— Bill Lawren

ANT1CAVITY PILL

Remember the old days
when toothpaste commer-
cials promised fewer cavi-

ties and when trained

professionals, called den-
tists, actually filled people's

teeth? That, of course, was
before the anticavity pill,

Immunologist Richard

Gregory, of the University of

Alabama, in Birmingham,

says that a cavity-preventing

medication may finally be
on the horizon. "Dental

plaque, the filmy buildup of

bacteria and food on teeth,

causes cavities," explains

the researcher. 'And what
causes plaque is the bac-
terium Streptococcus mu-
tatis in particular." If you got
rid of S. mutans. then youtf
virtually wipe out cavities,

which is what a new vaccine
being tested at the Univer-

sity of Alabama reportedly

does.

The vaccine, which works
by stimulating the body to

produce antibodies against

the bacteria, was put in

gelatin capsules and ad-
ministered to five people for

ten consecutive days,
Gregory reports. The initial

dose was followed by an-

other week's worth of the

vaccine several months
later. The result: All five

subjects had virtually S.

mutans-hee mouths.
If you don't like pills,

Gregory adds, you might
be interested in plaque-
fighting milk. Cows immu-
nized with the Alabama
vaccine proceeded to pro-

duce a milk rich in antibod-

ies against the bacteria,

he says. 'And when the milk

is fed to rats, [hey are
protected against cavities,"

Says Gregory, "We envi-

sion this milk freeze-dried,

then coated on Wheaties
or cornflakes for break-

fast."—Eric Mishara

"The wilderness is disorder.

The wilderness is the earth
Itself and the dust between
the stars, from which new
earths are made."

—Ursula K. LeGuin

"What scientists have In

their briefcases is terrifying."

—Nikita Khrushchev



In Cameroon, mandrills c.

end up in butcher shops.

GORILLA
CONTROVERSY

It's an old controversy

with a new twist. In one cor-

ner there's the San Diego

Zoo, which wants to import

a pair of baby gorillas

and five rare mandrill ba-

boons from their home
in Cameroon, West Africa.

In the other corner is the

international Primate Pro-

tection League (IPPL), which

wants the animals left right

where they are.

Therein lies the problem

—

and the twist. The Zoologi-

cal Society of San Diego
found the gorillas in a

butcher shop in the city of

Yaounde, and the mandrills

were on their way to another

Cameroon slaughterhouse.

Because both primate

species have been an im-

portant source of dietary

protein in Cameroon for

hundreds of years, they are

now near the top of the

endangered species list.

According .to Zoological So-

ciety President Sheldon
Campbell, the zoo is trying

to save the species in

general from extinction . . .

and the individual animals

in question from becoming
steaks.

But the IPPL has entered

a strong protest. Each
animal can be worth up to

$60,000 in the black market,

and IPPL Chairwoman
Shirley McGreal fears that

any purchasing of mandrills

and gorillas will encourage

wholesale poaching. Calling

animal dealers "the most

predatory of men," she

says, "I don't believe the

dealer involved will not get

something in return,"

The implication that the

Zoological Society is dealing

under the table has zoo
officials bristling. According

to Campbell, "If the dealer

is willing to give us the

animals, fine. But we will not

pay him one cent."

It all boils down to differ-

ing viewpoints on how
best to save the species.

McGreal and the IPPL

maintain that the zoo should

be supporting native game
reserves where the animals

can breed in the wild. But

Campbell feels strongly that

"the only way to restore

gorilla and baboon popula-

tions is to have a viable

captive-breeding program

to keep them going." With

present San Diego breeding

stock at a low point, he

sees the present rescue

mission as a step in the right

direction.— Bill Lawren

"The individual is the end oi

the universe."
—Miguel de Unamuno

".
. . act, that each tomor-

row/Find us farther than

today.

"

—Henry W. Longfellow

JAPANESE
DRUNKENNESS
DISEASE

For Charlie Swaart, the

nightmare began right after

World War II, when he was
a soldier in charge of an

information unit in occupied

Japan. On a visit to Tokyo,

Charlie suddenly discovered

that he was roaring drunk.

"I had to be poured into

bed," he says, "and I spent

the whole weekend with

a monumental hangover.

The only trouble was, I

hadn't had a drop to drink

in three days."

Swaart was an unknowing

victim of meitei-sbo—
Japanese drunkenness

disease—a rare and myste-

rious malady that makes
even the strictest of teeto-

talers act and feel as if he

were in his cups. There

were years of unsuccessful

attempts to convince Amer-

ican doctors that Swaart

was not merely a closet

drunk, until the nature of his

ailment was finally ex-

plained by microbiologist

Kazuo Iwata, of the Univer-

sity of Tokyo School of

Medicine. Iwata had studied

30 cases with symptoms
similar to Swaart's and had

discovered that the blame

lay with an intestinal yeast

called Candida albicans.

The yeast is ubiquitous,

and in humans it constitutes

a normal part of the popula-

tion of intestinal flora. In

rneitei-sho victims, though,

the yeast has run wild.

For example, Swaart's C.

albicans count was about

6,000 times as high as

it should have been. The
net effect was that the yeast

acted like an internal moon-
shine still, transforming

any carbohydrate in

Swaart's diet into pure

alcohol.

Iwata and Swaart (a for-

mer medical writer) think

that meitei-sho is caused by

a mutant strain of C. albi-

cans that might have been
created by radioactivity

surrounding the atomic

blasts in Hiroshima and Na-

gasaki. Since the Japanese
use human feces as fertil-

izer, the Candida could

have been passed on

through the food chain.

Although this interpreta-

tion is controversial, some
American researchers— like

Dr, Alan Levin, of the Uni-

versity of California at

San Francisco, and Dr. Sid-

ney Baker, of Yale—are

blaming overabundance of

C. albicans for everything

from depression to simple

colitis to such immune-
system diseases as AIDS.

In fact. Baker calls C. albi-

cans nothing less than

"the most important issue in

our medical culture to-

day,"—Bill Lawren
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ULTIMATE DIET PILL

Remember endorphins?
The brain's natural opiates,

endorphins seem to piay

a role in everything from

pain relief and learning to

various sorts of euphoria

and, yes, appetite. And
anything that opiates do.

the opiate-blocking drug
naltrexone can turn off—and
that includes appetite.

Is naltrexone, then, the

ultimate diet drug? Scientists

have known for years that

naltrexone makes animais

eat less, but the human
picture has been sketchy
and anecdotal— until now.

"It certainly seems to

pill in a few years. If so, it

will be an improvement
on amphetamine-containing

diet compounds, which
are addictive and affect a

i
whole range of body func-

I tions, including heart rate

;
and blood pressure. "Nal-

' trexone is not addictive,"

. says Levine, "and it may not

have any serious side

effects, except that people
may feel a tittle manic."

Of course, the drug does
block the body's opiates,

which have other functions

besides stimulating appe-

j tite. You might not want

j
to take naltrexone if you

1 were in pain. "And it would
1 be dangerous for drug

work on people," says Allen

Levine, who, with fellow

researcher John Morely, has
been testing naltrexone's

appetite-suppressant prop-

erties at the Veterans

Administration Medical

Center, in Minneapolis.

"Morely used naloxone [an-

other opiate blocker] to

stem the appetite of an
obese, brain-damaged pa-

tient who, without the drug,

ate uncontrollably."

Levine thinks the current

research may lead to a

commercially available diet
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addicts to ingest," Levine

adds. "They would immedi-
ately go into withdrawal."

On the other hand, if you're

looking for a good aphro-

disiac while you're taking off

those pounds . . .

"It's an unusual finding,"

says Levine. "We would
expect that an opiate

blocker would decrease
sexuality. But. in animals it

actually seems to heighten
sex drive, and it may well

prove to have the same
effect on people."

—Sherry Baker

The new cordless technology
can toul up your phone bills.

UNTANGLING
CORDLESS PHONES

Yes, now you can talk to

Aunt Hortense while weed-
ing the garden, but your

new cordless telephone has
a drawback. Your next-

door neighbor could be
eavesdropping on your

conversations—or worse,

charging his long-distance

calls to your phone.

"These are not high-

security instruments," warns
Harvey Stuart, president

of The Fone Booth, a tele-

phone retail outlet in New
York City. 'Anyone within

range can listen in."

All cordless phones, he
explains, are similar in prin-

ciple to walkie-talkies and
operate over five frequen-

cies. Since many of the

phones have a range of over

700 feet, you and your

handset can travel two foot-

ball-field lengths away
from your wall outlet and
dial or receive calls. Now the

bad news: The more popu-
lar the cordless phone
becomes, says Stuart, the
greater the likelihood that

someone else has a phone
operating on the same
band and within your range.

If that person happens
to be closer to your base
station at the time he makes
his call, the charge will

show up on your bill. Over-
lapping frequency ranges
can also give you static

or other people's conversa-

tions on your line—both
common complaints.

Fortunately, the phone
manufacturers are trying to

combat these problems
with new units that have se-

curity features, like pro-

grammable codes that pre-

vent noncoded units from

placing calls. And the

Federal Communications
Commission plans to au-
thorize five more frequen-

cies in 1984, thereby cutting

in half the chances of inter-

ference.—Scott Kariya

"Eternity is passion."

—W. B. Yeats

"We can neither put back
the clock nor slow down our

forward speed, and as we
are already flying pilotless,

on instrument controls, it

is even too late to ask where
we are going."

—Igor Stravinsky

"One becomes a critic

when one cannot be an
artist, just as one becomes
a stool pigeon when he
cannot be a soldier."

—Gustave Flaubert



The hostile craft would

speed unnoticed toward Earth from

the far side of the moon

PEARL HARBOR
IN SPACE

BY JAMES E. OBERG

Whining in almost contin-

uous sunlight, the satellites in geosynchronous orbit

(GEO) seem to float motionless, like ships at anchor.

But the fleet is active. It sends billions of bits ot infor-

mation every hour to and from the earth. 22,300 miles

away. To a traveler in GEO, the blue-green planet

would appear delicate and beautiful, a treasure shin-

ing against the flat darkness of space. And many of

the more than 100 sentinels at their ports in GEO are

programmed to protect the verdant ball with all of their

computerized resources.

The fleet is a vital communications and control link

in our defense system. And its very distance from Earth

would appear to make it invulnerable to enemy attack.

But some new studies of geosynchronous orbit sug-

gest that our satellites at GEO may be as vulnerable

as were the ships in that other distant and sunny

American outposf. Pearl Harbor, in December 1941.

The blackboard studies indicate that with a bold,

long-distance mission—involving a trip to the moon
and back—potential enemies could wipe out our fleet.

It would take but a single vehicle, making a single

pass after its lunar voyage. The attack would be over

in less than 12 hours. It would require no nuclear

weapons. It would render trie Western world blind,

deaf, dumb—and open to a full-scale missile attack.

The lines of this frightening scenario—certainly al-

ready well-known to Soviet scientists—surfaced dur-

PAINTINGBYH. K.WIMMER



ing some recenl informal investigations con-
ducted by space engineers and others. The
findings were by-products of research into

a different space mission—one with benign
intentions. Its objective would be to send hu-

mans into geosynchronous orbit, almost 25
times farther from Earth than we have ever
orbited before. One major goal: to fix ailing

satellites the way astronauts repaired Solar
Max last April.

The astronaut's-eye view of Earth comes
in two varieties. In the more common, wit-

nessed by more than 100 men and four

women, the planet is seen from an altitude

of .several hundred miles. Solar Max, asat-
ellite that observed the sun for ten months
until it blew a set of fuses, circled approxi-

mately 300 miles up. From this height, land-

marks stay in sight for no more than a minute
or two before passing far astern.

In the other view, experienced by only 21

men and not likely to be repeated much be-
fore the turn of the century, Earth is a full,

round disc, seen from the porthole of a moon-
or Earth-bound Apollo spacecraft.

Both views elicit different reactions. From
low Earth orbit, or LEO, space crews remark
on the wide expanses of Earth's surface and
the inconsequentially of the works of hu-

mankind. From lunar trajectories—passing
through GEO—the astronauts were struck

by the contrast between the brilliance of

Earth and the blackness of space.
The visionary Russian theorist Konstantin

Tsiolkovsky outlined the theory of geosyn-
chronous orbits in the Twenties. The princi-

ple is simple: At 22,300 miles above the

equator, satellites following circular orbits go
around the earth at the same speed qui

planet rotates. So to any point on Earth's sui

face, GEO satellites appear to hang motion-

less in the sky. In 1947 Arthur C. Clarke pro-

posed placing radio relay satellites in GEO.
And in 1961 the first such device—called
Syncom, for synchronous communication

—

was launched. Today more than 100 active

satellites and an equal number of derelicts

are strung along the full "great circle" in a
man-made ring around Earth's equator.

Besides communications relay satellites,

surveillance satellites for both military and
civil purposes are also operating in GEO. In-

frared sensors hang continuously above the

Indian Ocean, peering northward for a clear,

constant view of the entire Eurasian land-

mass, waiting to monitor Soviet and Chinese
rocket launchings. At other points, meteor-
ological monitors send back full-disc im-

agery of an entire hemisphere's cloud cover.

The road to GEO has recently appeared
rocky. Satellites such as NASAs Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), along with pay-
loads for Western Union and the Indonesian

government, went astray in 1983 and 1984
because of booster malfunctions during their

journeys from LEO to GEO.
A satellite jettisoned from the space shut-

Page 42: Like a car hurtling down the wrong-
lane on a superhighway, a hostile craft could
enter geosynchtonrjui orbit moving east to west,

ready to attack satellites vital to our defense.
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tie is moving at approximately 25,000 feet

per second about 180 miles above Earth's

surface. To boost itself into a transfer orbit

arcing out to GEO's altitude, the satellite must
gain an additional 8, 100 feet per second from

an attached rocket stage. Upon reaching the

high point in the new elliptical orbit, the sat-

ellite would begin falling back toward Earth

unless a second rocket burn, adding 5,900
feet per second, were performed. That burn
circularizes the satellite's new orbit. It also

"turns the corner," or changes the plane of

the orbit from that of the transfer orbit (usu-

ally equivalent to the latitude of the launch
site) to a perfectly equatorial one.

The conditions at GEO are quite different

from those closer to Earth. Space may seem
the same all over. But it's not.

The first difference is the radiation envi-

ronment. Above most of Earth's magneto-
sphere, satellites at GEO are subjected to

the full force of solar and cosmic radiation

and charged particles. These are not weak-
ened by the earth's magnetic field; so space

StA passenger
in such a satellite could

continuously watch
weather develop; Earth would

appear to be
living and breathing with

the grace of

a beautiful giant's head3

vehicles are bathed in unadulterated inter-

planetary radiation. The solar high-energy
particles can induce electrical-charge
buildup across the structures of the vehi-

cles, leading to sparking in electronics sys-

tems. In the Sixties many such satellites were
lost when spurious computer commands
were caused by such signals. If humans
were to venture here, they would need "storm

shelters" against solarf lares. And they could

not tarry unprotected in the face of the con-
tinuous high-level radiation.

Sunlight is also stronger at GEO than at

LEO, not because the vehicles are closer to

the sun but because for months at a time,

the sun never sets. Since Earth's equator is

inclined 23° to its orbital plane, a satellite cir-

cling high over the equator seldom passes
through Earth's shadow.
So the environment at GEO is unique.

Conditions there cause design problems. But
the advantages are worth the trouble.

The view is new and spectacular: Earth

fills an arc'20° across the sky (about the same
size as a basketball held at arm's length),

and our home planet runs through its phases,
from new to full to new again, every 24 hours.

When new, the unlit Earth is hardly visible in

the bright sunlight bathing the geosyn-
chronous satellite. When full, the earth is

spectacular, casting shadows 5,000 times
brighter than the full moon casts on Earth.

During the occasional eclipses {occurring in

groups six months apart), the whole Earth is

surrounded by a luminescent ring of light re-

fracted through the atmosphere. A passen-
ger in such a satellite could continuously

watch weather patterns develop over hours
and days. Earth would appear to be living

and breathing with the slow-motion grace of

a beautiful giant's head.

Unmanned spacecraft operating in GEO
will grow larger and more complex in the fu-

ture. Very wide antennas and large optical

devices require extremely fine adjustments
and alignments. Already there have been
suggestions that fuiureGEO platforms serv-

ing dozens of users on Earth will be assem-
bled by shuttle crews and then gently
pushed out toward their operating altitudes.

Once they are in GEO, any future servic-

ing (such as refueling or replacement of

electronic'boxes) could be done by robot

"monkeys" sent up from LEO. But such op-
erations are difficult. For one thing, it takes
more than a quarter of a second for a signal

from Earth to reach GEO, an agonizingly long

time to wait for a mechanical monkey to jump
into action. Problems like this mean that

someday people will have to venture out to

GEO, too. Some repairs are going to be just

too complex for robots.

NASA engineers in Houston recently
completed a study on just how such a serv-

icing mission could be conducted. The basic

flight plan called for two astronauts to spend
several days at GEO. They would be
launched from the payload bay of a shuttle

and would coast upward for five hours. Then
they would rendezvous with the target space
platform. Several days later they would fire

onboard rockets to fall back toward Earth,

where they would skim through the upper
atmosphere to kill off excess speed and
would change plane as required to swoop
alongside the still-orbiting shuttle. After more
maneuvers to complete a rendezvous, the

crew would transfer to the shuttle for return

to Earth. The GEO ferry capsule would re-

main in orbit for future use.

The engineers discovered that the mis-

sion could be accomplished with a five-ton

Apollo-class command module atop an
uprated Centaur rocket stage. The com-
mand module would either have to be al-

ready in orbit or brought up on a different

flight; one entire shuttle mission would have
to be dedicated to carrying the fully fueled

Centaur rocket alone.

The old Apollo landed in mid-ocean,
where it was cushioned by parachutes and
water. But the seawater precluded reusing

the craft. (The original Apollo design called

for three retlights of the hardware, but this

plan was abandoned when the splashdown
mode was selected.) If the proposed ferry

to GEO were stripped of parachutes and flo-

tation gear and loaded with extra maneu-
vering fuel, a precision guidance system
could steer it into a retrievable "parking or-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 64
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$35rebate

onthe
NitonPG

Now you can get a S35
rebatewhen you buy a
Nikon FG with any Nikon
orNikkorlens.

Or, get a $25 rebate

when you buy the FG body
alone.

This offer is good from

Aprillthrough July 31,

1984, only for products

from Nikon, Inc., U.S.A.

Whats more, when you
buy an FG or any other eli-

gible Nikon, Inc. U.S.A.

product and send in the

warranty application you'll

become a member of the

Nikon U.S.A. Club, entitled

to special benefits.

See your Nikon dealer

for details. „..., ; !

You can't put Edge down on paper, Fox

said, can't punch Edge into a diskette.

The money was in corporate defectors.

Fox was smooth, the severity of his dark,

French suits offset by a boyish forelock that

wouldn't stay in place. I
never liked the way

the effect was ruined when he stepped

back from the bar, his left shoulder skewed

at an angle no Paris tailor could conceal.

Someone had run him over with a taxi in

Berne, and nobody quite knew how to put

him together again.

I guess I went with him because he said

he was atterthat Edge.

And somewhere out there, on our way to

find the Edge, I found you, Sandii.

The New Rose Hotel is a coffin rack o.n

the ragged fringes of Narita International.

Plastic capsules a meter high and three

long, stacked like surplus Godzilla teeth in

a concrete lot off the main road to the air-

port. Each capsule has a television

mounted flush with the ceiling. I
spend

whole days watching Japanese game
shows and old movies. Sometimes i have

your gun in my hand.

Sometimes I can hear the jets, laced into

holding patterns over Narita. I close my
eyes and imagine the sharp, white con-

trails fading, losing definition.

You walked into a bar in Yokohama, the

first time I
saw you. Eurasian, hall gaijin,

long-hipped and fluid in a Chinese knock-

off of some Tokyo designer's original. Dark

European eyes, Asian cheekbones.. I re-

member you dumping your purse out on

the bed, later, in some' hotel room, pawing

through your makeup. A crumpled wad ot

New Yen, dilapidated address book held

together with rubber bands, a Mitsubishi

bank chip, Japanese passport with a gold

chrysanthemum stamped on the cover, and

the Chinese .22.

You told me your story. Your father had

been an executive in Tokyo, but now he

was disgraced, disowned, cast down by

Hosaka, the biggest zaibaisu of all. Thai

night your mother was Dutch, and I
lis-

tened as you spun out those summers in

Amsterdam for me, the pigeons in Dam
Square like a soft, brown carpet.

I
never asked what your father might have

done to earn his disgrace. I watched you

dress; watched the swing of your dark,

straight hair, how it cut the air.

Now Hosaka hunts me.

The coffins of New Rose are racked in

recycled "scaffolding, steel pipes under

bright enamel. Paint flakes away when I

climb the ladder, falls with each step as I

follow the catwalk. My left hand counts off

the coffin hatches, their multilingual decals

warning of fines levied for the loss of a key.

I look up as the jets rise out of Narita,

passage home, distant now as any moon.

Fox was quick to see how we could use

you, but not sharp enough to credit you

with ambition. But then he never lay all night

with you on the beach at Kamakura, never

listened to- your nightmares, never heard

an entire imagined childhood shift under

those stars, shift, and roll over, your child's

mouth opening to reveal some fresh past,

and always the one, you swore, that was
really and finally the truth.

I didn't care, holding your hips while the

sand cooled against your skin.

Once you left me, ran back to that beach

saying you'd forgotten our key. I found it in

the door and went after you, to find you

ankle deep in surf, your smooth back rigid,

trembling; your eyes far away. You couldn't

talk. Shivering. Gone. Shaking for ditferent

futures and better pasts.

Sandii, you .left me here.

You left me- all your things.

This gun. Your makeup, all the shadows

and blushes capped in plastic. Your Cray

microcomputer, a gift from Fox, with a

shopping list you entered. Sometimes I play

that back, watching each item cross the

little silver screen.

A freezer. A fermenter. An incubator. An

electrophoresis system with integrated

agarose cell and transilluminator. A tissue

embedder. A high-performance liquid

chrornatograph. A flow cytometer. A spec-

trophotometer. Four gross of borosilicate

scintillation vials. A microcentrifuge. And
one DNA synthesizer, with in-built com-

puter, Plus software.

Expensive, Sandii, but then Hosaka was
footing our bills. Later you made them pay

even more, but you were already gone.

Hiroshi drew up that list ior you. In bed.

probably. Hiroshi Yomiuri. Maas Biolabs

GmbH had him. Hosaka wanted him.

He was hot. Edge and lots of it. Fox fol-

lowed genetic engineers the way a fan fol-

lows players in a favorite game. Fox wanted

Hiroshi so bad he could taste it.

He'd sent me up to Frankfurt three times

before you turned up. just to have a look-

see at Hiroshi. Not to make a pass or even

to give him a wink and'a nod. Just to watch.

Hiroshi showed all the signs of having

settled in. He'd found a German girl with a

taste for conservative loden and riding

boots polished the shade of a fresh chest-

nut. He'd bought a renovated townhouse

on just the right square. He'd taken up

fencing and given up kendo.

And everywhere the Maas security

teams, smooth and heavy, a rich, clear

syrup of surveillance. I came back and told

Fox we'd never touch him.

. You touched him for us, Sandii. You

touched him just right.

Our Hosaka contacts were like special-

ized cells protecting the parent organism.

We were mutagens, Fox and I, dubious

agents adrift on the dark side of the inter-

corporate sea.

When we had you in place in Vienna, we
offered them Hiroshi. They didn't even blink.

Dead calm in an L. A. hotel room. They said

they had to think about it.

Fox spoke the name of Hosaka's pri-

mary competitor in the gene game, let it

fall out naked, broke the protocol forbid-

ding the use of proper names.
They had to think about it, they said.

Fox gave them three days.

I took you to Barcelona a week before
I

CON"INULL! ON PAGE 92 49



MISSION TOA

BY JAMES RESTON, JR.

"Do you leel comfortable?" the

soft voice asks, seemingly from

here and now.

"Very comfortable," the ex-

plorer replies from a water bed in

his darkened capsule. He is not

170 miles up in the stratosphere,

but in Nellysford, Virginia. His

mission: to explore the outback,

the lower depths of man's sub-

conscious mind.

"How does the library appear

to you now?" Control asks, care-

fully checking the gauges on the

console before him.

"Same as usual." Though the

explorer is still aware of his phys-

ical senses, not yet very deep in

the hole, his words echo from a

distance. He has been to the li-

brary three times before, and
there is no excitement or antici-

pation in his slow, eerie drone

from subterranean regions.

Nevertheless, even in this state,

he knows that he must probe the

contents of the library, not just

view it from the outside as he

has done before.

"Very interesting," the explorer

murmurs pleasurably. "I sense
energy forms." II seems like an
offhand observation.

"Is there anything unusual or

different?" Control asks.

"There Is an area here that I did

not perceive before. The exterior

iooks like a kind of airplane. It sits

on a flat rock over a large cavern

or cave.
"

"The library is a vehicle of some
sort?" Control remarks in a tone

of some surprise.

"Apparently. The exterior is very

large . . .the interior is small . .

.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
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£0n occasion he can leave his

physical body, visiting

other worlds with his spirit alone.^

esoteric ... a sensed thing.

"

"Are you ready to probe the

library?" Control asks, an ur-

gent seriousness to his tone.

"Yes:'

The mission begins.

I
drive through the winter

landscape of the Shenandoah
Valley, headed for Jerry Falwell

country. The preacher's aura,

expanding with the sweep of

radio waves from his giant

transmitting tower in Lynch-
burg, is strong enough to inter-

fere with television reception

and drown out all other broad-

cast voices,

My final destination, Nelson

County, borders on the city of

Lynchburg, and it (alls easily

within the "preacher's enuncia-

tion of the Word. Yet, the county

finds its identity more in mod-

ern television than in hard-

shelled Baptism. This is the

mythical site of The Waltons,

and these are the hills that John

Boy and Grandpa Walton

warmed with their love.

Driving past old tar-paper

shacks, through streets without

a single traffic light or parking

meter, I turn off onto Adial

Church Road and drive up a

ridge to Nellysford. I note the old

Baptist church, a community

center since 1854, when it was
built with a balcony for blacks

and a separate section for the

ladies. I pass over the north fork

of Rockfish River, which swelled

to a great wall of water, killing

more than 200 people during

Hurricane Camille in 1969. Pon-

dering the folklore of this back-

water spot—Falwell, the Wal-

tons, and Hurricane Camille—

I

come upon Robert's Mountain,

home of an exotic complex
known as the Monroe Institute

of Applied Sciences.

The natives, steeped in their

own brand of mystery, are not

sure what to make of the Mon-
roe Institute (opening spread,

on left, with its creator, Robert

Monroe, at right). It has been

here for eight years, and they

still understand little of what it

is, except that it has something

to do with the human brain, Even

when the Waynesboro Wews-

Virginian ran an article detailing

the institute's work— explaining

that it uses sound waves to in-

duce altered states of con-

sciousness—local people did

not get the facts quite straight,

"Did you read that story in the

-o ON PAGE 10

Robert Monroe, the sixty'-nine-year-old

leader of the New Age community, in portrait

{above); a former radio executive,

he is seated at his console (far right).



MEMORY
OF THE MOON

BY FREDERICK C. DURANT III

Â̂
lan Bean

was the fourth man to walk on the moon.

He had also

been a naval engineer and a test pilot.

But in 1981 he

resigned his NASA position- to become a

full-time painter.

"I knew it was a gamble," Bean says.

As it's turningout, that

gamble has produced a unique collection



of artistic and historic artifacts: astronaut Eugene Ceman waving the

American flag across the barren surface of the moon (previous page, left):

astronaut and later U.S. Senator Harrison 'Uack" Schmitt

changing a camera lens on the lunar surface (previous page, right); a lunar

portrait of Ceman (above); and blastoff of the first orbital test of the

shuttle in April 1981 (right). Like Frederic Remington, who preserved scenes



of the Western frontier in landscape paintings, Bean is documenting his

vision of some of the most significant events of the twentieth century, including

the Apollo lunar module's approach to the moon (left), and astronaut

Alan Shepard (right) taking samples of the moon's soil. Transforming personal

reality into an artistic form has always been the work of artists.

For Alan Bean, that reality is our dream of a once and future frontier.

DO
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bit" near the warmg shi.i;le instead oi rely-

ing on a surface-impact trajectory. This was
the route chosen by the NASA engineers:

"Aerobraking eliminates the development tor

water-landing systems and water-recovery

operations," their report concluded.

The engineers estimate that such a mis-

sion could be flown by 1990 at a compara-
tively low cost of about $1.5 billion. Each
subsequent (light would cost about a tenth

as much as the inaugural mission.

A companion vehicle to (he GEO sortie

tug would be the "line shack." This 12-ton

module would remain near GEO and would
contain spartan living quarters for visiting

teams of astronauts. Most standard tools and
the heavy airlock could be left attached to

the line shack. So the home base in GEO
would help keep :he we chi ol the ierry cap-
sule down. But the line shack would cost an-

other $1.5 billion lo build and launch.

In late 1983 the study results were pre-

sented to NASA headquarters in Washing-

ton. Reportedly, Washington thought that the

research was nice, thank you very much, but

Ihe project was too dangerous and too ex-

pensive tor any mission in the next ten years.

The NASA engineers weren'talone, how-
ever, in their ambitions to put humans into

GEO. At Eagle Engineering, a consulting firm

in Houston, Hu Davis has long been an ad-

vocate of the development o! manned geo-
synchronous capability. But he sees little

purpose in merely going out there to show it

can be done. His plans involve developing

a significant in-place 'work capacity.

"I want two things beyond a bare-bones
demonslration," Davis told me early in 1984.

First, "We need to be able.to cover a signif-

icant fraction of the geostationary arc while

we're there. And we need to stay for a week
or more." Since no shuttle could tarry in orbit

that long, the GEO ferry capsule— in con-
trast to the vehicle envisioned by NASA en-

gineers—would have to contain its own
Earth-landing system. This would probably

be a parachute for a dry-land thumpdown.
Second, "I want at least one ton of discre-

lionary payload," Davis demands. No
stripped-down capsule could carry enough
cargo to do anything useful once it got to

GEO, he argues. But with a cargo capacity,

sortie vehicles would be able to bring up hy-

drazine propellant, new batteries, spare ap-
paratuses, and improved radio transpon-

ders for installation on degrading com-
munications relay satellites. "These are useful

payloads to enhance the value of orbital as-

sets," Davis says.

The larger vehicle would need more
launch power. For each GEO expedition,

avis foresees one full shuttle launch and
one full launch of a "shuttle-derived vehi-

cle," a heavy carrier capable of putting dou-

ble-size payioadK into orbit.

Such a capability would allow some really

useful missions for flights at least once a year,

Davis believes. "Most GEO satellites that die,

starve," he says. Refueling with new propel-

lants could restore such satellites to life.

Currently, most users of GEO satellites fig-

ure that after seven to ten years, the satel-

lite's technology is so obsolete that it makes
more economic sense to replace it entirely.

"Sure, there's no incentive' right now for re-

pair missions," Davis points out, "because
the communications-satellite manufacturing

companies sell new satellites and replace-

ment satellites."

Instead, Davis suggests that the older sat-

ellites could be sold to customers with less

need for Ihe latest technology. Or if high

technology were the object, the satellites

could have their radio transponders re-

placed, while leaving the still-serviceable

power, command, and other systems.

Sooner or later, the large GEO platforms

now being planned will demand this serv-

icing capability first by robot "ieleoperators"

and then by on-site humans. Davis predicts

astronauts will visit GEO space, on service

missions, as early as the end of the Nineties.

"It's an implicit part of NASAs new space-
station program," he says, since the agency
will be placing its permanent station at a 28°

inclination—a convenient angle for voyag-

ing deeper into space. "Washington has
called for a bolder, more innovative, and
broader-reaching space program," Davis

recalls, "and this could be part of it."

Davis's eyes twinkle. "Besides," he says,

"GEO sortie is a back door to the moon."
The cold numbers of space navigation

show that Davis is right. It actually takes less

fuel to go all the way to the moon, orbit 100
miles above it, and return to Earth than it

does to reach and return from GEO. Sure,

the lunar trip takes longer—three days each
way instead of .Six hours—but any GEO-sor-
tie ferry that is built to support astronauts for

a week at GEO could just as easily support

them on a return voyage to lunar orbit.

And Davis thought of one more reason for

developing a manned geosynchronous ca-

pability. "You might need it to remove a
threat," he says. What kino of 'hreat? Davis

first lists out-of-control derelicts interfering

accidentally with neighbors. But other

threats—some deliberate—are possible.

With all these tempting targets lined up
along the GEO arc, how would an attacker

design his flight plan? There is no need to

be coy about the identity of the players: The
primary targets in GEO are Western, and the

leading (essentially only) candidate for at-

tacker is the Soviet Union. The Soviets have
no military assets in GEO. Their space ve-

hicles there are presumably commercial
communications and navigation systems;

their military systems are in different orbits.

So they have the freedom to fire against any-

thing they want to shoot at.

The Soviets could use a large Proton

booster to place one of their currently oper-

ational "killer satellites" into a GEO orbit. For

LEO targets, they would use a smaller ICBM
derivative, called the F-class. Skeptics point

out that the Proton is five times bigger than



the F-class and is correspondingly harder lo

launch. But the Soviets launch the bigger

booster more often than the smaller one. So

it would be no great problem to loft several

killer satellites atop such boosters.

Once near the GEO arc, the weapons
could drift along until they made radar con-

tact with their targets. Under ground com-

mand, they would close in and execute their

shrapnel attack.

Most experts have concluded that al-

though the Soviets might be able to put

three or four killer satellites into GEO. they

could hardly make a dent in the American

military assets there. This is all the more

comforting because it would take a long

time—days or weeks—to get inlo the

proper attack approach path. And the en-

dangered targets, under ground control,

would.be able to take evasive action.

But suppose the tables were turned. Or

rather, suppose the attacking Soviet satellite

were at the same altitude as the GEO arc.

but moving east to west instead of west to

east, the direction in which the earth and Ihe

GEO satellites rotate. This so-called retro-

grade geosynchronous path is far more

threatening. The Soviet orbital weapon would

be running head-on through the space oc-

cupied by the necklace of satellites, like a

car hurtling the wrong way on a superhigh-

way. Accidental collision would be unlikely

in space, however, since a cross section of

the arc is at least 100 kilometers' across. .

The hunter-killer vehicle could pick out one

target on one pass, track its path precisely,

and on the next pass 12 hours later, fire a

small homing missile (ot which it could carry

.

a dozen or more). The missile could carry a

miniaturized radar guidance system, with the

radar transmitter on the main killer satellite.

Alternately, a simple optical sensor would be

more than adequate since the target is in full

sunlight. Desired targets could be picked off

one by one over a period ot several days.

In another scenario, the Soviet killer sat-

ellite merely ejects a cloud of particles ahead

of itself. At a combined speed oi 16,000 feet

per second, the target satellites and the par-

ticles—grains of sand, for example—would

destroy one another. With a suitably thick

cloud, the entire GEO arc—including Ihe

Soviet communications satellites, which have

little if any military use—could be reduced

to junk in 12 hours. A thinner cloud would

merely take more passes—perhaps five, ten,

or twenty—to eventually turn GEO into a new
asteroid belt.

If the Soviets wanted to reoccupy the orbit

later, they could use plastic pellets, which

would pulverize under solar ultraviolet and

eventually blow away on the solar wind.

Could any of this happen7 It's easy to dis-

miss the threat. After all. putting satellites di-

rectly into retrograde geosynchronousorbit

is an almost impossible task. If the booster

takes off from Earth westward instead of

eastward, if loses at least a fifth of its total

power because it must work against Earth's

rotation. If'the reversal burn occurs at the

top of the long GEO transfer arc, swinging

up from parking orbit to the point the second

rocket burn must occur, then an enormous

amount of fuel would be required to kill off

the original motion and apply "full reverse"

to .get into a retrograde orbit. Little if any

payload would be left for the warhead.

But unfortunately, these comforting argu-

ments assume that anyone wishing to throw

an object into retro-GEO is not very clever.

Putting a hostile craft into "backward" orbit

is actually comparatively easy.

The broad lines of the mission can be

worked out on a blackboard. While the So-

viets may be short of black boxes and eso-

teric gadgetry. they have plenty of black-

boards—and c.ever orbital -Mechanicians to

write on them.

To get to retro-GEO the smart way, you

merely pretend you are going to the moon.

You actually perform a lunar fiyby. The cho-

sen paih is very much like the free-return

trajectories followed by Apollo lunar expe-

ditions, except that the lunar flyby altitude is

a little higher.

On the return to Earth, then, the enemy
craft would fly by at an altitude of about

22,000 miles. At that point, after about a week

of flight, insiead of whipping on past and

back up and out intd the depths of inter-

planetary space, the vehicle would perform

a rocke! burn to enter retro-GEO.

The killer satellite could also get into po-

sition secretly. The initial launching would of

course be detected. But Moscow could
" merely announce another scientific lunar

probe. Something (a small transmitter, for

example) could be dropped off in lunar drbit

so eavesdroppng Ami?i!can antennas would

be saiisfied. Or else Moscow could simply

reporf that the probe had crashed. And as

the killer satellite rounded the moon and

headed for its rendezvous, no tracking sys-

tem on or off Earth could follow it.

Even if it could, what could be done about

sucha retro-GEO threat? The worst defense

the West could mount would be to blow up

the weapon, because resulting fragments

would merely carry out the original mission

and destroy all the satellites.

The only feasible response would be a

manned mission to retro-GEO, via the moon,

io rendezvous with the killer satellite and dis-

arm it. Presumably, it such a mission were at

all feasible, the Soviets would booby-trap the

satellite to explode if tampered with. So the

tamperers would have to be very clever and

very gentle because the jewels of the GEO
necklace would be zooming past their heads

at three miles per second.

Thrust, counterthrust, parry, and thrust . .

.

the quest for the high ground goes on, even

in the depths of space. With current boost-

ers and warheads, such a mission is feasi-

ble already. But the nightmare may be pre-

vented by the mere existence oi effective

counlermeasures and by awareness of the

threat. And countermeasures in turn provide

unadvertised capabilities for much more

beneficial space trekking,

In the nightmare, the moon is a back door

to retro-GEO and destruction- In a more

hopeful and benign dream, GEO will be a

back door to the .moon and stars. CXI

testimony of Soviet emigres, as well as

slipups of Soviet spokesmen, who char-

acteristically forget yesterday's cover story

and blurt out some revealing new detail.

A few years ago. during one of the pe-

riodic worldwide panics over falling Soviet

satellites carrying nuclear reactors, the

satellite Kosmos-434 burned up some-

where over Australia. When it was
launched, during the moon race. Western

observers thought it might be an un-

manned flight test of a man-rated lunar

spacecraft. It maneuvered through its or-

bits in a pattern analogous to what a lunar

vehicle would have to follow near the moon.

But at the time, the Soviets officially called

it (and ihree other flights like it) routine

"scientific satellites for research in outer

space." Then, after many years of gradu-

ally slipping closer and closer to the at-

mosphere, the satellite finally burned up.

To allay fears down under, an official

spokesman of Ihe Soviet foreign ministry,

in Moscow, assured Canberra that there

was no radioactive material on board Kos-

mos-434. The satellite was merely "an ex-

perimental lunar module," he said. This is

what Western observers had suspected all

along, The Soviet officials who had lied

about it more than a decade ago were ap-

parently never consulted by this other bu-

reaucracy in need of a new story.

Lunar modules fin Russian, lunnaya ka-

bina, the same term used for the Apollo

lunar module) are built and tested to be

flown by men. Another crack had ap-

peared in the wall of Soviet secrecy.

This summer is the fifteenth anniversary

of another moonf light- related event, which

significantly shaped the paths of the earth's

two major spacetaring nations. On a

launchpad north ot Tyuratam. in Soviet

Central Asia, a giant booster rocket twice

the size of America's Saturn V was de-

stroyed in a spectacular explosion. Two

later launch attempts also failed, marking

the end of any Soviet attempt to match or

surpass the Apollo program.

With a slightly different distribution of

luck, -the history of manned lunar explo-

ration could have turned out differently. The

payoff from Apollo would have been tinged

with disappointment, had the Soviets won
the moon race.

Americans are still the only people who
ever walked on the lunar surface, and they

still recite the cliche: "If we can go to the

moon, why can't we—?" The question is

completed with unrealized dreams: solv-

ing the problem of world hunger or curing

the common cold.

But there is another dream. It is con-"

nected with the original source of the cliche.

the moon itself. "If we can go to the moon,

why can't we—go back to Ihe moon?"

There is no reason why not. We can, and

will, whenever we wantto, and that is prob-

ably the grandest success of Apollo.DO



The more complex the

circuit, the simpler you can
be. Computer dunces

rejoice: Here comes the

MEGACHIP

"What's that modem's baud?"
"Ready to boot?"

"What K you got in EPROM?"
"Hey, man, dump the screen!"

"You running a Winchester?"
Peek into the computer room at

Anywhere High School, USA, and
you'li find the local technojocks
idling at the keyboards, slinging

lingo back and forth. It's like NASAs
Mission Control, this brotherhood

(and sisterhood) of the micro. Out of

the way, old-timers, here we
come: the merry chipsters, ready
for the microcomputer's tomorrow

and the supermachines.
In California's Silicon Valley and

other high-tech bastions, such as
the arc of electronics companies
around Boston, these New Age

computers are now taking shape.
Ultrapowerful, they promise to jerk

the entire society around, As
Chris Morgan, a vice president at

Lotus, a leading software company,
puts it, "This is going to be the

next industrial revolution,"

Any forty-year-old Methuselah
looking into the computer room will

remember when the machine was
a primitive beast called UNIVAC.
big as a boardroom but dumb as
any of today's $12.95 loss-leader

calculators at Radio Shack. He
isn't completely computer-illiterate,

this product of the prechip Tube
Age; on his office desk sits the

ubiquitous IBM PC. But like great-

grandpa driving his first Model T,

he has an urge to say giddyap
when he turns on the machine. The

brotherhood, on the other hand,
seems to have begun every

morning since they were weaned,
with a bowlful of transistors, milk,

and sliced bananas. Bring on the

supercomputer—they're ready.

Just as Dad was into '56 Fords and
overdrive, the kids are into

Macintoshes and 32-bit processors.

Lock up all your data banks!

BY RICHARD WOLKOMIR



6/n just a few years, we'll have

machines with 25

times the power of today's IBM
personal computer.?

The high-school techno-

jocks don't need Good-
years to gel around.

They can punch a key

and go anywhere. Like

the car in its day, the

computer is reshaping

society to suit itself. Of

course, it's still warming

up, but this analogy has

not been lost on the mi-

crocomputer industry.

"Right now, com-
pared with the automo-

bile, computers are at

about the year 1915,"

says David Kay, vice

president of the Kaypro

Corporation.

"We need to have an

infrastructure like the

one developed for the

car," Alladi Venkatesh, a

University of California

management expert, re-

cently told a group of computer profes-

sionals in Boslon. "For cars, we have high-

ways, streets, parking lots, gas stations,

and repair shops. If computers are to reach

the popularity of cars, they need some-

thing similar. That means computers that

can do our shopping for us and provide

electronic mail services, library and data

retrieval, education access, as well as ac-

cess to a wide variety of entertainment."

It also means computers that can think

back at you—that is, machines that can

actually sense when you need help and

what specific help you need. But that takes

more power than today's microcomputers

command. Thus, at the moment, the com-

puter industry is engaged in what any

graduate of the hot-rod Fifties can easily

understand; a horsepower race.

In the sleek-and-low palaces of the high-

tech companies, laid back among Silicon

Valley's palms and pines, the hardware

nabobs are sloshing in their hot tubs, pon-

dering ways to torque up their machines.

But—wry twist!—they are not thinking of

those kids in the high-school computer

room, the electronic hot-rodders. Komput-

er Kids, face it: You are a wee market. The
nabobs have declared you obsolete. The

future—twist again!— is all those Methu-

Preceding page: Cloaked in dust-free gar-

ments, IBM workers use an advanced tool to

fabricate a state-of-the-art million-bit chip fsmall

photo). This experimental prototype will one flay

supplant the quarter-megabit chip (above),

which is just now going into mass production.
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selahs out there who don't know bauds from

bytes and speak no Pascal.

The nabobs want a computer in every

florist's shop and dentist's office and two

in every suburban split-level and ranch.

That means programs so easy and slick

that old Methuselah won't even notice he's

using a computer. It also means programs

of dazzling complexity, requiring super-

powerful machines.

"In just a few years, we'll have machines

with twenty-five times the power of today's

IBM PC," says Kay, "Programs will have

advanced to the point of being able to

sense what you don't understand and help

you along. When that happens, a huge
market will open up because nobody will

have any excuse not to use a computer."

Leading to this Oz of bullet-fast micros

with memories like the national archives

are many yellow-brick roads. And the en-

gineers are following all of them.

For instance, IBM has just developed a

new chip that stores 1 million bits of infor-

mation (small photo, opening spread),

nearly four times the capacity of today's

besl chips. Capable of holding approxi-

mately 100 pages of double-spaced type-

written text, the chip is the culmination of

improvements in both photolithography

and processing technology. These ad-

vances made it possible to fabricate cir-

cuit elements on the chip as narrow as one

micrometer—about a fiftieth the width of

one human hair. Consequently, the IBM

designers can pack in more circuits, mak-

ing the chip extra dense.

Other engineers are

working on bubble tech-

nology, an alternative to

silicon chips for computer

memory and logic de-

vices. These units contain

tiny blobs of magnet-
ism— called magnetic
bubbles—that can move
about under the influence

of magnetic fields and
electric fields. By chang-

ing position, these mag-
neiic bubbles can record

information in binary form,

Bubbles have several ad-

vantages over ordinary

chips: They are more rug-

ged; they retain their

memory even after the

power is turned off; and

they can store more data.

Consider the Intel com-
pany's latest bubble sys-

tem. It can store 4 million bits of informa-

tion—roughly 400 double-spaced type-

written pages—on a device the size of a

tack's head. Researchers say the technol-

ogy could theoretically lead to a billion-bit

computer no bigger than a portable radio

and powered by flashlight batteries.

In the meantime, bubble technology has

two drawbacks: Bubble memories are

more expensive than standard chips, and

they work more slowly. But rising produc-

tion will cut costs. And according to Mark

Kryder, director of the Magnetics Technol-

ogy Center at Carnegie-Mellon University,

engineers are now striving to speed up

bubble devices. "Silicon is clearly much
further along the learning curve and slow-

ing down," he points out, "while bubble

research is still early on the curve, with a

considerable distance to go."

Bubbles already have many applica-

tions in robots and other systems where

grime and vibration can maim standard

chips. For example, they are now incor-

porated in tiny computers that fit in brief-

cases and, in the future, may supplant

magnetic tapes for use in space shots.

Kryder reports that the Japanese also have

a major push under way to incorporate

bubble technology in personal computers.

"They let you make a smaller machine,"

says Kryder, "and the bubble's rugged-

ness can be a big asset because the av-

erage consumer is not notoriously careful

with disk drives."

Other researchers believe the next cen-
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Computers, automation, and robots

hold the promise of a

vast economic recovery, says this Nobel

Prize-winning economist,

but first people must learn to live with

less work and more leisure

IfUTERV/IEUU

In
1929 a young Russian was silting with his comrades in a

sidewalk cafe in Kiel, Germany, discussing economic prob-

lems at the top of his voice, when one of a group of-Chinese

sitiing nearby came over and asked for his card. Soon afterward

a telegram of invitation arrived from the Nanking government,

and the gifted twenty-three-year-old spent the next year in China

as adviser to the minister of railroads.

The experience was typical forWassily Leontief, whose talent

was recognized early and who, as a result, has never in his life

had to apply for a job. Fifty-five years and a Nobel Prize later,

Leontief, a dispassionate and very practical theorist, hasn't

slackened his pace. A hale and hearty seventy-seven, he still

loves to discuss ideas at restaurant tables, and heads of gov-

ernment continue to listen. Of the 70 intellectual leaders present

at the 1983 Cultural Congress of Paris, Leontief was one of a

PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVID MICHAEL KENNEDY

select group asked to join French President Francois Mitterrand

and friends for a private dinner in a small restaurant.

Leontief's Influence, however, is seen in practice as well as

in talk. His ideas have probably seen wider practical application

in this century than those of any other economist, including even

John Maynard Keynes, the British genius who first demon-

strated that governments should not cut back but should spend

their way out of depression and recession. Governments of more

than 70 countries, employing armies of statisticians and ana-

lysts, have gone to colossal expense to apply Leontief's meth-

ods. The International Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences

mentions his name in the same breath as Adam Smith, the father

of economics, and other leading economists "whose ideas have

left a permanent imprint on the history of economic thought."

Background and temperament incline Leontief to take an eco-



nomic world view. Born in 1906, he grew
up in Petrograd (now Leningrad), the only

child ol a university social-sciences pro-

fessor. His mother was an art historian who
helped catalog the royal works in the Her-

mitage the winter after the Revolution. He
vividly recalls the whine of stray bullets,

Lenin making, a speech in front of the Win-

ter Palace, and a young Vladimir Horowitz

playing "fast and loud" to delirious audi-

ences. Leontief himself, taught by a pupil

of Liszt, was encouraged to become a pi-

anist, but declined in favor of "more intel-

lectual" pursuits.

Jailed briefly, a year after entering Len-

ingrad University at fourteen, for arguing

too rashly with a tutor, Leontief has re-

mained as outspoken as ever. He survived

to graduate in 1925 with the degree of

Learned Economist and traveled to Berlin

for his Ph.D. Then he joined the Institute of

World Economics, in Kiel. When the invi-

tation came from China, he took the slow-

est boat available, stopping in numerous
ports en route, despite the inconvenience

of having a Russian passport, which roused

unending official suspicion.

Upon his return to Germany, he ac-

cepted an offer to join the National Bureau
of Economic Research, in New York, and
he left Europe permanently. Within months.

Leontief moved on to a post at Harvard's

economics department. The departmenl
chairman agreed to fund Leontief's pet

project, which the research advisory com-
mittee believed was "totally impractical."

if Leontief promised to report its "eventual

failure" and give a careful accounting so
that they could close the books properly.

Leontief's Inspiration was his famous in-

put-output table, a concept that has since

become a cornerstone of contemporary
economics. Leontief sought to build a de-
tailed model, on paper, of the workings of

the U.S. economy. As momentous insights

often are, the input-output table is clear-

cut in principle. Like a mileage chart on a
gas-station road map that allows you to

read off the distances between cities, the

gridlike table shows the flow of goods and
services from different parts of the econ-
omy. The basic idea is that much of the

production of farms, factories, and busi-

nesses goes into other industry before it

reaches the consumer. The industries listed

down the left-hand side of the table also

head columns across the top of the table.

Starting at' an industry.on the left and run-

ning your finger across the page, you find

in each box the share of that industry's out-

put taken in by the industry atop each col-

umn. Like an economic crossword puzzle,

the number in each box can be read either

as part of the output of one industry or as
part of the input of another.

Just as the home-computer program
VisiCalc expresses the interdependence
of items in a household budget or business

plan, so an input-output table—this na-
tional, even global VisiCalc—provides a.,

picture of all the interlocking inputs and
outputs of a given economy. The general
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pattern of all the cars, computers, movies,
insurance, and other desirables produced
and consumed by Americans can be fol-

lowed across the page. The supplies that

go into each—the lumber and glue in fur-

niture, the cement and tiles in houses-
can be tracked as well. A powerful tool of

economic analysis, the input-output table

presents the economy in microcosm. If de-
signed with a sufficient degree of sophis-

tication and subtlety it can be of great use
in economic forecasting.

Working in the precomputer age, Leon-
tief labored painstakingly to ensure the acr

curacy of his calculations. After a decade
of toil, he published his first sizable table

in his 1941 book; The Structure ot the

American Economy. The grid featured only

42 industries or sectors, but even so it

promised to answer, for the first time, such
guestions as. "If automobile manufactur-

ers lose sales and have to fire ten thou-

sand workers, how many jobs will be lost

in parts supplies and other related indus-

^The Soviet economy
is like a saiiboat that has

an oversize

judder held by a strong hand
but bobs up

and down in the water for lack

ot the propeliing

power of the profit motived

trie.s that contribute to producing a car?"

The Departmenl of Labor, concerned
with coordinating production for the war-

effort, hired Leontief to draw up a 90-sec-
tor input-output table for the United Slates.

The expanded table proved its mettle when
it was used to predict correctly that con-
trary to widespread opinion, there wouldn't

be depression and massive unemploy-
ments the war's end.

Leontief, by then the Henry Lee Profes-

sor of Economics at Harvard, extended his

research pro ec
-

.. becc"<"ng the first social

scientist to use computers. His work was
funded in part by the Air Force, which
wanted to learn" how to avoid procurement
bottlenecks in case of another war. Similar

projects proliferated in government and in

other universities as input-output became
briefly fashionable. Then enthusiasm
waned, as critics attacked on complicated
theoretical grounds and argued that the

expense of collecting and validating the

necessary sla: sties was exorbitant, com-
pared with the costs of less detailed ap-
proaches. In the early Fifties, the Air Force
brass decided that the whole thing

smacked too much of a planned economy

and withdrew their backing.

This typically American fear of govern-

ment interference in the freewheeling pri-

vate economy has dogged Leontief here
ever since: Government interest in input-

output has been less enthusiastic in the

United States, where it was born, than in

almost any other country. An understaffed

section in the Department of Commerce
currently prepares input-output tables for

the United States on a regular basis, but

compared with those of other major coun-
tries, the U.S. models lack detail and are

out of date by publication time. The input-

output table for 1977, promised for Feb-
ruary 1984, is still struggling to see day-
light. By contrast, the Japanese table for

1980. a work of much greater scope and
the product of the combined efforts of 13

ministries, was completed in 1983
Academic economists have not been

much more receptive, though the input-

output approach is a staple of coursework.

For his part, Leontief has not been shy to

castigate his colleagues. When elected

president of the American Economic As-

sociation in 1970, he lambasted his audi-

ence for endlessly theorizing without
checking their assumptions against the real

world. Academic economists, he said, had
fallen in love with mathematical formula-

tions because these were more glamorous
and less costly than grubby fact-finding.

Leontief has also criticized the economet-
ric models that business forecasters rely

on to peer into the fulure. These widely

used models, essentially lists of simulta-

neous equations with multiple variables that

are solved by computer, produce fore-

casts that are often disappointingly inac-

curate. Leontief bluntly calls these models
"utterly unreliable."'

Throughout the rest of the world, how-
ever, many decision makers are highly re-

ceptive to Leontief's technigues, Such
giants as ITT and GM use input-output ta-

bles to plan Corporate policy. And in Nor-

way, where the national table is carried in

a central computer, input-output statistics

are gathered so efficiently that the census
has been canceled- At his Nobel award
ceremony, in 1973. Leontief outlined plans
for an enormous input-output model that

would project the economic future of the

entire world from 1970 to 2000. Undertak-
en as a United Nations project, it was pub-
lished in 11 languages in 1977as The Future

ot the World Economy. His latest book is

Military Spending (coauthored with Faye
Duchin), a study of the potential economic
impact of arms trade and disarmament.

After 35 years at Harvard, Leontief and
his wife Estelle, a poet, moved to an apart-

ment in Greenwich Village, near New York

University, where he directs his Institute for

Economic Analysis. Science writer and
former economist Anthony Liversidge in-

terviewed Leontief in his office, where he
held forth in a voice spiced with a strong

Russian rasp, his discourse punctuated
with cries of "Eggsackly!" and "It's incred-

ible
1

!" He was fairly bursting with joie de.
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Although a majority of the world's

experts believe that organized religion

today has failed to help us handle

the problems of modern life and has

left us spiritually bereft, about a third still
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fitness lo rejuvenating our communities—the quality

of life in the twenty-first century will improve dramatically.
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NEW ROSE
CONTINUED FROM P/

look you to Vienna. I remember you with

your hair lucked back into a gray beret,

your high Mongol cheekbones reflected in

the windows of ancient shops. Strolling

down the Ramblas to the Phoenician har-

bor, past the glass-roofed Mercado selling

oranges out of Africa.

The old Rilz, warm in our room, dark,

with all the soft weight of Europe pulled

over us like a quilt. I could enter you in your
sleep. You were always ready Seeing your
lips in a soft, round of surprise, your face
about to sink into the thick, white pillow-
archaic linen of the Ritz. Inside you I imag-
ined all that neon, the crowds surging
around Shinjuku Station, wired electric

night. You moved that way, rhythm of a new
age, dreamy and far from any nation's soil.

When we flew to Vienna,
I installed you

in Hiroshi's wife's favorite hotel. Quiet, solid,

Ihe lobby tiled like a marble chessboard.
with brass elevators smelling of lemon oil

and small cigars. It was easy to imagine
her there, the highlights on her riding boots
reflected in polished marble, but we knew
she wouldn't be coming along, not this trip.

She was off to someRhineland spa, and
Hiroshi was in Vienna for a conference.

When Maas security flowed in to scan the

hotel, you were out of sight.

Hiroshi arrived an hour later, alone.

Imagine an alien, Fox once said, who's
come here to identify the planet's domi-
nant form of intelligence. The alien has a
look, then chooses. What do you think he
picks? I probably shrugged.
The zaibatsus, Fox said, the multination-

als. The blood of a zaibatsu is information,

not people. The structure is independent
of the individual lives that comprise it. Cor-

poration as life form.

Not the Edge lecture again, I said.

Maas isn't like that, he said, ignoring me.
Maas was small, fast, ruthless. An ata-

vism. Maas was all Edge.
I remember Fox talking about the nature

of Hiroshi's Edge. Radioactive nucleases,
monoclonal antibodies, something to do
with the linkage of proteins, nucleotides

. . .

Hot, Fox called them, hot proteins. High-

speed links. He said Hiroshi was a freak,

the kind who shatters paradigms, inverts

a whole field of science, brings on the vi-

olent revision of an entire body of knowl-
edge. Basic patents, he said, his throat tight

with the sheer wealth of it, with the high,

thin smell of tax-free millions that clung to

those two words.

Hosaka wanted Hiroshi, but his Edge was
radical enough to worry them. They wanted
him to work in isolation.

I went to Marrakech, to the old City, Ihe

Medina. I found a heroin lab that had been
converted to the extraction of phero-
mones.

I bought it, with Hosaka's money.
I walked the marketplace at Djemaa-el-

Fna with a sweating Portuguese business-
man, discussing fluorescent lighting and

the installation of ventilated specimen
cages. Beyond the city walls, Ihe high At-

las. pjemaa-el-Fna was thick with jugglers,

dancers, storytellers, small boys turning

lathes with their feet, legless beggars with

wooden bowls under animated holograms
advertising French software.

We strolled past bales of raw wool and
plastic tubs of Chinese microchips. I hinted

that my employers planned to manufac-
ture synthetic beta-endorphin. Always try

to give them something they understand.
Sandii, I remember you in Harajuku,

sometimes. Close my eyes in this coffin

and I can see you there— all the glitter,

crystal maze of the boutiques, the smell of

new clothes. I see your cheekbones ride

past chrome racks of Paris leathers.
Sometimes I hold your hand.
We thought we'd found you, Sandii, but

really you'd found us. Now I know you were
looking for us or for someone like us. Fox
was delighted, grinning over our find: such
a pretty new tool, bright as any scalpel.

^Imagine an
alien who has come here

to identify the

planet's dominant form

of intelligence.

The alien has a look, then

chooses. What
do you think he picks?^

Just the thing to help us sever a stubborn
Edge, like Hiroshi's, from the jealous par-

ent-body of Maas Biolabs.

You must have been searching a long
time, looking for a way out, all those nights

down Shinjuku. Nights you carefully cut

from the scattered deck of your past.

My own past had gone down years be-
fore, lost with all hands, no trace. I under-
stood Fox's late-night habit of emptying his

wallet, shuffling through his identification.

He'd lay the pieces out in different pat-

terns, rearrange them, wait for a picture to

form. I knew what he was looking for. You
did the same thing with your childhoods.

In New Rose, tonight, I choose from your
deck of pasts.

I choose the original version, the famous
Yokohama hotel-room text, recited to me
that first night in bed. I choose ihe dis-

graced father, Hosaka executive. Hosaka
How perfect. And the Dutch mother, the
summers in Amsterdam, the soft blanket

of pigeohs in the Dam Square afternoon,
I came in out of the heat of Marrakech

into Hilton air conditioning. Wet shirt cling-

ing cold to the small of my back while I

read the message you'd relayed through

Fox. You were in all the way; Hiroshi would
leave his wife. It wasn't difficult for you to

communicate with us, even through the

clear, tight film of Maas security; you'd
shown Hiroshi the perfect little place for

coffee and kipferl. Your favorite waiter was
white haired, kindly, walked with a limp,

and worked for us "You left your messages
under the linen napkin.

All day today I watched a small helicop-

ter cut a tight grid above this country of

mine, the land of my exile, the New Rose
Hotel. Watched from my hatch as its pa-
tient shadow crossed the grease-stained
concrete. Close. Very close.

I left Marrakech for Berlin. I met with a
Welshman in a bar and began to arrange
for Hiroshi's disappearance.

It would be a complicated business,
tricate as the brass gears and sliding r

rors of Victorian stage magic, but the de-
sired effect was simple enough. Hiroshi

would step behind a hydrogen-c
Mercedes and vanish. The dozen Maas
agents who followed him constantly would
swarm around the van like ants; the Maas
security apparatus would harden around
his point of departure like epoxy
They know how to do business promptly

in Berlin. I was even able to arrange a last

night with you. I kept it secret from Fox; he
might not have approved. Now I've for-

gotten the town's name.
I knew It for an

hour on the autobahn, under a gray Rhen-
ish sky, and forgot it in your arms.
The rain began, sometime toward morn-

ing. Our room had a single window, high
and narrow, where

I stood and watched
the rain fur the river with silver needles.

Sound of your breathing. The river flowed
beneath low, stone arches. The street was
empty. Europe was a dead museum.

I'd already booked your flight to Marra-
kech, out of Orly. under your newest name.
You'd be on your way when I pulled the
final string and dropped Hiroshi out of sight.

You'd left your purse on the dark, old

bureau. While you slept I went through your
things, removing anything that might clash
with the new cover I'd bought for you in

Berlin. I took the Chinese .22, your micro-
computer, and your bank chip. I took a new
passport, Dutch, from my bag, a Swiss
bank chip in the same name, and tucked
them into your purse.

My hand brushed something flat.
I
drew

it out, held the thing, a diskette. No labels.

It lay there in the palm of my hand, all

that death. Latent, coded, waiting.

I stood there and watched you breathe,

watched your breasts rise and fall. Saw
your lips slightly parted, and in the jut and
fullness of your lower lip, the faintest sug-
gestion of bruising.

I put the diskette back into your purse.

When I lay down beside you, you rolled

against me, waking, on your breath all the

electric night of a new Asia, the future ris-

ing in you like a bright fluid, washing me
of everything but the moment, That was
your magic, that you lived outside of his-

tory, all now.



And you knew how to take me there.

For the very last time, you took me.

While
I was shaving, I heard you empty

your makeup into my bag. I'm Dutch now,

you said, I'll want a'new look.

Dr. Hiroshi Yomiuri went missing in Vi-

enna, in a quiet street off Singerstrasse,

two blocks from his wife's favorite hotel. On
a clear afternoon in October, in the pres-

ence of a dozen expert witnesses, Dr.

Yomiuri vanished.

He stepped through a looking glass.

Somewhere, offstage, the oiled play of Vic-

torian clockwork.

, I sat in a hotel room in Geneva and took

the Welshman's call. It was done, Hiroshi

down my rabbit hole and headed for Mar-

rakech. I poured myself a drink and thought

about your legs.

Fox and I met in Narita a day later, in a

sushi bar in the JAL terminal. He'd just

stepped off an Air Maroc jet, exhausted

and triumphant.

Loves it there, he said, meaning Hiroshi.

Loves her. he said, meaning you.

I smiled. You'd promised to meet me in

Shinjuku in a month.

Your cheap, little gun in the New Rose

Hotel. The chrome is starting to peel. The

machining is clumsy, blurry Chinese
stamped into rough steel. The grips are

red plastic, molded with a dragon on either

side. Like a child's toy.

Fox ate sushi in the JAL terminal, high

on what we'd done. The shoulder had been

giving him trouble, but he said he didn't

care. Money now for belter doctors. Money
now for everything.

' Somehow it didn't seem very important

to me, the money we'd gotten from Ho-

saka. Not that I doubted our new wealth,

but that last night with you had left me con-

vinced that it all came to us naturally, in the

new order of things, as a function of who
and what we were.

Poor Fox. With his blue oxford shirts

crisper than ever, his Paris suits darker and
richer. Sitting there in JAL, dabbing sushi

into a little rectangular tray of green horse-

radish, he had less than a week to live.

Dark now, and the coffin racks of New
Rose are lit all night by floodlights, high on

painted metal masts. Nothing here seems
to serve its original purpose. Everything is

surplus, recycled, even the coffins. Forty

years ago these plastic capsules were

stacked in Tokyo or Yokohama, a modern
convenience for traveling businessmen.

Maybe your father slept in one. When the

scaffolding was new, it rose around the

shell of some mirrored tower on the Ginza,

swarmed over by crews of builders.

The breeze tonight brings the rattle of a

pachinko parlor, the smell of stewed veg-

etables from the pushcarts across the road.

I spread crab-flavored krill paste on or-

ange rice crackers. I can hear the planes.

Those last few days in Tokyo, Fox and I

had adjoining suites on the fifty-third floor

of the Hyatt. No contact with Hosaka. They

paid us, then erased us from official cor-

porate memory.



Bui Fox couldn't let go. Hiroshi was his

baby, his pet project, He'd developed a
proprietary, almost fatherly, interest in Hi-

roshi. He loved him for his Edge. So Fox
had me keep in touch with my Portuguese
businessman in the Medina, who was will-

ing to keep a very partial eye on Hiroshi's

lab for us.

When he phoned, he'd phone from a stall

in Djemaa-el-Fna, with a background of

wailing vendors and Atlas panpipes.
Someone was moving security into Mar-
rakech, he told us. Fox nodded. Hosaka.

After less than a dozen calls, I saw the
change in Fox, a tension, a look of abstrac-

tion. I'd find him at the window, staring down
fifty-three floors into the Imperial gardens,
lost in something he wouldn't talk about.
Ask him for a more detailed description,

he said, after one particular call. He thought

a man our contact had seen entering Hi-

roshi's lab might be Moenner, Hosaka's
leading gene man,
That was Moenner, he said, after the next

call. Another call and he thought he'd iden-
tified Chedanne, who headed Hosaka's
protein team. Neither had been seen out-

side the corporate arcology in over two years.

By then it was obvious that Hosaka's
leading researchers were pooling quietly

in the Medina, the black executive Lears
whispering into the Marrakech airport on
carbon-fiber wings. Fox shook his head.
He was a professional, a specialist, and
he saw the sudden accumulation of all that

prime Hosaka Edge in the Medina as a
drastic failure in the zaibatsu's tradecraft.

Christ, he said, pouring himself a Black
Label, they've got their whole bio section
in there right now. One bomb. He shook
his head. One grenade in the right place
at the right time . . ,

I reminded him of the saturation tech-
niques Hosaka security was obviously em-
ploying. Hosaka had lines to the heart of

the Diet, and their massive infiltration of

agents into Marrakech could only be tak-

ing place with the knowledge and coop-
eration of the Moroccan government.
Hang it up,

I said. It's over. You've sold
them Hiroshi. Now forget him.

I know what it is, he said. I know.
I saw

it once before.

He said that there was a certain wild fac-

tor in lab work. The edge of Edge, he called

it. When a researcher develops a break-
through, others sometimes find it impos-
sible to duplicate the first researcher's re-

sults. This was even more likely with Hiroshi,

whose work went against the conceptual
grain of his field. The answer, often, was
to fly the breakthrough boy from lab to cor-

porate lab for a ritual laying on of hands.
A few pointless adjustments in the equip--
merit, and the process would work. Crazy
thing, he said, nobody knows why it works
that way, but it does. He grinned.

But they're taking a chance, he said.

Bastards told us they wanted to isolate Hi-

roshi, keep him away from their central re-'

search thrust. Balls. Bet your ass there's

some kind of power struggle going on in
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Hosaka research. Somebody big's flying

his favorites in and rubbing them all over
Hiroshi for luck. When Hiroshi shoots the

legs'out from undergenetic engineering,
the Medina crowd's going to be ready.

He drank his scotch and shrugged.
Go to bed, he said. You're right, it's over.

I did go to bed, but the phone woke me.
Marrakech again, the white static of a sat-

ellite link, a rush of frightened Portuguese.
Hosaka didn't freeze our credit, they

caused it to evaporate. Fairy gold. One
minute we were millionaires in the world's

hardest currency, and the next we were
paupers. I woke Fox.

Sandii, he said. She sold out. Maas se-
curity turned her in Vienna. Sweet Jesus.

I watched him slit his battered suitcase

apart with a Swiss army knife. He had three

gold bars glued in there with contact ce-
ment. Soft plates, each one proofed and
stamped by the treasury of some extinct

African government.
I should've seen it, he said, his voice flat.

QHosaka didn't

freeze our credit, they

caused it to

evaporate. One minute we
were millionaires

in the world's hardest

currency, and
the next, we were paupers.^

I said no. I think I said your name.
Forget her, he said. Hosaka wants us

dead. They'll assume we crossed them.
Get on the phone and check our credit.

Our credit was gone. They denied that

either of us had ever had an account.
Haul ass, Fox said.

We ran. Out a service door, into Tokyo
traffic, and down into Shinjuku. That was
when

I understood for the first time the real

extent of Hosaka's reach.

Every door was closed. People we'd
done business with for two years saw us
coming, and I'd see steel shutters slam
behind their eyes. We'd get out before they
had a chance to reach for the phone. The

'

surface tension of the underworld had been
tripled, and everywhere we'd meet that

same taut membrane and be thrown back.
No chance to sink, to get out of sight.

Hosaka let us run for most of that first

day. Then they sent someone to break Fox's

back a second time.

I didn'tsee them do it, bull saw him fall.

We were in a Ginza department store an
hour before closing, and

I saw his arc off

that polished mezzanine, down into all the
wares of the new Asia.

They missed me somehow, and I just

kept running. Fox took the gold with him,

but I had a hundred New Yen in my pocket.

I
ran. All the way to the New Rose Hotel.

Now it's time.

Come with me. Sandii. Hear the neon
humming on the road to Narita Interna-

tional. A few late nToths trace stop-motion
circles around the floodlights that shine on
New Rose.

And the funny thing, Sandii, is how
sometimes you just don't seem real to me.
Fox once said you were ectoplasm, a ghost
called up by the extremes of economics.
Ghost of the new century, congealing on a
thousand beds in the world's Hyatts, the

world's Hiltons.

Now I've got your gun in my hand, jacket
pocket, and my hand seems so far away.
Disconnected.

I remember my Portuguese business
friend forgetting his English, trying to get
it across in four languages I barely under-
stood, and I thought he was telling me thai

the Medina was burning. Not the Medina.
The brains of Hosaka's best research peo-
ple. Plague, he was whispering, my busi-

nessman, plague and fever and death.

Smart Fox, he put it together on the run.

I didn't even have to mention finding the
diskette in your bag in Germany.
Someone had reprogrammed the DNA

synthesizer, he said. The thing was there
for the overnight construction of just the
right macramolecule. With its in-built com-
puter and its custom software. Expensive,
Sandii. But not as expensive as you turned
out to be for Hosaka.

I hope you got a good price from Maas.
The diskette in my hand. Rain on the river.

I knew, but I couldn't face it. I put the code
for that meningial virus back into-your purse
and lay down beside you.

So Moenner died, along with other Ho-
saka researchers. Including Hiroshi. Che-
danne suffered permanent brain damage.

Hiroshi hadn't worried about contami-
nation. The proteins he punched for were
harmless. So the synthesizer hummed to

itself all night long, building a virus to the

specifications of Maas Biolabs GmbH.
Maas. Small, fast, ruthless. All Edge.
The airport road is a long, straight shot.

Keep to the shadows.
And

I
was shouting at that Portuguese

voice, I made him tell me what happened
to the girl, to Hiroshi's woman. Vanished,
he said. The whir of Victorian clockwork.

So Fox had to fall, fall with his three pa-
thetic plates of gold, and snap his spine
for the last time. On the floor of a Ginza
department store, every shopper staring

in the instant before they screamed.
I just can't hate you, baby.
And Hosaka's helicopter is back, no

lights at all, hunting on infrared, feeling for

body heat. A muffled whine as it turns, a
kilometer away, swinging back toward us,

toward New Rose. Too fast a shadow,
against the glow of Narita.

It's alright, baby. Only please come here.

Hold my hand.DQ



bWhen we analyzed

the data, a relationship between

UFO sightings and
earthquakes jumped out at us3

UFOs are not nec-

essarily exotic beings

ihat come down from

the sKy. They might

be powerful natural

forces that come up
from the earth. So
claims Canadian sci-

entist Michael A. Per-

singer, who believes

that 85 percent of

UFO sightings are
nothing more than lu-

minous electromag-

netic field effects

produced at stress

points along geolog-

ical fault lines.

A psychologist and
geophysicist at On-

tario's Laurentlan
University. Persinger

programmed a com-
puter to correlate

UFO reports with

"high-energy natural

phenomena such as

earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, and volcanic activi-

ty. The relationship between UFO reports and earth-

quakes, a very robust effect, jumped right out at us." Fur-

thermore, Persinger notes that the relationship holds true

from ancient to modern times.

Where tectonic plates interlock, Persinger explains, im-

mense pressure builds up. grinding quartz and other

crystalline rocks in these regions for brief periods The

strain causes the atomic bonds in the rock to vaporize,

creating a plasma resembling "a tiny piece of the sun."

"This luminosity, surrounded by an intense electromag-

netic halo, rises to the surface and follows the local to-

pography. People see these fields anywhere there Is an

electrical charge source—near church steeples, the tops

of hills, near radio or television antennas."

Since the Curie brothers discovered the effecl in 1880,

scientists have known that crushing crystalline rock

under great pressure creates an electromagnetic field

UFD UPD/fTE

But without a com-
puter, says Persin-

ger, "no one could

have correlated all

the data pointing to a

relationship between
sighting luminosities

and fault strain."

Studies of the phe-

nomenon have been
further complicated

by a problem in our

powers of observa-
tion, Persinger says.

"Since our minds are

sensitive to electro-

magnetic fields," he

notes, "our ability to

measure them is im-

paired. Sometimes
energy generated
at these geological

stress points can pro-

duce seizures and
hallucinations."

The kinds of alien

life forms most often

reported in UFO encounters "frequently resemble the dis-

torted perceptions created when the brain is electrically

stimulated during surgery," Persinger adds.

Some UFO field researchers, including those who sup-

ply Persinger with reports to aid his studies, question his

theories. One asks, "Could the UFOs be using the elec-

tromagnetic fields along fault lines as guidance systems

the way airplanes sometimes follow railroad tracks?"

Persinger rebuts: "I eould say that all human neuroses

are caused by invisible pink elephants pissing on us. That's

hard lo disprove, but It has limited value to a scientist. For

hard-core proof, you need data,"

Persinger, who has published maps showing the rela-

tionship between fault strain, earthquakes, and UFO
sightings, believes he has the data. Could UFO reports

near fault lines predict upcoming earthquakes? "That's

what we're looking for," he enthuses. 'And we think we
have the evidence."—ALLAN MAURER



In 1979, Frank Gordon,
an Australian herpetologtst

engaged in fietdwork deep
in the mountains of New
South Wales, was calling it

quits for the day But when
he boarded his Land Rover,

he was surprised to (ind a
17-foot-long log blocking the

road—and even more
surprised when the "log"

rose up on four powerful

legs and dashed into the

dense surroundings.

According to Rex Gilroy,

curator of the Mount York

Natural History Museum. In

New South Wales, this de-

scription perfectly tits

Megalonia prisca. the giant

Australian monitor. "Unfor-

tunately," says Gilroy, "these

lizards have been extinct

for thousands of years,

though we know from the

fossil records that they were
twice as big as the famous
Komodo dragons of Indo-

nesia, which are a mere
nine' feet long."

To find out whether the

"extinct" lizard still lives,

Gilroy led an expedition into
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the jungle where he col-

lected numerous reports

Irom Ihe natives but saw
nothing himself. "Mostly,"

Gilroy claims, "the giants

were spotted dragging their

tails across fields, looking

shy and harmless. There
were no reports of these

monsters attacking people.

Yet some farmers saio

they had caught Ihe giant

beasts snacking on cattle,"

Skeptic Aivm Novick. a

Yale University biologist,

says, "This is all nonsense
I've seen ten-foot-long

Komodo dragons, and even
they aren't formidable

enough to bring down and
eat a cow. Sure, maybe
a lizard could find an
aborted calf and take a

chomp out of it. But in my
opinion, it's unethical for

a scientist to name these

creatures Megalonia prisca

without a shred of tangible

evidence 11 could be some-
thing else, couldn't il?"

—Jerome Clark

"A minister from the

Northeast will admit that he
is Adolf Hitler's love child."

—Clarissa Bernhardt

Invisibility is a popular

theme in science fiction, but

did the U.S. Navy actually

perform this feat, with tragic

results, in 1943?
A secret experiment at

the Philadelphia naval yard,

conducted in an attempt

to give the allies the ultimate

weapon to win World War
II, allegedly rendered the

destroyer escort USS B-
dridge temporarily invisible

It is believed that weird

aftereffects suffered by the

ship's crew, such as spon-
taneous human combustion,

caused the government
to cancel and cover up the

project.

"There was some kind of

experiment, and I think

some unusual things hap-
pened as a result of it.

But just where the facts end
and the myth begins is

uncertain." says William L
Moore, author of The Phila-

delphia Experiment: Project

Invisibility (Grosset & Dun-

,
1979) Written "in con-

sultation with" Charles
Berlitz (of Bermuda Triangle

fame), the book is subtitled

"an account of a search
for a secret Navy wartime

project that may have
succeeded—loo well."

"I believe that the Navy
was using a powerful elec-

tromagnetic field, and in

those days scientists didn't

understand the harmful

effects such things have on

the central nervous system.

They weren't attempting

to achieve optical invisibility.

They were trying to make
ships invisible to radar and
magnetic mines. Some
crewmen may have been
injured by getting too close

to the energy source in-

volved, and that's how the

story originated."

The Navy, which receives

frequent queries on the

subject, denies that it ever

attempted to make a ship

invisible, and claims that the

story was concocted in a

1955 UFO book. Occasional

retellings in the press since

that time have sustained



public curiosity in the Phila-

delphia experiment, and

this month a fictionalized film

version will be released.

"My file on this case

is still open, and I occasion-

ally receive new informa-

tion," Moore says. "Our

book is a study ot the evi-

dence that we were able to

collect, We leave it up to

the reader as to the answer.

All kinds of charges have

been leveled at Berlitz and

me for having said the

Philadelphia experiment

actually occurred. But in fact

we've never done that. At

least I never have

"

—Brian McKernan

"Generations of machines,

perhaps better than we,

will go on living and
speaking lives and words

that were also ours.

"

—Italo Caivina

A distant, bloodcurdling

ululation (ills the night with

fear Taking up the chilling

chant, domestic and wild

animals howl, bay, cry, and
shriek in a frenzied uproar.

It's not the latest Spielberg

thriller, but a real-life sce-

nario being enacted on rare

occasions in a remote
Washington State valley near

Snohomish Frightened

farm dwellers suspect the

night screamer is Bigfoot,

according to Bigfoot re-

searcher Peter Quttilla, who
investigated the screams
in 1980.

Guttilla also claims an-

other Bigfoot raconteur, Bay
Wallace, once trapped a
female Bigfoot In a Wash-
ington cave, where he was

able to tape 45 minutes

of her screaming before she
escaped. "However," Gut-

tilla admits, "Wallace has
spent twenty-five years

hunting the creature. And
though he's also made
movies of the monster, I've

seen these films, and well

.
. you could see the zipper

on the Bigfoot costume."

Nonetheless, Guttilla

points out, Wallace has

given some of his many re-

corded night screams to

researchers for analysis by

psychological stress evalu-

ation IPSE). According to

Guttilla, chief PSE examiner

William All, of Maryland

Security, found the stress

patterns were so far out

of the range of mans ability

that they had to come
from something that was
"neither human nor of known
animal origin."

Jim Rastetter, the editor

of an Ohio UFO newsletter,

is not convinced by the

evidence. 'Although we did

publish the results of All's

PSE sound analysis," he
says, "we suspected the

findings had been faked. I

know All's research group
has disbanded, and I guess

I was afraid to make an

issue of it then."

—Alan Vaughan

If you think there's safety

in numbers, science writer

Dean Koontz may give you

cause for second thought

"History," he says, "is full of

bizarre-examples ot crowds

just vanishing into thin air."

For example, he claims,

tans of thousands of people

vanished from several

huge Mayan cities in ad.

610, leaving behind all the

cities' treasures. Then
again, on December 30,

1939, a Chinese army
of 3,000 marched toward

battle with the Japanese—
and vanished long before

reaching the front lines.

"More recently," adds
Koontz, "In Africa, during

1980, a tribe of more than

four thousand just disap-

peared without a trace

of violence or illness."

Where did they go?
Koontz sat down with his

editor and decided that

answer would make a great

plot for his latest novel,

which he called Phantoms
(Berkley, 1983). Koontz
explains, "I developed a
horror story about a doctor

who returns home and

finds everyone in his town

has vanished. What's so

scary about that? He also

finds himself stalked by

a subterranean mass of

flesh, a kind of blob that has

been surfacing periodically

since the Stone Age.

"Of course, " Koontz adds,

"I don't believe such a

creature exists. Nor do I

believe God is a blue-

skinned alien blowing a

party horn. I suspect there's

a rational explanation be-

hind all this. In researching

the case of the missing

African tribe, for example, I

discovered that Cuban
soldiers have been quietly

exterminating the natives."

Robert Warth, president

of the Society for the

Unexplained, doesn't buy

Koontz's explanations.

"In these cases." says

Warth, "eyewitness reports

claim that a blood-red

cloud just came down and

swept these people off

the earth I believe every-

one's been taken by aliens

to another dimension—
and we'll never know why."

—Peter Rondinone
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When radio station

KFMH's tfansmission tower

crashed to the ground

last year, Steve Bridges,

manager of the Muscatine.

Iowa, station, concluded
that high winds had caused
the mishap. But a phone
call from a UFO buff placed

a doubt in Bridges's mind.

The caller suggested that a
spaceship might have

knocked the tower over.

His curiosity piqued.

Bridges asked people who
had experienced close

encounters with flying sau-

cers or strange lights to

call the radio station with

their stories.

"Hundreds of people

contacted us. I was amazed
at how similar these reports

are." comments Bridges.

"People who see a UFO
often begin to experience

psychic phenomena, like

automatic writing. Many feel

like they are being watched.

Some of these stories are

difficult to believe, but

I'd have a hard time chal-

lenging at least thirty per-

John Ttmmerman. of

the Evanston, Illinois-based
Center for UFO Studies,

says that the rash of UFO
reports in Muscatine is

not unusual. "It's not that

the region is a particular

hotbed of sightings," says

Timmerman, "but when you

go public and talk about

UFOs. people always come
forward."

Steve Bridges recently

began broadcasting ex-

cerpts from some of the

UFO reports over the air.

along with a greeting to

aliens who might be flying

by. The message (sent

alternately in Russian, Chi-

nese, English, French,

German, and eight other

languages) beams KFMH's
latitude and longitude,

the fact that the earth is the

third planet from the sun,

and the statement. "We
believe you are here."

Bridges hopes this greet-

ing will pacify any UFOs
passing by the radio station,

"This is our insurance,

since we've just raised our

new tower another one
hundred feet,"

-Sherry Baker

]
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According to James
Parejko. philosophy professor

at Chicago State University,

reincarnation is one belief

for which there is abundant

evidence. People, he claims,

often recall previous lives

in such precise detail that

it's a wonder reincarnation

isn't accepted as a fact, Bui

the Western scientific mind

demands evidence.

With this in mind, Parejko

conducted an experiment

to see whether persons

blind irom birth could be
regressed to tormer lives.

The reason: "If a blind

person," says Pare|ko,

"could reveal a past life that

he's seen, describing peo-

ple and places, wouldn't

that go a long way as evi-

dence of reincarnation?"

To test his theory, Parejko

hypnotized three blind

people. As he had hoped,

his subjects recalled being

able to see in past lives

They talked about flickering

candles," says Parejko.

"yellow teeth, and people

ith blotches on their faces,

ow think .
. How couid

blind person perceive

such things?"

The blind, Parejko also

insists, recalled reactions

and habits of sighted per-

sons. "In >:ne case," he

explains, "a subject told of

having to look away when
the sun shone on the jewelry

of a rich person .
Think cf

Itl That's a sighted person's

reaction, incongruous to

the experience of someone
born blind

"

In fact, Parejko adds,

blind subjects often report

that the visions in their

dreams are distorted, unlike

their remembrances of past

events, "And though skep-

tics believe these blind

subjects could get their de-

scriptions from books."

says Parejko, "I think not. 1

met a man who had his

sight restored. Yet upon

seeing the moon for the first

time, he asked, 'What is

that ball of fire?' His idea of

the moon was formed by

lyrics like 'Moon River."

"Surely," Parejko con-

cludes, "this is a case of the

blind leading the blind.

But unfortunately, most blind

people are skeptics who
choose to remain in the dark

by refusing to accept ihis

proof of reincarnation,"

—D. Scott Rogo

"I'm a strong believer in

reincarnation. To me it's as

real as getting up in the

morning, strolling along the

boulevard on a warm day,

taking a gondola in Venice,

walking along the Champs
E/ysees. or attending the

Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
"

—Kenny Kingston
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paper this morning about that place over

the mountain?" a regular at the Moose Club

is said to have asked.

"Sure," came the reply. "They take a brain

from one body and put it in another . . . and
it still works!"

As I climb the dirt road to the top of the

ridge, I find myself in a complex of three

modern, slant-roofed buildings, posi-

tioned to overlook 850 acres of the institute

spread out below. The community was es-

tablished here in 1981 upon certain pre-

cepts: Man's physical existence is only a

temporary manifestation of a permanent,

spiritual identity. He can, on occasion,

leave his physical body, visiting other

worlds with his spirit alone. Upon death,

he returns to the spiritual reality from which

he came, taking with him the wisdom he

gained on Earth. Man can communicate
with the creator. Indeed, he is part of the

creator, and as a citizen of the New Age,

he is obliged to search for truth.

If it's truth you're after, the main pavilion

of the Monroe Institute seems to be the

place to start. The building has the spare

decor of a mountain lodge, including fra-

grant cedar "paneling and brownish-red

rugs, the color of Virginia mud. Downstairs

I come upon the CHEC units, short for con-

trolled holistic environmental chambers
These capsules, complete with bed, in-

strument panel, and stereo headphones
are designed for the institute's explorers

They are psychonauts who, like the library-

bound traveler, spend a large segment oi

their week in total darkness listening to the

voice of Control.

Stepping outside for a moment, I soon
see a maroon pickup truck bounce toward

me, and from newspaper clippings I've

read, I recognize the man behind the wheel.

Robert Monroe, sixty-nine, greets me with

open friendliness, and I pile in for a quick

tour of his New Age community. His pallid

face is lined, and his thin mustache pro-

vides a whimsical balance to dark, pro-

truding eyes.

Monroe's language is the idiom of com-
puterland. He points to the bathroom in

case I'm in a "can'l-wait mode." He speaks

about using his sound-wave technique to

"access all systems down the line" in the

brain. And he bridles at the comparison of

his world to the world of psychedelics.

"We're not in the tune-in, drop-out mode
here," he says.

Despite the high-tech syntax, I have no

difficulty imagining Monroe in a more con-

ventional setting. I
envision him as a radio

executive in a plush New York boardroom.

or a hard-driving director in a radio studio,

chain-smoking the same long cigarettes

he smokes now, as he ponders program-

ming decisions. That was his first career,

when, during the Forties and Fifties, tie

produced, directed, wrote, and composed
the background music for more than 400
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radio programs, including the popular

Rocky Gordon, a railroad adventure series

inspired by his own brief slint as a youthful

hob'o. From these years as a radio pro-

ducer, his voice retains the tone and pac-

ing of the studio. From the succeeding
years as vice president for programming

at the Mutual Broadcasting System, he ac-

quired his boardroom presence. Both serve

him well in his second career.

Monroe forsook big-time broadcasting

in 1961 and retreated to Nelson County.

The ostensible motive for his move was the

opportunity to own several black radio sta-

tions in North Carolina and Virginia. But

there was amore important reason. In 1958,

while minding his own business as an up-

scale executive in Westchester County,

New York, he began having strange and

inexplicable experiences during sleep.

First came a vibration, and before long,

he recounts in his cult classic, Journeys

Out of the Body (Doubleday, 1971), he
found himself hovering ghostlike above his

bUpon death, he

returns to the spiritual

reality from which

he came, taking with him

the wisdom he gained

on Earth. He is part of

the creator and
is obliged to seek truths

physical form on the bed. While in this near-

massless slate, which he called the sec-

ond body, he was able to journey away
from the bed, drop through the floor, and
pass through walls, traveling down the

street to spy on friends and neighbors.

Though invisible, he managed to pinch

some of them occasionally, he reports,

leaving black-and-blue marks as tangible

proof. Eventually, he believes, he even es-

caped the earth lo chart unknown realms

ot time and space.

At first Monroe wondered if he were mad,

seized by aberrant daydreams, halluci-

nations, or the hellish beginnings of

schizophrenia. Finally he gathered the

courage to seek advice from a friend, psy-

chologist Foster Bradshaw.

"Why. there's nothing else you can do
but look into it and see what it is," Brad-

shaw replied. 'Anyhow, it doesn't seem you

have much choice. If it happened to me,

I'd go ofl in [he. woods somewhere and
keep trying until I found the answer."

With a family to support, Monroe couldn't

just take off for the wilderness. But he did

vow to explore his "wild talent." He began
living a double life. By day he was the tra-

ditional, high-powered businessman, and

by night, a closet investigator, the Don
Quixote of the beyond.

Acting as his own guinea pig, Monroe
learned lo induce waves of vibration

through his body. Resonating with these

waves, he soon discovered that he could

"unhook himself from the physical with ri-

diculous ease" and consciously decide

where he wished to travel..

In the beginning, he says, he merely vis-

ited friends in the here and now— people

and places that exist in the material world

at the moment of the experiment. He
dubbed this sphere ol things Locale I, but

soon discovered that his filmy second body
could also sojourn in Locale II—a "non-

material environment with laws of motion

and matter only remotely related to the ma-

terial world." In this realm of "infinity and
eternity," Monroe says, he met up with the

newly dead and assorted subhuman enti-

ties, including devilish parasites that clung

to his back. At first, he says, he was terri-

fied, but later found the experience awe
inspiring, even ecstatic.

Finally Monroe found yet another re-

gion—Locale III, which he suggests is an

antimatter version of the known universe.

Traveling through this alternate plane, in

fact, Monroe claims that he inhabited the

body of his human counterpart, compli-

cating the poor fellow's love life and caus-

ing inordinate stress.

Monroe's adventures, in short, con-
vinced him thai most human beings sep-

arate from their physical bodies during

sleep. If everyone could master the tech-

nique, he felt, we would come to under-

stand nature, alter our view of death, and
resolve religious conflict.

Medical science would explore the re-

lationship between physical health and the

second body, and explanations for neu-

rosis, psychosis, the unconscious, and
dreams would be revised or discarded. For

the first time, we would truly understand

the workings of the mind.

Thus, when Monroe left for Nelson
County, in 1961. his goal was to mass-pro-

duce the out-of-body experience (OBE).

Since his OBEs were always induced by a

sense of vibration, he reasoned, similar vi-

brations might cause others to experience

the phenomenon.
It's no surprise that Monroe, a sound

specialist, used radio technology to re-

create the effect. He reckoned that out-of-

body vibrations were in some way related

to electrical frequencies in the brain. Such

frequencies-, like sound waves, are gen-

erally measured in cycles per second, or

hertz (Hz). Thus, Monroe figured, all he

had to do was discover which brain-wave

frequency was associated with the OBE.

then re-create that frequency with sound.

The brain, he guessed, would automati-

cally resonate to the sound, in a phenom-
enon he called "frequency following re-

sponse" (ffr), and generate the appropriate

electrical frequency, invoking the OBE.
By 1961

,
of course, scientists measuring



brain-wave frequencies with an electroen-

cephalograph, or EEG, already knew a few

things: Beta waves (16 Hz and above) in-

dicate wakefulness; alpha waves (12 to 7

Hz) indicate relaxed awareness; theta

waves (7 to 4 Hz) are characteristic of the

borderland between sleep and wakeful-

ness; and delta waves (below 3.5 Hz) mark

a deep, almost comatose sleep. Most

states of consciousness are a combination

of two or more waveforms, and the variety

could be infinite.

Drawing upon this information, Monroe

set up a small lab of his own Working

through the Sixties, he charted the brain

waves associated with OBEs, intense con-

centration, and the very deepest sleep.

He also set out to induce these brain

waves with sound. At tirst the task was
daunting. While most brain waves are less

than 16 Hz, the human ear cannot pick up

anything less than 30 Hz. And if subjects

couldn't detect the auditory cue, then the

use of this technique seemed impossible.

But by 1975 Monroe's expertise in

acoustics had provided the solution. He
was, of course, tamiliar with a basic prin-

ciple of physics: If two tuning forks of

slightly different pitch are struck simulta-

neously, the resulting sound waxes and

wanes periodically. These modulations are

called beats, and their frequency is equal

to the difference between the frequencies

of the original tones. Thus, if one tuning

fork is resonating at 200 Hz and the other

at 206 Hz, the beats will be produced at a

frequency of 6 Hz.

Monroe knew that the human ear would

never detect such low-frequency sound.

But, he reasoned, if he introduced sepa-

rate sounds into each ear, then the neural

pathways of the brain itself might resonate

to the inaudible beat. Soon, he says, he

found he was correct: "If I sent sound of

one hundred hertz to one ear and one hun-

dred four hertz to the other ear," he ex-

plains, "I would detect alpha brain waves

at a frequency of four hertz—the differ-

ence between the two sounds." Moreover,

he adds, the resulting alpha waves would

invariably induce a state of deep relaxa-

tion or sleep.

Monroe says he also used his patented

technique, dubbed hemispheric synchro-

nization, or hemi-sync, to induce the OBE

—

a state of consciousness marked by a

complex series of alpha, beta, theta, and

delta waves. The trick, he explains, is to

start by inducing physical sleep with al-

pha, theta. and delta waves. Then, just as

the subject is losing consciousness, you

introduce beta waves. "These jolt the mind

awake while the body stays asleep," he

explains, "setting the scene for an OBE."

It is 12 minutes into the mission, real time.

Sitting before the consoie, Control keeps

his eyes on the instruments, adjusting the

theta/delta signal that is pushing the ex-

plorer deeper into relaxation, deeper into

the hole. It is three days alter Christmas,

and Control prepares to direct his explorer
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into a seasonal section of the library.

"Now then, look back into the accurate

history ot one whom our civilization labels

Jesus Christ," Control instructs. "See what,

you can find out.
"

In a slow, grainy voice revealing great

concentration, the explorer ponders his

problem. "How can I interface with this en-

ergy column?" he says to prod himself.

Even from these depths the dense jargon

of computertand is natural to him; by day
he is an electrical engineer. "The reason

has to do with the consolidation of ideals,"

he says finally "There were too many ideals

. . . and this is interesting: It [the coming
ofJesus] wasn't the first time it happened.

"

"When did it happen before?" Control

asks calmly.

"On a number of occasions," the ex-

plorer replies definitively "Sometime be-

fore the time of the Greeks."

"Does our recorded history know of

these other visits?" Control asks diffi-

dently. A multipatterned, combined sound

bThis man Jesus

was a little crazy. I mean,

people called him

crazy. He was seeking truth.

Apparently he

had special knowledge. , , ,

How In hell

can I translate thls?^>

flows steadily to the explorer now. placing

him in the farthest reaches of Locale II, a

realm where time has ceased to exist.

"Yes, primitive man knows of this. The

teacher walked among two or three Indian

tribes in the Americas. He was there only

a short while—less than ten years—and
then he vanished. In all these visits, the

physical manifestation is similar. Tall man,

six foot two or so. very large for the period.

Auburn hair. Light skin, no olive tint."

"Let's move into an arena where there is

recorded history\" Control interjects. "When
this being entered the body of Christ, was
it at birth or later?"

"It was later," the explorer answers
strongly, without hesitation. "He entered,

and then he was called. This man Jesus

was a little bit crazy for his time, I mean.

People called him crazy. He was one hun-

dred eighty degrees out of phase with his

time. He was seeking truth. Apparently, in

-his twenties, he went into the desert. I see

a tremendous amount of meditation and
physical sacrifice. In his attempt to grasp

truth he tried to stay away from the politics

of the time. He went to a center of learning

where there were people strong enough to

be different. Apparently he had special

knowledge." From the capsule, the ex-

plorer's breath quickens with effort. "Oh,

how in hell am I going to translate this?"

Control waits, appreciating the familiar

problem. Since this mission is an explo-

ration of new territory, the medium of trans-

lation is frightfully difficult. The explorer is

receiving total information, thought balls in

Control's lexicon, a complete package of

data from Locale II. The explorer is trying

to peel off individual layers of the thought

ball, and once peeled off, to interpret and

translate the layers into words comprehen-

sible on the terra firma of Locale I.

"There was a vast necessity to mask
ideals," the explorer strains. "Jesus chose

an esoteric mystification that was different

from all others. All other mystifications were

dependent upon physical reward."

"Very good," Control compliments, en-

couraging the explorer. "Next point; Can
you state the exact ideals' of Jesus?"

"Hold on a minute, " the explorer replies.

It is as if he must search through the pages

of a vast encyclopedia in which all knowl-

edge is stored, or as if toe thrusts an in-

verted periscope down -to the deepest

depths. "The answer is kind of neat," he

finally says with a lilt. "The.ideal is the in-

teraction of all elements of the human race.

The static on the line . . . is fear. Christ came
to show that there was no need for fear.

That was the whole idea: to establish that

there was fear, and that fear was nothing.

Love of fellow man was the ideal, but it was

far more encompassing than that. It's like

a tree growing. ..." His voice trails off

"Take it a point further," Control com-

mands. "As we have recorded the physical

life of this man called Jesus, is it accurate

or inaccurate?"

"Hold on a minute," the explorer an-

swers. Down periscope. "I'll find out. It's

an interesting question.
"

It is 31 minutes into the mission.

"The life of Jesus as it is chronicled is

inaccurate, " the explorer proclaims.

If Monroe and his team of explorers

thought they were getting answers, others

felt they could benefit as well. In 1977 the

Esalin. Institute, in Big Sur, California, in-

vited Monroe to conduct a hemi-sync

workshop. Some 40 people participated,

and the success convinced Monroe lo hold

workshops—he calls them traveling road-

shows—around the country.

He also developed hemi-sync cassefte

tapes for relaxation, concentration, cat-

napping, enhanced sense of touch, and

even for playing better golf and tennis. (In

the tennis tape, which plays sound waves

that induce relaxed concentration, you are

encouraged to imagine the best game oi

tennis you've ever played, and then to re-

peat "Love tennis, love tennis" as you stride

onto the court.)

Refining the tapes further. Monroe es-

tablished his Gateway Program, in which,

seven times a year, some 20 people come
to Nelson County for a week of training.



Many of those who come have a profes-

sional interest in the workings of the brain;

psychologists, psychiatrists, and educa-

tors are prominent. Other participants

range from high-powered business exec-

utives to "seminar hoppers" who have tried

Est or other self-awareness programs and

think hemi-sync may be more scientific.

According to Monroe, that assumption

is correct. The Gateway tapes, he claims,

improve alertness, clarify thought, focus

attention, induce calm, permit unusual feats

of strength, and even make one a "super

conversationalist." For the frequent trav-

eler, he says, his tapes can cure jet lag.

And for the pressured student or doctor,

they can squeeze the benefits of a 90-min-

ute sleep cycle into just half an hour.

Monroe's technique, in fact, has spread

far and wide. In Providence, Rhode Island,

medical students use the tapes to reduce

anxiety at test time. In Tacoma, Washing-

ton, hemi-sync tapes have been designed

for courses in psychology, philosophy, hu-

manities, and speech. In that same city,

first graders listen to a stereo system that

plays slow hemi-sync music constantly.

(The principal is "flabbergasted" at how
orderly and engrossed the youngsters have

become,) At Fort Benjamin Harrison, In-

diana, the U.S. Army reported a 76 percent

increase in trainee efficiency after a hemi-

sync anxiety-reducing signal was used as

background. And because hemi-sync can

deaden the sense of touch, it is being used

to reduce pain for surgery patients in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.

Future applications, Monroe adds, may
be even more intriguing. Since certain

hemi-sync tapes induce sleep without

chemicals, he sees the 30 million insom-

niacs in America as a potential market. (The

institute is not nonprofit.) He also thinks

that hemi-sync tapes might replace meth-

adone and Antabuse as benign substi-

tutes for heroin and alcohol, respectively.

Those who have suffered stroke or other

brain damage may be helped or at least

distracted; because the tapes stimulate

new neural pathways. And language stu-

dents might one day listen to French,

Spanish, or Arabic tapes laced with hemi-

sync waves.

Hemi-sync's ability to influence behavior

and induce suggestibility is put forward as

a virtue, but Monroe knows it can be a vice,

too. Who can say that the substance of

political propaganda might not be similarly

induced? What if Jerry Falwell were to place

hemi-sync in the background of his ser-

mons? And who's to prevent the ad ty-

coons on Madison Avenue from taking ad-

vantage of the technique? Moreover, since

certain frequencies are said to induce brain

seizures, might not this knowledge be de-
veloped into a new weapon?

In sleepy Nellysford, such applications

seem remote... "We've never lost anyone,"

Monroe says to reassure me.

In tact, his literature, reminiscent of that

found in pop self-improvement programs,

promotes hemi-sync as a method "to allow
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you to become more than you ever thought

you could be." While Monroe insists that

he is not practicing psychotherapy, he

claims that ten sessions at his institute can

be equivalent to ten years on the couch.

"Our process accesses hidden drives,"

Monroe tells me. "Fear and guilt inevitably

come out. It gives a person a perception

of his total self. It can profoundly change
how thai person approaches life." And by

inducing altered states like OBE, he says,

the sessions may change an individual's

view of the world. Indeed, more than 3,100

people have gone through the Gateway
experience, and, as a man of statistics,

Monroe has computed more than 90,000

OBEs among them.

Dispatch from the library.

"Did Jesus maintain the being in the

physical body until death? Is the death as

represented?" Control asks.

"The death was as represented, " the ex-

plorer replies after a pause. "But he didn't

iSince certain

hemi-sync tapes are able

to induce sleep

without chemicals, Monroe
sees the 30 million

insomniacs in America

as a potential—
and profitable—market.^

die on the cross. He died before he was
nailed to the cross."

"I see,uh-huh," Control mumbles.

"And he wasn't nailed to the cross. His

body was hung by ropes, and the soldiers

drove spikes into the wood and tied his

body by the ropes to the spikes."

Control shifts ground again. "What was
the purpose of Jesus? What function was
he performing?"

"The learning of man had become stag-

nant, and Jesus came as a kind of kick in

the pants."
'•

"One more thing, " Control presses. "Who
truly was this being that entered the body
of Christ? What was his origin?"

Suddenly for the first time on the Control

console, a worrisome fluctuation in body
voltage is indicated.

"I get a horrendous answer. It is fasci-

nating. I have to say to you in these words;

Bob Monroe already knows the answer. I'm

supposed to tell you that. And then I get a

laugh . . . With the laugh I get a flood of

faces. Not human faces. Just a presenta-

tion of humanity. An essence."

The explorer is breathless, as if his vi-

sion has caused him tear and awe. He is

trying to remain calm, but his polarity—the

balance between negative and positive

electrical impulses in his body—swings
widely. There have been hints of polarity

change before, at moments of intense

emotion. Control wants to know more. He
seizes the opportunity and presses on.

"Is this being accessible to us now?" he

asks. "Can we communicate with him?"

"Let's see. ..." The silence is long.

Control worries that his explorer may be
lost. "It the answer is yes, the question is,

How can we make contact?" Control per-

sists, feeling his breakthrough.

"That's what I'm trying to do!" the ex-

plorer replies in exasperation. "I'm getting

whipped around here quite a bit. We've. .

.

we've got a problem here."

it is as if warning lights have lit up NASA's

control board in Houston. Fluctuations in

biomonitoring have become wild, and po-

larity is shifting markedly. The explorer's

emotions are intense during this over-

whelming pattern of energy.

Control considers feeding the beta sig-

nal to bring the explorer back, under an

emergency procedure. The danger is a

searing, scarring memory that the explorer

could carry into the here and now. But given

the experience and unflappability of this

explorer and the significance of the mo-
ment, Control waits.

"When I answered, I got into some sort

. of different operational mode," the ex-

plorer reports. "There's a new window . . .

how interesting- . . . I don't feel as- if I have

any control. It's really interesting. I'm being

blasted apart in alt directions. All of a sud-

den, I'm accessing thought balls that are

linear as well as horizontal."

"I understand your window very well,"

the steady voice of Control drones, mask-

ing his concern for the wild behavior on

the gauges. "You are very close to it."

"I'll touch it and see," the explorer an-

nounces bravely. It is a gutsy decision—
only a seasoned explorer would have the

courage, and only for him would Control

allow it. They are both, Control and ex-

plorer, in a completely unknown, un-

charted area now. "I'm afraid to touch it.

Hold on a minute. It will take me a minute

to push that crap out of the way. " The crap

is the fear. "There! That's it!"

The line goes dead. The polarity shit! is

complete, and there is only silence. The

explorer is on the other side of the bar-

rier—the remotest regions of Locale II
—

and he cannot speak.

Control hits the beta signal. "We have a

good-enough answer for the moment, all

right?" he says, and begins to pull the ex-

plorer back. "Star! to make your return.

Slowly. Easily. Release your energy. Count

yourself back."

The explorer begins his ascent. From

deep in the hole, he counts scale. By the

count of four he wiggles his toes, his being

reentering the physical body of Locale t,

the here and now. In this mission, it be-

comes a perfect touchup rather than

touchdown. He will remember going
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through that new window, that critical bar-

rier, as exquisite ecstasy.

"Watch out when you get up," Monroe
calls out as he walks over to the dark cap-

sule, where the explorer sits on the side of

the water bed. It has been a successful, if

not entirely trouble-free, mission.

Was this truth or gobbledygook? Was
the explorer in touch with another, higher

energy system or only with psychic sym-

bols deep within himself? Was this really a

library or only a brilliant, meaningless ka-

leidoscope of light? Just how far can hemi-

sync take its practitioners, anyway?
' Monroe won't take a position. More
questions are raised in his laboratory than

are answered, he concedes. As an engi-

neer, his focus is on the applications of his

breakthrough rather than on comprehend-
ing the pure science ol it. He sees his group

operating in an "exploratory mode," and

he is "content to leave the double-blind

studies to others.

"Pure science simply likes to find out and

doesn't like to apply its findings," he tells

me. "My great joy is making something of

value out of this discovery. I know the phe-

nomenon exists, but I don't know the scope.

To do the real science is the province of

others. Why does hemi-sync work? Some-
times I get into the morass of that question,

though
I
prefer not to. If something works,

1 always say, use it!"

But with this overt dismissal of the need
tor scientific proof, Monroe invites skepti-

cism. "Don't believe me. Don'l believe any-

one," he says. "The truth is available. It is

personal. It can be taught and learned. You

can gather it within yourself. I can provide

you with the tools."

I take Monroe up on his otfer and soon

find myself on the water bed in the explor-

er's darkened capsule. A flat speaker,

shaped something like the bill of a platy-

pus, hangs from the ceiling above me.

Monroe attaches electrodes to my fingers

and hands me the earphones from the

panel behind the bed. Then he leaves.

I wait for what seems like an eternity while

Monroe throws switches in the next room.

Abruptly, his soft radio voice not so much
explodes as grows within my head.

'Are you comfortable?" he asks.

"Very comfortable," I answer; Soon af-

terward, I hear the pounding of the ocean
surf against a beach, I see a storm of con-

stantly moiling blue clouds against a black

background. While I am technically asleep,

I can never remember being as alert, And
so, my own brief session ends.

Will a series of such experiences lead to

profound thoughts, great creativity, and

deep religious faith? No one can say for

sure; so one must turn to those who are

familiar with Monroe's work.

First is the testimony of loyal disciples,

professionals who have used hemi-sync for

enhanced relaxation, concentration, and
learning; these people do seem satisfied.

Dance iherapist Kathryn A. Bright says that

hemi-sync tapes have helped her autistic



patients gain grealer awareness of others.

And experimental psychologists Devon
Edringlon and Richard Giroux, otTacoma
Community College, say that students

learning with hemi-sync in the background
tested 10.19 percent higher than a control

group not exposed to the tapes.

But a number o! experts studying brain

waves at the nation's leading institutes don't

share this opinion.

Dr. Gerald Oster, a scientist at the Mount
Sinai School ot Medicine, in New York, who
is studying the effects of sound waves on

the brain, is one such skeptic. Oster, whose
work is widely published, has used a tech-

nique similar to Monroe's, introducing

sounds of varying frequencies into each
ear and recording the results. His EEG
studies showed that the brain did in fact

respond to the beat—to the frequency dif-

ference between the two sounds.

"I see no evidence, however, that the

technique is therapeutic," he says. "I've

done it to myself and felt no mood change
at all. Then again," he adds, "I'm very in-

tellectual aboul it. Maybe that hurts."

If hemi-sync is being questioned, what

about OBE? Ronald K. Siegel, psycho-

pharmacologist at the Neuropsychiatric

Institute of the UCLA School of Medicine,

is an expert on the subject ot hallucina-

tions. He has studied OBEs produced by

drugs, isolation, and stress.

"The OBE," Siegel says, "can be under-

stood as a dissociative reaction of the brain.

People on certain drugs or in isolation tanks

tend to feel removed from their bodies be-

cause ordinary sensory input has been
suppressed. The situation alters percep-

tion in much the same way that going skin

diving for the first time does. You achieve

weightlessness, and the unusual sensa-

tion gives you a different view of the world."

Monroe may be inducing the OBE with

his sound waves, Siegel concedes. But

neither" Monroe, his explorers, nor any of

the Gateway participants have ever left the

body lor real. "People who aren't used to-

sensory deprivation or deep introspection

are like Carlos Castanedas taking drugs
for the first time," he says of workshop par-

ticipants. "They interpret the experience as

instruction, believing anything their Don
Juan guide. says."

The OBE is a valid, even powerful, ex-

perience, Siegel adds. But it is experience

in the form of hallucination, something tak-

ing place within the physical brain, not out-

side of it. "These people are traveling in

mental, not physical, space. Hi believe

Monroe when he shows me the moon
rocks, or when I see replicable experi-

ments published in accredited, peer-re-

viewed journals. I am forced to reserve my
acceptance until then."

But not everyone agrees. Some "new-
thought" Christian sects have become in-

tensely interested in the work of the Mon-
roe Institute. 'To them, Monroe is address-

ing nothing short of the breakdown and
reconstruction of the Holy Trinity. To such
avant-garde Christians, Monroe is on the
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verge of proving that the Holy Spirit lives

within the mind and that the soul survives

death and lives in eternity. Documenting
the OBE, they say, could provide us with

nothing less than verifiable, scientific proof

of an atterlife.

In his office, Monroe leans back in his

chair and looks out at the spare hills. A
tartan boxer's hat is pushed back on his

head. He sports a flannel shirt artd com-
fortable sheep-wool slippers. Snuggled in

his lap is a black cat, which he strokes as

he gropes for words.

He talks about the soul cautiously, for he

rejects the way the famous preacher in the

next county uses that term. Such rigid

usage, he believes, has led to the rejection

ot the overall concept of an afterlife.

"Preachers put the concepts of afterlife,

soul, and eternity into a religious structure

that modern man cannot accept," Monroe
says, "Our work puts these concepts into

a scientific structure that is acceptable.

There is a matrix, a technology at work in

this world. We know the facts, but we don't

know the language or the base from which

it operates. When we do, that's man plus."

Man plus. Monroe has made repeated
references to this grandiose concept dur-

ing our.several days together.. Man's new-

found ability to encompass both eternity

and aboriginality through the altered state,

and especially through the OBE. renders

him a thinking being, according to Monroe.

He survives death and transcends the

constricting "local traffic" ot primal needs.

Monroe speaks with the certainty of one
who believes he has already experienced

death, walked in the deep past and far fu-

ture, and visited higher beings and souls

of the dead.

If his discoveries are heeded, Monroe
believes, a new species o! man—one who
has tripped the light fantastic of Locales I,

II, and III—will result. Man plus, says Mon-
roe, will control both sleep and wakeful-

ness. He will be able to hold a bowl of rice

in his hand and, through brain power alone,

turn it into the equivalent of 2,000 calories.

Woman plus will be able to ovulate when
she wishes and will require clothes only tor

fashion and modesty.

"Man is approaching a window of op-

portunity," Monroe proclaims. "By ex-

panding his consciousness, he has the

chance to make a quantum jump in evo-

lution. Thosawho don't convert to man plus

will become phased out. And," he adds,

"there are already about three- thousand

men plus in existence today."

Why wouldn't these '3,000 men plus try

to control the world? I ask.

"The process by which man becomes
man plus precludes the desire for that kind

of control over other men. The way of

achieving this advanced status leaches out

thai kind of thinking. These men plus may
band together. They would know how to

do that. But their purpose would not be to

control the world. With their abilities and
behavior, they would seem like gods, an-

gels, aliens, or devils. "DO

iniTERV/IEUU
vivre, very mucn a ivmg advertisement for

the health benefits of his own stubborn

brand of intellectual integrity.

Omni: Why do you think that computers
and automation threaten us with techno-

logical unemployment?
Leontief: The paradox is this: In the begin-

ning, human labor was the most important

resource after nature itself. By the Indus-

trial Revolution, electricity and other

sources of power began to eliminate the

need for human physical exertion.

Now with computers, technology is

learning how to replace the human mind,

Avery large pari of the human contribution

to the production process consists of per-

forming relatively simple mental opera-

tions. These are now being replaced by

automated machinery. Even repair is being

replaced. Instead of asking someone to fix

a computer, you throw in a new modular
component. In fact, a machine can do even

mechanical repairs It can track an old

model, see where, it is beginning to mal-

function, and automatically substitute a

component. So. you see. man is being

crowded into a corner.

The usual observation is that humans are

so flexible that there will always be some-
thing else for them to do. That is a loose

argument. They aren't all that flexible. In

his latest book [Previews and Premises]

Alvin Toffler says that everything will be all

right. We'll decentralize everything and
completely abandon mass production for

small-scale electronics.
I
am skeptical of

these general observations. All right, Tof-

fler says, everybody will handle informa-

tion. But what is this so-called information

handling? Marshall McLuhan anticipated

this when he said the medium is becoming
the message. What worries me is that we
are getting McLuhanized: Nobody cares

what the information is; they use it simply

to bamboozle people.

The usual idea is that while mechanical

production can be done without human
participation, service industries require

large amounts of human labor. Actually the

new technology invades the. service in-

dustries, too; even there you will not need

large amounts of human labor!

Omni: Aren't there still many things the hu-

man mind can do that computers can't?

Leontief: Oh, certainly. It may take centu-

ries to complete the process—the func-

tions and capabilities of the human mind

are incredibly complex. But for the iirst time,

labor is beginning to lose out completely

as the principal. You can produce goods
and services with less and less human
ccrtriDution of any kind.

Omni: That should be a popular trend; hu-

mans won't have to work anymore if they

don't want to,

Leontief: But we are left with a problem. A
manager will pay for labor only if it contfib-



utes to production. Here we are talking oi

replacing people entirely. If you replace

horses with tractors, say, you don't pay the

remaining horses more, you just get rid of

them. When [Chairman Thomas] Murphy,

of General Motors, negotiated with [former

United Automobile Workers President

Douglas] Fraser about wages, he ob-

tained what amounted to a wage reduc-

tion. I can imagine how Murphy did it, He
could have shown Fraser a blueprint of an

automaied plant that turns out the' same

cars more cheaply with much less labor

and have said, "01 course, if you reduce

wages, I
will not introduce it at once." Fraser

would have had no counterargument,

Omni: But suppose we do end up with so

many robots and so much automated

technology that everything in the United

States could be produced by a few peo-

ple. Couldn't people then work ten- oreven

five-hour weeks?
Leontief: I have suggested reducing labor

hours, But we should make sure that peo-

ple receive the same, not less, for the (ewer

hours! This is the point. When you de-

scribe any economic system in theory, the

position of horses and people in it is ex-

actly the same. Both work, and both get

fed. We eliminated horses, and now the

position of people, to put it crudely, is ex-

actly the same as that of horses. Not quan-

titatively, qualitatively. In our economy, we.

have eliminated horses, and there is no

problem. But what would have happened

if horses were, able to join the Democratic

Party and were allowed to vote? You would

have a very different story.

Omni: If you gave horses or people one

day a week instead of five days a week
working hours, why should they object'?

Leontief: You would still have the problem-

of income. You can spread the work. But

why should you pay them more? You see,

you solve the unemployment problem by

reducing the workweek, but you don't solve

the income problem. We could employ as

many people as before, but the employer

won't pay Ihe same wage because there

is no. business justification to do so. My
solution is to pay people out of production

even if they themselves don't earn it.

Omni: How much unemployment can we
expect in the years ahead?
Leontief: Paradoxically, it will depend -on

our prosperity: The faster we grow, the

more we'll get. New technology takes ter-

rific investment. If American industry

doesn't invest very much, there will not be

much technological unemployment, be-

cause there will be no new factories! You

see how tricky it is.

Omni: Won't you still get unemployment if

high-tech imports such as Japanese com-

puters replace out-of-date U.S.products?

Leontief: Yes, but that's a separate prob-

lem, and I
think we'll just put tariffs .up. I

had an incredible exchange with the lead-

ers of the s'feelworkers union recently, "[hey

came to me and politely said, "Weunder-

stand we have to cooperate with industry,

and we know that you always say industry
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and labor should cooperate on economic

problems; so could you help us?" And we.

had a meeting in an elegant restaurant in

[New York's] World Trade Center. After two

hours l discovered that they wanted to co-

operate with management on only one

problem: to organize a lobby to interdict

imports of steel! Whereupon I said, "Sor-

ry, this is not my idea of cooperation!"

Omni: But when the steel industry goes

under to imports, what will happen to all

the not-very-smart people who can't be
easily retrained as computer operators?

Leontief: First of all, it won't happen in fif-

teen years. The Industrial Revolution in

England lasted- from about 1800 to 1900:

so relatively, it's now about 1805. Interest-

ingly enough, computerization replaces

labor in service industries faster than in

manufacturing. The computer really re-

places people in offices. In 2000, by our

reckoning, the percentage of the labor force

in middle management will decline be-

cause middle management, is essentially

*/n our economy, we
have eliminated horses, and

there is no problem.

But what would happen it the

horses were able

to join the Democratic Party

and began to vote?

You'd have a different story^

paper shuffling. Computers and humans
can shuffle papers with equal facility.

.

Omni: How do we light ihe threat that peo-

ple might-starve in paradise?

Leontief: What should be done first is to

gradually shorten the number of years and

hours a person works over his lifetime

—

shortening the workday, lengthening the

schooling period, inducing earlier retire-

ment, and so o.n. We must then pay out

supplemental income in different ways

—

social security, unemployment relief, med-
icare, educational grants. It's not such -a

radical idea. Already many people in this

country and in Europe live on government

handouts, that is, services are provided for

which they don't pay. In European coun-

tries, a much higher share of people's in-

come is transferred.

Omni: In this economy of the distant future,

how much 'work will humans actually do?

Leontief: Some amount ol work-will be nec-

essary, but already you see, we are re-

versing history. The way things began
economically is well expressed by the fa-

ble. of a colqnial power coming- to a prim-

itive country and trying to set up organized

plantations. None of the natives- want to

work on these plantations. They already

live quite comfortably picking breadfruit

from the trees, which is not very onerous

work, and they spend the rest of their time

in ceremonies. The colonizers can't get a

labor force: so they introduce money and

faxes. Whereupon the poor natives are

compelled to work on plantations to earn

money to pay their taxes. Now we must do

just the opposite! We have to teach people

to work less. All of the Victorian work mo-

rality, the Puritan ethic will sooner or later

have to go by the board. We will face a

serious cultural and moral problem.

Omni; What do you foresee for the U.S.

economy of the twenty-first century?

Leontief: Wo will unquestionably have ac-

cess to a vast amount oi atomic power,

and so the improvement of the material

conditions ot life will be very great in-

deed— if we're not blown up by atomic

bombs first. With machines and com-
puters-doing routine kinds of work, we will

need to work only two or three days a week.

Educational standards will be raised, since

people will be able to study more and will

also engage in other activities—sports,

theater, and soon. Choices will depend on

the future state of our civilization. Look at

the so-called leisure classes in the nine-

teenth century. These upper classes didn't

work for a living but produced a flourishing

literature and superb science.

Omni; They also did a lot of eating, visiting,

letter writing, and reading!

Leontief: Exactly, and I hope this will hap-

pen again. Whenever someone tells me that

people have to work or they wouldn't know

what to do with their time, I disagree. Peo-

ple don't have to work very hard to enjoy

life. But this is where the whole burden will

fall on our c vilzation. One thing technol-

ogy doesn't do is tell us how to spend our

leisure time. That depends on the nature

of our tradition, history, education, and val-

ues. What do we feel is worthwhile? Of

course, we might just have more football

or Atari games, or simply watch more tele-

vision. That would betoo bad. I would work

even if
I
were not paid— don't tell that to

the president of New Yck Univers ty" like

being paid, but I
needn't be. The majority

of. people. work because they're paid.

Omni: It seems that those who love their

work— in the arts, for example— often get

paid less than those who don't.

Leontief: Only exceptional people get paid

well for doing what they want. Pianists, for

example, like playing piano, and they like

acclaim, and-the outstanding ones are paid

very well. But in the future the difference

between work and play will be reduced in

all occupations. In every economic system

there is an upper class that has income

without having to work for it. Some of these

"

people have been very creative, and sci-

ence could not have developed without

them. Science was not developed by peo-

ple of the lower classes. Newton had his

income: Adam Smith was a former profes-

sor; John Stuart Mill had a sinecure as a

civil servant in the India otfice.
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Omni: The American Puritan ethic upholds
work as a discipline. Won'i there be a fear

that society wil become spineless and self-

indulgent?

Leontief: Yes, and this explains much of

what is happening today in the United

States. The Moral Majority and Reagan are

completely steeped in Puritan attitudes to-

ward liie and work. I don't blame them; [hey

were educated that way. Morality usually

changes slowly to correspond to social

conditions. We are ready to relax on sexual

morality, but we are not ready to relax on
work morality, which, even slightly loos-

ened up, would make things much easier.

We refuse lo pay money to support peo-

ple. Policies thai provide income to non-

working people are considered immoral.

Omni: Will the gap between rich and poor
disappear?
Leontief: You will always have rich men and
poor men if you simply let the price and
competitive systems determine who is rich

and who is poor. On the- other hand, the

government can establish a pump to si-

phon some part of income from one side

to Ihe other. In the days of Dickens, poor-

houses did exactly that; now income is re-

distributed on a much larger scale. Never-

theless, I
don'r want io kill competition,

because material incentive is- still the driv-

ing force in most, if not all, human pursuits.

This is why in the Soviet economy ordinary

industry and agriculture-work very badly—
people have no incentive lo work hard; Yet -

if you look at their scientific institutions, their

performance is pretty good. This is be-

cause people in science work out ol inter-

est, not out of pay incentives. So the in-

come policies or redistribution would have
to be subtle.

Omni: Is there time or resources in the world

for the poor nations to become rich without

Ihe richer nations having to lower their

standards of living?

Leontief: It will be a very long time before

ihe gap between the two is reduced. Many
poor countries really live in the fifteenth

century, and you cannol easily leap out ot

the fifteenth ceniury into the twentieth. It

will be a slow process, but possibly the

gap will be closed by the rich slowing down
and the poor accelerating.

I don't think that

this will happen without great political and
social convulsions in the less-developed

countries. The new technology threatens

the less-advanced countries far more than

it threatens' us. Those with natural re-

sources, such as oil and valuable ore. will

always be on top. But to the.extent they try

to sell us industrially manufactured prod-

ucts, as they do now because their wages
are low,. they will be in trouble. Once our
industry is automated, low wages will no
longer enable them to compete with us.

Omni: Then we will have to redistribute in-

come from rich couniries to poor countries

that get into trouble?

Leontief: The poor countries will just linger

because this redistribution will not take

place. The rich countries, except for Swe-
den and- a few others, resist giving money

to the poor countries. The United States

contributes a smaller proportion of its in-

come to poor nations than it did twenty

years ago. We don't want lo sacrifice any-

thing. I am not heaied up about moral jus-

tification; it's just the way things go. It will

be a very difficult situation.
I say there will

be no redistribution.

Omni: Would a politically unbiased ob-

server from Jupiter,' say, agree that we are

governing the economy well in the United

States today?
Leontief: The economy is not governed!
The economy is operating as a kind ol nat-

ural phenomenon! People pretend to gov-

ern it, but actually they don't. Worse, the

people in government who run the econ-
omy are particularly poorly equipped to do
so. The important political figures of today.

such as members of the cabinet, are in-

ferior to those of the past. The problem is

thai our politicians are not selected in such
a way thai the best minds prevail. [Econ-

omist Joseph] Schumpeter pointed out that

while capitalists are very creative, they tend

lo have absolutely no politrcal capabilities.

When capitalists try io run their own soci-

ety, they fail. England was lucky in this re-

spect. The political leaders of England in

ihe nineteenth century, when it entered its

phase of economic development, were not

tradespeople but aristocrats.

Japan, too, is better off. The Japanese
social and political structure is really a feu-

dal structure. It's incredible, but their feu-

dal instiiutions have proved more ade-

quate for running a modern economy than

institutions developed for that purpose at

the turn of thecentury.

Omni: You've described President Rea-

gan's policy as "dismissing most of the

crew; setting full sail, untying the tiller, and
lowering the poor, the old, and ihe sick in

leaky dinghies overboard." Is this fair?

Leontief: The modern technological econ-
omy cannot operate automatically. Yet the

Reagan Idea, essentially thai ol economist
Milton Friedman, is that the modern econ-

omy is a big computing machine that poses
and automatically solves its own prob-

lems, When I teach, I do use that image as

an example in explaining to students how
an ideal competitive-price system works.

And certainly, to a large extent, we have
an' economy still running automatically.

Nobody plans what or how much to pro-

duce— it all just works.

Omni: Why, in your opinion, won't a hands-
otf economy work?
Leontief: First, the mechanism doesn't work
perfectly, No one who works with com-
puters will put a problem into a computer
at five o'clock, push a button, lock the door,

and go home expecting that next morning
the computer will have automatically
printed out the solution. A transislor will

break down, there will be a short circuit,

whatever. Well, the economic system is

much more complicated than a computer.

Second, there are unemployment prob-

lems, which the computer won't solve.

Omni: Do you think the United States



should have an industrial policy? It's a big

issue in the current presidential campaign.
Leontief: Absolutely, but we have to de-

cide what kind of industrial policy. The
government helping rich corporations to

invest and so on—we don't need that. In-

dividual corporations have very limited ho-

rizons. We need government to organize

research that's too expensive tor individual

corporations and that's not confined to in-

dividual corporations. How does individ-

ual business decide whether to introduce

new technology? The introduction of new
technology will completely change the

price system. A businessman does not

know the consequences of introducing new
technology into other businesses. The
businessman does not even have the in-

formation to tell whether the new technol-

ogy will be more profitable.

Omni: U.S. businessmen have done pretty

well so far. Our gross national product

(GNP) is one third of the total world GNR
Leontief; Our share is eroding. It used to

be fifty percent, then it was forty percent;

now it is thirty percent. Give us twenty years

more and it will be twenty-five percent. In

electronics we are losing markets right and
left, for the same reason our automobile

and steel industries are going bankrupt.

We didn't make Ihe right choices. Now we
are saying let's do what the Japanese do,

but by that lime, ihe Japanese will be doing

something else.

Omni: What industries should we go into?

Leontief; The research hasn't been done;

so how can I tell you? Industrial policy with-

out research means nothing. First you have

to do the research to decide what kind of

industrial structure you would like to have
five, ten, and fifteen years from now, taking

into account technical changes in different

industries, available resources, and the

world market. After that decision is made,
you use all possible means to promote
those industries. I don't care how: subsidy,

government takeover, banning develop-

ment or making it difficult—even protec-

tion against imports is sometimes quite

justifiable. Currently, because we haven't

done the proper research, we are propos-

ing tariffs to protect industries that should

be liquidated. The government is just

thrashing about, taking action without any

good idea what the results will eventually

be. We say we need an industrial policy,

but what we get most often is government
meddling. I'm absolutely against govern-

ment meddling. And with the political or-

ganization we have today, these govern-

ment actions simply serve to satisfy

different interest groups, not the national

interest, Very often this meddling is detri-

mental to the country's economic devel-

opment. This is why, despite urging, I don't

join in the discussion—because much of

it is superficial. I don't testify before Con-
gress anymore; it's an exercise in futility.

Omni: What stands in the way of progress?

Leontief: It's partly ideological and partly

cultural. The current government believes

that if you limit the role of government to



producing atomic bombs and other arms,

the economy will run all right. That is their

well-considered ideology.

Omni: At least Reagan seems to have mi-

raculously killed inflation.

Leontief: The miracle has consisted of

being able to avoid great social distur-

bances despite having ten percent of the

population out of work. No one ever
doubted that if you beat down the econ-
omy, prices will go-down. But he didn't do
anything to prevent another cycle starting.

He's thrashing around. It would be betler

to have no government at all than to have
the actions that government is taking now.

Omni: Washington policymakers, you have
said, are extremely ill informed about the

economic facts. Why?
Leontief: We are living in an information

age without information. Washington is

gutting the government's statistics. They
are cutting appropriations. Next year we
will know less about the American econ-
omy that we knew last year. We cannot ef-

fectively take advantage of modern com-
puters, which enable us to deal with

masses of information, because we haven't

got the information. Pieces of information

are like a pile of bricks, not a building. You
don't collect information before you know
what to do with it. The United States is the

only advanced industrial country that does
not have a real, central statistical office to

collect facts and figures.

Omni: But the United States became the

world's strongest economy without one!

Leontief: Yes! But remember, the German
tribes overran Rome. America is bound to

lose its predominant position, simply be-
cause other countries will grow. But pos-

sibly it is losing it faster because of internal

inabilities to handle the situation. Let me
give you an example. The effect of com-
puters on our economy is very important.

Computers are automatic machinery. So
how will the Age of Automation affect our

economy? The Austrian government has
already made a big study to see how new
technology will affect the Austrian econ-
omy. We haven't got such a study, and we
have no means of doing one.

Omni: We need a central statistical office

to organize one?
Leontief: Yes. All the pieces of information

must fit together. We need an information

system fit for a modern economy. But in-

formation by itself is not enough. Infor-

mation requires analysis. Information by it-

self is just facts. At present we have
marvelous computers, but statistically

speaking, it's all GIGO—garbage in, gar-

bage out. The computers have nothing to

draw on. If the government has all the

power and doesn't know what to do with

it, the result is a mess, it's a tragedy!
'

Omni: Businessmen spend hundreds of

millions of dollars annually on forecasts

made by econometric models. How can
you call these projections ingenious but
utterly unreliable?

Leontief: Just taking a coin and flipping it

would give you about as good a forecast
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as laking the average of all the economet-
ric models. If you have twenty models and
all of them forecast different things, of

course one will be right. The more thought-

ful of these forecasters would agree with

me. Larry Klein [of Wharton Econometric
Associates] might agree with me, saying
that typical econometric forecasts are ter-

ribly weak, really just extrapolation. You look

at the past and you get the future!

Omni: The United States has an input-out-

put table prepared by the Department of

Commerce. Isn't that good enough?
Leontief: The people who work on the

American input-output table are very good
people— I wouldn't impugn their compe-
tence. But the table is prepared by a rel-

atively small group of possibly fifty profes-

sionals, and it is published as a paperback
pamphlet of about two hundred pages. By
contrast, the Japanese input-output table

is four folio volumes of twenty-five hundred
pages, properly bound. Ours is compiled
in a little research unit that is part of a bu-

4We have to teach

people to work less. All the

Victorian work

morality, the Puritan ethic,

will have to

go by the board. This will be
difficult. We'll face

serious cultural problems.^

reau that is part of a division that is part of

the Department of Commerce. The Japa-
nese model is compiled jointly by thirteen

ministries in Japan under the supervision

of. a committee of the cabinet of ministers.

Furthermore, the Japanese input-output

table describes the labor force in terms of

about one hundred twenty different

professions. Ours has three or four. Their

total number of industries is between seven
hundred and eight hundred: ours is ap-
proximately six hundred. Another problem
is that our.census doesn't permit publi-

cation of information on a separate region

of the country because there might be so
few companies in a particular region that

too much information on any one company
could be revealed to competitors. This is

absolutely ridiculous: if their rivals spend
enough money, they can find out the infor-

mation anyway. Furthermore, the public in-

terest requires some things that private in-

terest might not desire.

Omni: Couldn't companies use such a
model to find out, .say, whether a rival were
going into a new product venture?

Leontief: Absolutely not. The informalion is

not so specific. Besides, we have private

profit-making companies whose job is to

find out information about other compa-
nies. Look at me: Companies that know
and value my work give me volumes of in-

formation! They know I won't publish the

proprietary figures I use. We work in that

spirit, and the companies should work in

the same spirit with the government. Ac-
tually, the costs to the company and so-

ciety of being generally sluggish and
backward are much higher than the costs

of certain minor competitive disadvan-
tages that cooperation might incur.

Let me tell you about Japan! Two years

ago I was visited by a young Harvard Law
School professor who had been a member
of the U.S. State Department team nego-
tiating with the Japanese on certain prob-

lems of technology transfer. He was
shocked and embarrassed to discover that

the Japanese knew more about our econ-
omy than we ourselves did. And it was not

because they were spying. There was
nothing undercover about it. They now have
a multiregional input-output table that cov-

ers the whole Pacific area, and they have
tables of the United States. It enables them
to approach problems with incredibly ac-

tive rationality. If the United States func-

tioned in this way, we might pursue much
better economic tactics and strategies.

Omni: You have excoriated economists as

an "irrational trade union." Can you define

that irrationality?

Leontief: They build theories without relat-

ing them to facts: It's purely abstract rea-

soning, mathematical game playing. The
journals have lots of formulas but no fig-

ures. I am not against theory: the whole
science is a combination of facts and the-

ory. I find academic economists terribly

funny and boring, but I don't blame them.

It's not a moral deficiency. It's how they
were brought up. The academic establish-

ment is extremely indoctrinating. As young
people these economists might have had
better ideas, but these ideas were com-
pletely washed out of them.

But
I do find them terribly dull. I have

few friends who are economists. The trou-

ble is this: Given how it has evolved, eco-
nomics will attract nobody unless he's a
little dull, because when he looks at eco-

nomics, he gets bored. So you see the

logic: Economists are dull because only

dull people go into economics! It's mainly

noneconomists who are interested in in-

put-output.

Omni: What do you feel about Keynes now7

Leontief: I think Keynes is obsolete. He was
incredibly intelligent but more of a politi-

cian than a scientist. He really wanted to

gain certain objectives, and public rela-

tions played a terrific role for him in influ-

encing people. A scientist in economics
who says that in fifty years we will all be
dead— by which he meant that we
shouldn't think beyond fifty years— is giv-

ing you a somewhat cynical answer.

Economics was founded by Adam Smith.

a very great man. When he wrote his book
[The Wealth of Nations, 1776], alltheeco-



nomic fads were well-known to the aver-

age man; so Smith didn't have to collect

any. He organized the facts and produced
a theory to interpret them. From then. on,

economists simply interpreted what was
already common knowledge. But there

came a point when the economists ex-

hausted all the known iacts. Because col-

lecting facts is so terribly expensive and
difficult, they went in the direction of theo-

rizing, and when facts were missing, they

made assumptions.

Economists simply built purely imagi-

nary worlds based on convenient, artificial

assumptions. When statistics developed.
everyone knew you needed them; so a

statistical methodology was developed that

enabled you to describe facts by curve-

fitting. You just put dots in a graph, draw
a line that fits them, and that seems to be
an explanation of the facts. Statistical

methodology enables every dumb student

to copy some figures out of the computer
using a program that computes all the av-

erages, and this is considered analysis.

My point is that economists kill facts by
averaging everything out.

Omni: But can you take into account every

individual economic fact in the United

States? There are billions ol them!

Leontief: No. Scientists face three kinds ol

quantitative problems. Some problems in-

volve very tew variables, as in Newtonian
mechanics or in astronomy, where you-
might describe exactly the relations be-

tween three planets in space. But you
would get very uncomfortable when you
try this type of analysis with fifteen

planets— it gets too complicated. Then
there are relationships that have millions of

variables, such as in the theory of gases,

where you use stochastic statistical meth-

ods to average it out. Probability theory

embraces millions of facts, and the more
facts or individual players, the more ac-

curate your estimates. But in economies',

as in biology, you may have two hundred
or even two thousand variables'—and
dealing with them I reject the statistical ap-

proach. I say each variable is significant.

You cannot substitute one for another. With

input-output analysis,
I
construct a big

system using many variables, but each one
has its own name and address. Orthodox
economists have never liked input-output,

but for some reason, the scientific world

likes me.
I
am not pushy. I just do my work.

Omni: Can the United States learn from
Russia in managing its business?
Leontief: From the system, no. No. The
Russian economy is just a mess. Our
economy, you see, is a sailing ship pro-

pelled rapidly by the strong wind of private

profit motive. It often runs on the rocks be-
cause there is no helmsman at the wheel.

The Soviet sailboat has an oversize rudder
held by a strong hand, but it just bobs up-

and down in the water for lack ol the pro-

pelling power of the profit motive. But you
should not underestimate the Russian ca-

pability. If they want to concentrate on
something, they can do it.
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Omni: What is the theme of your latest book,

Military Spending?
Leontief; First of all,

I
assembled' all the

uncollected facts. In Italy, for example, the

government told us that the information we
wanted about arms production was se-

cret; so a radical political party there or-

ganized an investigation that went to all the

provinces and visited all arms installations

in Italy. They sent me a beautiful map, like

an automobile-club road map, with all the

installations marked and described. They
laughingly informed me that the war min-

istry had bought numerous copies from

them since it was better than the govern-

ment's map.
I treat arms production as an industry

whose product happens to be arms. We
project what would happen if you reduced
a particular kind of arms or reduced mili-

tary expenditures in all countries—how this

might affect the world economy and, in

particular, how it could help the less-de-

veloped countries a bit more. I consider,

<mA Harvard professor

was shocked to discover the

Japanese knew
more about our economy

than we did.

And it was not because they

were spying. There

was nothing undercover^

for example, the possibility of poorer coun-
tries making arms for themselves- instead

of buying them. In general, these countries

would be much better off because they

pay such terrible prices.

Omni: What will happen if Reagan contin-

ues military spending at high levels?

Leontief: Our military budget is not so huge.

Like the deficit, it's a slight exaggeration.

It won't bankrupt the country. If we cut it,

however, we'd be able to reduce taxes and
turn the money back to the people, or we
could devote it to all kinds of useful proj-

ects. We might rebuild New York. I have a
niece of thirty-five, a Belgian who is a dress
designer and often visits here from Paris.

Two weeks ago. she was walking along

Sixth Avenue at Twelfth Street with her boy-

friend, when she stepped on a subway
ventilation-shaft grate; it gave way under
her, and she fell eight feet onto concrete.

The fire department had to come and ex-

tricate her.. This. is the state of affairs we
face in public infrastructure.

Omni: What would be the economic effect

of a big reduction in military expenditures?

Leontief: It requires industrial policy and
detailed planning-. One easy thing would

be to give aid to less-developed countries.

We don't need a situation in which the

president of the central bank of Brazil re-

signs, as he did recently, because the con-

ditions that the World Bank and Western

bankers impose on Brazil to settle its debt
problem would produce economic col-

lapse there. When I read that, I recalled

that Keynes resigned Irom the English del-

egation to Versailles and predicted thai

forcing Germany to give reparations would
plunge Europe into another disaster, which
is what happened. Reparations destroyed

the German economy, produced unem-
ployment, the Nazis, and another world war.

Now we're making the same mistake with

the less-developed countries. Instead of

scolding the American banktrrs for giving

these loans, we should support them.

The bankers organized their own Mar-

shall Plan. Now of course they cannot sus-

tain it. The government should bail out the

banks and give even more. I'm not known
as a fellow who congratulates bankers, but

fof once the bankers did the right thing.

They took the Saudi Arabian oil money and
recycled it to Brazil, which developed fast.

Omni: Is there another way to kill inflation

other than through deep unemployment?
Leontief: Oh, absolutely. For a very long

time the Austrians, till their economy finally

began sinking two years ago because that

of the rest of the world was sinking, had
three percent inflation and two percent un-

employment. Austria had it by negotiating

it. The workers in Austria reasonably
agreed not to make very high wage de-

mands because the government guaran-

teed their real income. The government
didn't just say, "Bargain!" but rather.

"Through negotiation ano legislation, we
will see that your income is reasonably in-

creased in proportion to the rise in gen-

eral— not only labor— productivity."

Inflation is a social, not a monetary,

problem; it's a symptom of social malad-

justment, not simply of monetary malad-

justment. There are worse things than in-

flation. The present inflation fight has been
used to undermine progress in our social

system. For many years it was moving
ahead pretty well.

Omni: Are you motivated by concern for

the underdog?
Leontief: My passion is really for science.

Fundamentally, I do economics not to help

human beings but to see how the Garrtn

thing works. Helping humanity is not my
motive, though I try to do it. I was sur-

prised, you- know, that input-output analy-

sis proved to be so useful in practice tt

never became popular among acader^;c

economists here, but in Gennc-ny jr

:

other countries, it is a required course.

Omni: Do you aggressively attack ideas

that you believe are wrong?
Leontief: Very seldom. One cannot aoV
vance science by attacking other people.

I leave them alone. It's no use. I just do my
stuff. This is my fundamental attitude. I don't

think
I
have written more than ten critical

articles in my lile.OQ
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tury's computer chips will be made not of

silicon crystals, but of large organic mol-
ecules. Such biocomputers might simu-
late fhe human brain, processing myriad
amounts of information at once, making
decisions, drawing conclusions, weighing
evidence, perhaps even exhibiting crea-

tivity. Biological computers, however, are

still theoretical. At best, they are many
decades away.

Closer to reality is a souped-up silicon

technology called parallel processing,
which industry experts say is almost ready.

In parallel processing, the computer
contains several chips, each specializing

in a specific job. One, for instance, may
handle calculations; another, memory
processing, and so on.

"You can put many interconnected com-
puters on one chip, and they can work on
different parts of a problem simulta-

neously, like the neurons in your brain,"

says Ronald Krutz, director of the com-
puter-engineering center at Pittsburgh's

Mellon Institute, a branch of Carnegie-
Mellon University that does consulting work
for industry He says the advantages are

high speed and the ability to handle pro-

grams far more complex than today's soft-

ware. Parallel-processing computers, for

instance, might well carry on conversa-
tions in ordinary English. Engineers at Car-

negie-Mellon and throughout the com-
puter industry are currently wrestling with

such difficult problems as how to control

parallel processing's multiple simulta-

neous operations without losing the speed
advantage. The task is formidable, but most
industry experts are highly optimistic.

"It will take a while, but the cheapness
of processors will make it happen within

five years or so," says Mike Jones, vice

president for engineering at Peachtree, a

leading software producer. "The result will

be computers that are much faster, much
easier to use, and that allow you to work
on several tasks at the same time."

As just one example of what parallel

processing can do, Kay suggests that your

computer and telephone would be con-
nected. "A call comes in while you're doing
word processing, and a window opens on
your screen to tell you who is calling," he
says. "Or you might bring up information

from a database and plug it directly into

the report you're writing." The industry

buzzword, he says, is multitasking, mean-
ing computers that can do several jobs at

once. For example, while you are writing a
letter, the computer might be calculating

sales figures you need, preparing a pie

chart, and printing out 5,000 envelopes,

drawing the addresses from a database.

Researchers are confident that such power
will lead, in a decade or so, to computers
that can see, listen, talk in ordinary Ian-

"

guage (such as English or Japanese),
learn, and make judgments.
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Even more immediate will be the impact
of yet another technology: videodisk stor-

age. Lasers write information on the disks

in binary form, burning a microscopic hole

in the disk to represent one and leaving a
blank space to represent zero. The lasers

also read the inscribed disks. Videodisks,

of course, already allow owners of video-

disk players to see movies or Michael

Jackson's latest see-it-while-you-hear-ii

performance. The next step will beto mate
the personal computer to videodisks; and
it is coming soon. In fact, the computer
industry has been humming with the news
that IBM recently ordered 1.5 million com-
pact laser-videodisk drives, possibly as an

addition to the firm's PC line.

Videodisks otfer immense storage ca-

pacity: One new disk can hold the equiv-

alent of 2 million typed, double-spaced
pages of data on a single 14-inch platter.

They also offer visuals comparable to mo-
tion pictures, which are light-years ahead
of the simple graphic displays now avail-

wLock up your

data banks! The Fifties

hot-rodder got

around on Goodyears.

Now the high-

school technojock can
punch a key

and go anywhere.^

able on personal computers. The possi-

bilities are intriguing.

"You can perform very exciting graphic
simulation with the technology. For in-

stance, you could play a game of com-
puter football in which the players on the

screen are actual NFL athletes," says
George Heilmeier. senior vice president

and chief technical officer at Texas Instru-

ments, in Dallas. "Simulation games like

this could be highly educational." he adds.
"Imagine exploring the moon by gliding

over moonscape based on real NASA
footage, or teaching yourself to fly and
being able to safely see the conse-
quences of your maneuvers. If you're too
light on the throttle, well, then you plow into

the power lines!"

He says -that tomorrow's encyclopedia
will probably be stored on such a com-
puter-videodisk machine. "Suppose I

wanted to look up something on supply-

side economics," he-says. "On the left side

of my "screen I might see [supply-side

economist] Arthur Laffer delivering a lec-

ture on his theory, and on the right side I'd

see an outline of his ideas." The possibil-

ities, of course, are enormous: Look up ti-

ger in your computerized encyclopedia,

and up comes a sinewy Bengal, bounding
through the Indian jungle, while a leading

zoologist, interrupted by an occasional
roar, describes its physiology, behavior,

and ecological niche.

Video-computer systems already are

beginning to appearin video arcades (see

"Video Worlds," January 1984). You can
get airsick, for instance, dogfighting in an
advanced jet plane from Clint Eastwoods
movie Flrefox. Computerized training.

courses are also available on videodisk.

But Heilmeier notes that the disks are not

yet interactive: so the computer user can-

not write on them or change their contents
and store his own information. According
to Heilmeier, truly, interactive computer-vi-

deodisk equipment is approximately three

to five years away.

Norman Weizer, a senior analyst for the

computer industry at Arthur D. Little, Inc.,

the international consulting company
headquartered in Cambridge. Massachu-
setts, says that videodisks will eventually

contain both a program— for instance,
word processing—and the instruction

manual needed to operate it. The user will

then have the option of either studying the

instructions on the screen or of having them
printed out. Among other things, the man-
ual wili offer audiovisual how-to demon-
strations. "You could get a couple of hours
of video instruction on the disk in addition

to the program," he says.

"We could put our entire software library

on one videodisk." says Peachtree's Jones.

"The disk drive, a peripheral attachment to

your computer, will eventually cost about
two hundred fifty dollars, and a disk will

be about ten dollars."

"The density of storage in these laser-

disks is spectacular. The entire Library of

Congress card catalog can fit on just two
of these disks, "says Lotus's Chris Morgan.
He adds that read-only disks will be avail-

able for computers in just a few years. Disks

that a computer can both read and record

new information upon (read-write disks)

should be available in about seven years.

By then, he thinks, the video images will

be as sharp as reality: "When holographic

displays come along, you'll have live per-

formances in your living room with three-

c ; mensional projections."

Denser chips, magnetic bubbles, par-

allel processing, videodisk storage— as
such technologies reach the marketplace
over the next three to seven years, com-
puters will acquire ever larger memories.
And they will be able to process ever more
complex programs in less and less time.

As a result, software companies will be able

to produce far more complex programs.

Yet, because of that underlying complex-
ity, the programs will be so simple and nat-

ural to use that any bright orangutan could

operate a computer.

"I'm an ex-programmer tor mainframes,
and

I know all the languages— I'm com-
puter literate— but I don't see any reason

at all why my twenty-year-old son needs
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to be," says Weizer. "In the future, com-
puter literate will mean nothing more than

knowing how to use software."

As an indicator of the direction in which
computing is going, many industry ex-

perts point to Apple
:

s new Macintosh com-
puter. "It's a major breakthrough in many
ways—it's hard to- get people away from

that machine," says Morgan- The Macin-
tosh can process 32 bits—or pieces—of

information at one time, which makes it

roughly twice as powerful as the IBM PC.

It also uses a new 3.5-inch plastic-en-

cased floppy disk—something like a tape

cassette—that many observers believe will

become an industry standard because it's

rugged and tits in your pocket, much like

a cigarette pack. It is Macintosh's easy-lo-

use features, however, that suggest the

most important trend in computing.

For instance, instead of typing out com-
mands on the keyboard, the user can roll

an ashtray-size electronic gadget, called

a mouse, around on his desk to manipulate

an onscreen pointer. By aiming his pointer

at appropriate drawings on the screen, he

gives the computer orders. For instance, if

he wants to throw away something he's

written, he points to a little picture of a gar-

bage can. Other computer makers are

moving in the same direction. Hewlett-

Packard, for example, has developed a

new computer that can be given a series

of commands simply by touching various

spots on the screen.

"Mice are good. I've run a mouse over

pipe ashes, and it continued to work, but

a messy desk can be a problem," says

Weizer. "It's also annoying to have to re-

move your hand from the keyboard to work

the mouse; so
I
think that we'll see increas-

ing use of a one-finger joystick mounted
on the keyboard to move the pointer around

on the screen."

Despite such caveats, he says the Mac-
intosh hints at how easy machine/human
communication will become in the future.

"Already, with just one hand on a mouse,

by pointing to little icons on the screen,

you're doing complex data processing that

is hard even with a mainframe computer."

he says, adding that piloting tomorrow's

computers will be even easier. Today, for

instance, an executive must use a key-

board to ask his computer: "How many
salespeople do we have working the Mid-

west this week?" But in a decade or so. he
might simply ask the question aloud.

"Voice recognition is difficult because of

the problem of understanding different re-

gional accents. Computers that can un-

derstand voice commands should be
available in ten to fifteen years." says
Jones. Ronald Krutz. of the Mellon Insti-

tute, notes that some speech-recognition

devices are available already, but that they

are primitive. "For true voice communica-
tion with microcomputers, we'll need tots

ol processing power and lots of memory."
he says. The human side of the equation

could also prove difficult to solve. Ob-
serves Weizer, "I don't know how long it



will take for people to feel really comfort-

able talking to machines."

Meanwhile, as machines develop more
power, software designers will develop

entirely new kinds of programs. Just what

form they will take is still unclear, but some
ol the latest programs are indicators.

To considerable fanfare in computer cir-

cles, Living Videotext, Inc., a small Palo

Alto, California, company, recently intro-

duced a new program called ThinkTank.

Essentially, ii is an idea processor, accord-

ing io the company's president, Dave Win-

er. The program generates an onscreen

outline that lets you organize and rear-

range thoughts. Suppose you are planning

a new store that will sell computer soft-

ware. You type in a possible name, sor~

world, which appears on the screen. Then

you could create categories to think about.

customer populations, suppliers, advertis-

ing themes, and so on. Then you could

brainstorm, slapping down ideas under the

different categories as you go, switching

them around, changing the categories, re-

fining the ideas.

Eventually, your computer will have in its

memory a definite plan for the new store,

complete with details for financing, start-

ing up, and eventual expansion. Such a

program is a harbinger of software to come
because it is useful to virtually anyone,

whether he is plotting a corporate takeover

or planning an awards banquet for the lo-

cal bowling club. Programming must evolve

in that direction—universal usefulness

—

before the industry can achieve its cher-

ished goal of a micro in every split-level.

"ThinkTank is a prototype for a new kind

of programming. It's going to be a mass
market, and we're going after that," says

Winer. "You're also going to see computer

networking so that we're no longer working

as isolated little islands- Computers are

going to link us together so that we can
accomplish what individuals cannot."

A step toward that networked nation is

now under way at Carnegie-Mellon Uni-

versity, where campus workers are cur-

rently stringing fiberoptic cables from

building to building. By 1986, the univer-

sity will be a microcosm of the city of to-

morrow; Its microcomputers—approxi-
mately 7,000 of them—will outnumber
people, linking freshmen, deans, janitors,

and everyone else on campus to a central

data bank and to one another, Students,

for instance, will write term papers on com-

puter terminals and send them electroni-

cally to their professors, who will grade
them on the computer and electronically

return the annotated versions. IBM and
Carnegie-Mellon are cosponsoring this

scale model ot the computerized future.

"I used to work at Xerox's Palo Alto Re-

search Center, where we had this kind of

system, and the effect was a much higher

quality of communication between peo-

ple," says James Morris, director of Car-

negie-Mellon's Information Technology
Center. Morris is designing the program-

ming for what university students already
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are calling Computer U. One reason, he
says, is that written communication forces

pupils to express thoughts more clearly

than they would in everyday speech, while

electronics speeds up ihe tempo of com-
munication. "You can involve more people
in a discussion because they don't have to

be there physically," says Morris.

Eventually, he says, the university may
extend the computer' connection out into

Pittsburgh, first for off-campus students

and eventually for the entire city. But com-
puterization already is having an effect on
education at Carnegie- Mel Ion.

(

'A good example is history. Traditionally,

undergraduates have been unequipped to

do genuine research," says psychologist
Jill Larkin, director of Carnegie-Mellon's

Center for the Design ot Educational Com-
puting. "Now the history department has
a database of grievances filed by people
in different parts of France just before the

French Revolution. Students are tapping
into the database to do studies that ac-

tually increase our knowledge of the rev-

olution's causes."

The unknown quantity in the computer-
ization program, she says, is its psycho-
logical and sociological elfects on stu-

dents. "The best analogy is the advent of

the mass-produced automobile— I don't

think anyone at that time guessed that the

car would completely rearrange society.

"You have to realize that tomorrow's mi-

crocomputers will be as powerful as to-

day's mainframes. We're working with IBM
right now to develop them," Larkin adds.
"I think we're putting together a prototype
of what will be common throughout soci-

ety. Lord only knows what it'll be!"

As the computer revolution takes hold,

the big winners may be schoolchildren. So
says Judah L. Schwartz, professor of en-

gineering science and education at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
a leader in the new field of educational
computing. "Technology is no problem

—

it's here now," he says. "But we have to

learn to use the technology to support what
education really is, which is the process of

helping people to ask questions about the

world around them." He believes that

teaching children to program is unneces-
sary. "That's like giving them a machine
shop and saying, 'Go build your own tools.'

I say give them the tool kit—a screwdriver
and a word processor are both tools."

At MIT, Schwartz and his associates are

developing programs that will put com-
puters to more effective use in class-

rooms. One of these programs lets stu-

dents learn geometry by exploring for

themselves the relationships between dif-

ferent figures. "For instance, you can put
up on the screen any triangle you want and
do anything to it that you want. Then you
can formulate theories and keep trying

them out on different triangles to see if they

hold up," says Schwartz. "We've tried it

with tenth graders, and they've discovered
new theorems, and we've had slow learn-

ers duplicate every theorem in the book."
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Tomorrow's microcomputers, souped up
with artificial intelligence, glistening with

user friendliness, are sure to affect every-

thing from tenth-grade geometry classes
to Forlune 500 decision making. No one is

quite sure, however, where the computer
revolution will take us.

"The car analogy finally breaks down
because the car is a static tool— it just gets
you from here to there. By contrast, the

computer is open-ended, with no limits on
its ultimate uses," says Lotus's Morgan.
"That's why the effect of the computer will

be both more profound and less predict-

able. Except for the human mind, the com-
puter is the first open-ended tool ever."

According to Texas Instruments's Heil-

meier, tomorrow's computers will be ubiq-

uitous but inconspicuous. Everything trom
your toaster, to your home's heating sys-
tem, to your car will be controlled by tiny

internal computers. You will not even know
they are there. And as computers become
ever more potent, they will shrink. Even-
tually, says Heilmeier, you may carry your
computer in your shirt pocket, plugging into

a terminal—probably your telephone—to

access databases. But even before the

pygmy computer arrives, computers will

be doing a bigger share of our thinking.

"Within the next five years, expert sys-

tems—artificial intelligence—will be in the

personal-computer marketplace. That, in

"turn, will impel our entire culture to start

thinking in a more productive way about
the nature of knowledge. The impact will

be analogous to the introduction ot books,"

predicts Ira Goldstein, director ot the Ap-
plication Technology Laboratory at Hew-
lett-Packard's Palo Alto laboratories.

He says that programs will soon be
available to serve as your tax adviser, at-

torney, or personal physician. Because the

programs will be intelligent enough to make
judgments, they will be able to serve as
librarians. "You call up a database and say,

'I want to know about dangerous animals
in North America,' " says Goldstein. "The
program decides that you must mean dan-
gerous to people. It decides you probably
mean large animals, not disease-bearing
microbes, that you mean extant animals,

and itasks you questions it necessary. In

other words, it thinks."

In about ten years, he forecasts, we can
anticipate the debut of machine learning.

which will aljow us to program our com-
puters by talking to them, much as we might
talk to a student. And in 15 years, he says,

"machines will be learning from one an-
other across a worldwide network and from
their own observations. We'll no longer be
able to say that in all situations, people are
always smarter than computers.
"My grandchild's best friend will proba-

bly be a computer," Goldstein continues.

"It might well be that every child will grow
up with a computer nanny who, in time, will

change with him, becoming his lifelong

companion. It's difficult to imagine how
such a sociely will work, but the potential

is much greater than the risk."DQ
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who do not may ^experience this agoniz-
ing conflict of individualization and sepa-
ration from their mothers during late ado-
lescence. This is a particularly vulnerable

stage of life, when a young person is trying

to achieve adulthood and separation from
his parents. Conflicts from an earlier age
are evoked at this time, and the pattern of

self-harm may be the result.

Cutting and burning oneself may seem
to be farfetched substitutes for maternal
contact, but from the DSH victim's point of

view, he is experiencing a psychic release,

"He focuses on the stimulating effects of

the contact rather than onthe act of inflict-

ing pain," Pattison explains. 'Afterward, he
may feel embarrassed or ashamed, but he
doesn't feel guilty. 'I can't help it,' he says,

'I have to do this in order to survive.' So we
Ihink the act may be an attempt, paradox-
ically, at self-preservation."

Pattison and Kahan found that certain

social factors, such as feeling isolated or

having a disruptive family life, seem to pro-

voke deliberate self-harm. Other factors

associated with suicidal behavior—the re-

cent loss of someone close or having a
serious disease—are not related to DSH,
although the syndrome may mark a person
as a potential suicide risk.

No one yet understands why it usually

lakes about a decade lor the syndrome to

play itself out. But like other kinds of im-

pulsive behavior, self-harm seems to have
a kind of burnout phenomenon. "It's as if

they have finally begun to learn the lesson
of life," Pattison says.

Many psychiatrists seem to feel that Pat-

tison and Kahan have accurately de-
scribed what is happening to many of their

patients. These doctors are in favor of hav-

ing DSH recognized by the American Psy-
chiatric Association. "About half the cases
of sell-mutilation that I see fit into this syn-

drome," says Dr. Armando Favazza, a Uni-

versity of Missouri professor ol psychiatry

whose book, Slices of Life, discusses the

broader topic of self-mutilation as a social

and psychiatric phenomenon, "I think Pat-

tison is right in saying that we should de-
fine DSH as a separate syndrome. That

would focus our attention on Ihe behavior

so that we might begin to think about what
causes it and how io treat it."

For now, the medical establishment is

experimenting with different ways to treal

this bizarre problem. "We try things." states

Favazza in a matter-of-fact tone. "If a pa-
tient tends to be a little psychotic, we give

him medication. If he tends to be a little

depressed, we give him medication. If he
is a little anxious, we give him medication.

We try and talk with him."

Therapy sometimes helps a person rec-

ognize his separation anxiety and learn

how to cope with the panic he feels. "Un-
fortunately," concludes Pattison, "there are
no nifty-dandy answers. "DQ
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alone is like trying to judge a great

orchestration by the notes played on
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aware, ordinarily. Only by their dis-

covery and mastery can you increase
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accomplishment.
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Then they made comparison counts in two
unsprayed forests. Their tallies speak el-

oquently; 24 bird and 5 mammal species

remain in A Luoi valley, as opposed to 145

bird and 30 mammal species in one of the

unsprayed forests, and 170 bird .and 55
mammal species in the other.

Peter Ashton, director of Harvard's Ar-

nold Arboretum, predicts that the slow-

growing, valuable hardwood trees of the

Vietnamese forests will need 150 years to

regenerate and that some species may
never relurn. A more optimistic assess-

ment comes from Carl F Jordan, of the In-

stitute of Ecology at the University of Geor-

gia, in Athens. He believes that defoliated

forests may produce a restored canopy
within the next half-century. And the gov-

ernment is now devoting considerable time

and money to reseeding the coastal man-
grove forests, which were destroyed by re-

peated spraying.

Surprisingly, even after the war ended,
the communists who united North and
South Vietnam under one flag kept quiel

about the agent-orange issue. Instead of

appealing for help and sympathy, they

played down the effects of chemical war-

fare. Even at the international symposium,
noles Jordan, the Vietnamese quashed ef-

forts -by Soviet scientists to write harshly

anti-American attacks into the final report.

Why the silence?

The reason is purely pragmatic, accord-
ing to Ngo Vinh Long, a Harvard-educated
Vietnamese historian who is writing about
the war. "The Vietnamese want to avoid a

panic," Long avows. The government is

hiding the truth because "they have no fa-

cilities for treating people" who would "Hood

the hospitals."

In order to quell fears of Ihose living in

defoliated areas, Long continues, "mon-

ster babies who survive birth are being

moved with their families to a special vil-

lage north of Hanoi. But still, in the south,

I saw kids with four legs and four arms."

In March 1983. shortly after the inter-

national symposium, however, a study of

Australian veterans of Vietnam found "no

evidence that army service in Vietnam re-

lates to the risk of fathering a child with an

anomaly." The New York Times, reporting

these results, noted that the Australian

government had praised the study.

A just released $11 million Air Force study

of all 1,269 Operation Ranch Hand partic-

ipants, however, highlights subtle and un-

expected medical problems. Although
none of the findings were statistically sig-

nificant, the report notes that infant mor-
tality and birth defects (primarily birth-

marks) among the offspring of Ranch
Handers are four times more common than

might be expected. Among the men them-
selves, there was a 30 percent higher rate

of skin cancer and a doubling in the inci-

dence of genitourinary and ear-throat can-

cer as compared with an unexposed pop-

ulation of military men. To clarify these

findings, the Air Force will conduct a fol-

low-up study of the same participants five

times over the next 18 years.

In the meantime, the Centers for Disease

Control (CDC), in Atlanta, is collecting data

on the effects of agent orange. The study,

which CDC public-health adviser Robert
Diefenbacher calls the largest epidemiol-

ogical investigation of its kind, will include

interviews with 30,000 veterans. Re-
searchers will perform intensive medical

examinations on 10,000 of them. The Vet-

erans Administration has allocated $54
million to support this work.

"We're looking at long-term effects of

herbicide exposure, effects of Vietnam.

service, and the risk of contracting certain

cancers, such as nasal, soft-tissue sar-

coma, lymphoma, and liver cancers," Die-

fenbacher says. Findings should be re-

ported by 1987.

Clearly, the final verdict is contingent

upon the results of such longitudinal stud-

ies. Yet Dow Chemical Company and six

other manufacturers of agent orange have

been inundated with so many veterans'

damage suits that they recently agreed to

a surprise out-of-court settlement. Pooling

their resources, the producers have cre-

ated a $180 million relief fund for service-

men and their family members who claim

to have been harmed by the herbicide.

Under the terms of the tentative agree-

ment, the manufacturers deny liability for

any health problems. The huge sum of

money, however—the largest ever won by

a class of claimants for wrongful injury

—

speaks another story.

For many, studies on herbicide damage
will come too late. For others— especially

the Vietnamese—there may be no reme-

dies or treatments available. Ultimately, re-

search into what agent orange did to Viet-

nam may have the greatest impact on our

future—as a deterrent and a reminder that

technology itself is a blind power. We who
invent it must also control its direction and
limit its use.DO
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The official contest results of

the 2084 Olympics

By Scot Morris

Last February we announced Competition

#32, a special contest to describe the

sports events that will be played in the

2084 Olympics. By then, we predicted,

many games will be played in space,

on the moon, and in space habitats.

An extraordinary contest demands
extraordinary judges. Omni art director

Elizabeth Woodson assisted the Games
editor in picking the best illustrated

representations of futuristic games. In

judging the other finalists (best written

description and best combined writing

and illustration), we received generous
assistance from former astronauts Buzz
Aldrin and Gordon Cooper and from

William Haynes and Ed Goldstein, of the

American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (A1AA).

Prizes in this competition were also

extraordinary, and a grand prize-winner

was chosen in each of the three

categories. In addition, five runners-up

received cash prizes of $50 each.

The three grand prize-winners will be
flown to Los Angeles during the third

week in July to attend a series of special

events commemorating the fifteenth

anniversary of the first manned lunar

landing. On Wednesday, July 18, they will

be guests of honor at the AlAAs Space
Week luncheon, at which Buzz Aldrin will

be a featured speaker. Then, on the

following Saturday, these three winners

will attend the grand-opening reception for

the new California Museum of Aerospace
Science. The rest of the weekend, they

will be given VIP tours of such local

attractions as the Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory, Rockwell International's space-

shuttle mock-up, and Hughes Aircraft's

gigantic flying boat, the "Spruce Goose."

In addition, the best entries will be
placed on display at the California Museum
of Aerospace Science during the first

weeks of its grand opening, which will

coincide with the 1984 Olympics.

Since this contest, Competition #32, is

so timely, we announce its results this

month, ahead of our report on Competition

#31, which seeks new entries for Omni's

Fractured Dictionary. The results .of

Competition #31 will appear soon.
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Schofield's Space Rover Slalom: chosen the best illustration ot an event in the 2084 Olympics.

GRAND PRIZE-WINNERS

Best written description.

Spaceball, This is played in a spherical

chamber ten meters in diameter, with

six "goal boles" at locations north, east,

south, west, "up," and "down." Each goal

is identified by a different color. Likewise,

there are six rubber balls, each a bit

larger than a softball, each a different

color. The object is to be the first to score

all six goals by gelling each ball into its

matching goal. A few seconds after a
ball enters a goal, it is shot back into the

sphere so that all the balls remain in play.

Players push off from the walls of the

sphere, grab balls in flight, and maneuver
toward the appropriate goal. Batting a

ball out of an opponent's grasp is fair, as

is a block or body check to knock him

off course. A well-executed check can
cancel an opponent's momentum and
leave him stranded at center court. In

singles play this usually means the end
of the set; in doubles or in triples play a
teammate may execute a rescue.

—Tim Rubin, Bend, OR

Best illustrated representation (above).

Space Rover Slalom. A test of man
and machine, through a specially laid out

asteroid field.

—Glen Schofield, Roseland, NJ

Best description combining writing and
illustration (detail at right, page 133).

Cpneball. The game is played under the

rules of handball in a transparent, cone-

shaped court. The playing cone rotates to

produce 0.25 g, which allows server to

gain the leverage necessary for a power
serve. The base wall, against which balls

are hit, does not rotate. An automatic win

is scored for an "ace in the hole," when
the serve is aced and exits the playing

cone through the hole at its apex.
—Jonathan McComas, Raleigh, NC

RUNNERS-UP: $50 EACH

Skydivers Over Jupiter. (Painting)—Michael Carroll, San Diego

Zero-g Pocket Billiards (55 Ball). Played

in a spherical arena. The balls are

racked in a tight 5x5x5x5 octahedron



(with 15 balls on each triangular lace). A
net at the butt of the cue stick may be
used to stop the motion of any ball other

than the cue ball. During the initial

break, players are advised to assume the

defensive position: a fetal tuck.

—William C. Lewis, Vancouver, WA

Zero-g Javelin. Contestant throws three

javelins at a circular, tOO-meter-wide

target one kilometer distant. Points are

awarded for closeness to target center and
for least time between first and last

javelin impact. Best strategy is to make
the second and third throws relatively

faster lhan the firsl so that all the javelins

hit the target at once. Because there's

no gravity, the thrower must adjust body
position after each toss io compensate
for the physical reaction lo the throw.

—Sen P. Field, Stafford. TX

Momentum Cancellation. This is the

weightless analog of weightlifting. On
one side of a chamber, the contestant

stands in a chest-high pit, with his feet

clamped to the floor and his arms
extended straight up. A mass driver on
the other side of the chamber propels

a large massball toward the contestant.

When the massball arrives, the athlete

tries to stop it in the most efficient way
before it makes contact with the safety rim

around the pit. If the contestant fails,

the rim prevents the ball from crushing

him or her to death.

—Scott Nlcewonger, Mentor, OH

'84 Spatial Games Summary. In individual

competitions, Ihe men usually excel at

the microgravity hammer throw. That's

where you whirl a tethered mass around
you, let go, and see how far it can throw

you. Women usually do better at weight-

less, bowless archery. Of course, there's

nothing like it on Earth, where gravity

completely masks psychokinesis.

Among team sports, it is hard to find

one more interesting than the assisted-

alchemy race, in which the winning team
is the first one to transmute matter into

a gold medal.
—J. Robert Crofoot, Newark Valley, NY

HONORABLE MENTION

Ultimate Skydiving. Participants dress in

heavy, fire-resistant space suits with

built-in life-support systems and small,

powerful jetpacks.

A shuttle in very low Earth orbit drops
off Ihe contestants, one at a time. At

the appropriate moment, they fire their

jetpacks and become sky divers, bracing

themselves for a fiery, headlong plunge

to Earth. Each contestant becomes a
human meteorite, struggling to maintain

a descent that will put him on target

without reducing him to ashes. In the final

approach, the diver assumes a feet-first

position, reignites the jetpack, and lands at

the target.

The diver is judged on the accuracy of

his dive, the artistic merit of his incan-

descent contrail, and the amount of fuel

left in his jetpack.
—Bruce Hotman, Red Deer, Ma.

Tramp Pong. Two trampolines are placed
at opposite ends of a rotating cylindrical

arena. Athletes bounce between the

two trampolines, performing multiple and
twisting somersaults. The chamber
resembles the granddaddy of video

games, Pong.

By adjusting bounce angles, trampo-
liners will compensate for the effects

of the cylinder's rotation, and, by adjusting

the force of each spring, they will be
able to take advantage of the decrease
in gravity toward the central axis, and
prolong the series of stunts before reach-

ing the other side. Rescue teams will

be on hand to retrieve athletes who
miscalculate their bounces and become
stuck in zero g at the cylinder's axis.—Chris Cardaci, Los Angeles

Lunar Biathlon. The firs! leg of this race,

which takes place in a pressurized, air-

filled dome on the moon, is a 19.5-mile

race in human-powered aircraft, inspired

by the Gossamer Condor of a century

earlier. The rest of the 26-mile marathon
is a footrace in one-sixth gravity.—

T. Doyle and J. McDonald, Roxbury, CT

Space Juggling. On Earth, juggling is

intimately tied lo gravity and requires an
intuitive mastery of it. When weightless,

juggling becomes a different skill entirely,

as balls travel in straight-line trajectories,

instead of arcs. With his feet cleated

to a grid, a space juggler will pass balls

from one hand to the other, directing

several balls at once so they come close

to one another but don't touch.

Multijuggler routines—performed inside

an enclosed chamber—with throws from

one side to the other and balls traveling at

varying velocilies, will be unforgettable.
—Duncan M. Hamilton, tola, WICG



LAST
LAJDRD
By E. J. Gold '

bDon't worry

. about those strange'
''

new sensations

and cosmic thoughts. .

'

;-;;

They're not-

important. After ally y
ypu'redead: -.

.
What more can happen?'}

-

:::'r.vfu'-i note. continuing

commitment to public service, we oifer '..

this primer, or: haw to tat! i! you are going-

. to die-. -So much misiniorrriation has
been disseminated on the subject-thai

v/e

the record straight.

; -.. -if- you're about to tile, you'll begin to '.--,'

' no'ice sever ns and
cosmic reve

is ripped away, revesting.- for the- first
;

time-since the last, time you passed away
.: ..:

ted

. At the same time, you'll experience a

;
..:''....:: .

::you :re fourtled at twice rhe spsed-cf light
.

into. a.dark- and unsown -world in-, which--

.
everything seems shngsithe. same as- it

was before, oniy more so..,

Don't worry about those strange new
feelings-anc cosmic. .'thoughts. They're not

important And' ai
. you'-s dead! What

.;. . ..,.
rebirth youNi :oo mi.? on all

'{his arid, laugh.''

These sensations are useful for antfci-

pai.lngy.our exact momenta! passage..

you vi; OiiO:-: p-aoli'

popular -wDr-ksnoDr,:. vou w.
: be able'to

use these .sensations to-cali forth a series.

i..-

artJinsliPU i i v*ichwill ;.

. help; you niaimain -a w$n y. im---

albeit false during the total loss-.pf. '.-.'.

rhe "ur ienti >

r-ypu'l ; yj ::

ineviSably threugh the.portai ofdeath.-

/ 1tVsq':ea.sy to lust expo! your las! breath
' in i o ;

vol.: .w.i:
1 : :.i'iiy.\ -.; -'>.

total surrender' to [he perfect; shining,' '.

endless- void, which is without objects,'

states ol cort! -..;: .: .

. space, filled' parking : ots, ?.f:Q' those empty
ny to

hoidonto. When'you have Anally .given

. up
organic head-bi'a':": personal Identity, you'll

understand the mystique of peanut'."

. butter by-the spoonful.-.
' As'foeveii is lifted.rygu'fi feel several

.Sensations grouped i ., a series

.. .
.. !.:. i: '.:,'

heavy pressure, like mefifog Info an ail-. ; .:

'

of lead boots. Don't worry about this; ':

'..
.

. .

'

.
'

: :
:

mfouies left. to handle any ;ast-minufe .'..-

' details,, and if you have. a -.friend visiting

your deathbed and your friend is so'
'.

inel.in.ed--yo.Lr still have isme for a '';.

Wonderfully refreshing- foot massage.
be aclamm'y

.. coldness atemsffng with sweating-, as ff

. yo!

.one symptom y hypoiheirr.ia in which the;.

body's heat is reduced to ;-ethal levels..
'

.Hey; 'nothing to worry about—passage is
.

•

stiN minutes away!'

'

.
The third, sensation is a.definite -cemo

thai your body is aboui to explode, .'You

may actually tee! thai you've, been' blown

io smifoereons am; dispsi'sed by the

wind- /Vow. you have something to' worry
.

.
i
... [';,

to re;a>; and think of something pleasant.

The iouiifi sensation isn't really a

sensation it's a iota' lack of sensations.

Suddenly, although your mind has'rnlrac-

uldusiy opened- Up and provided a.

b htakn f all

creation,.-!! doesn"! refer io anything This

vision plus. 90 cents'- will- get you a. one-
'

way nde.cn a city, bus,

In addition to ihese sensations, there

may be- other feelings',: psychological;.-'

events, interludes, fogies, or other minor

disorders, which. occur prior to passage
from the organic world to wherever you're

going.. You might' experience a loss-pi--

..control over your facial- muscles,- causing

an insipid smile, or that unoccupied look

usually reserved for high- school seniors.

You migm-- periodically loseybtfr

: hi :
sense before might not make the same,

sense
:

tney made, before when- you-

.

understood what they were saying by the.

'.words and phrases they might be under-

stood and made. sense-before' when ;

'.

'

you understood what they -meant by/what
: they:said to you as you were listening.'-'

There may be a foss of sight or radical

changes in your vision v'siorr.vision.

..f
.

. if you're getting more than-just a 'dot '.

' ma;
yourself shivering, or. -sweating and' having

an unconirokable- -d.es ire.,to remove' 'your

clothes and walk around. Unless you're

expect.ee to recover, this may wei.l be a

good idea. Who knows what last-minute

adventures.- might be m store for you?
You mayfeei a lethargic calm descend

over you. If.you've spent-yourfife as sr

iawyer.br if you .were ona-graduate.-'

eilowship. you probably won't notice this'.

There might.be a 'oss o i attention.

caused by foiling over unconscious on-

-.the floor: YoL

breathing stopped several minutes age
and that you can't move your limbs.

.In this case., don't bother trying to talk.

Whon all these- symptoms of approach- :

ing death-have been completed,
someone should gently whisper the

:

following words Into you 1" ear: "So long,

sucker/you're-on your own. "DO

,
:, .. ... ...- II .

'.. I.
.

' -:, .'
I

". .'
,

:•

put>!i$h?d]byiDHHS
:

inc. Covvficttit ® 1983

by-E; J. Gold.' Gold-is a CaH'omiybased
«as

^lillvery much alive, ana breathing steady.


